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Introduction
If we were able to get a show of hands, we would venture to say

that every one of you reading this article has used or is using
reinforcement as part of a support plan for one of your consumers.

The use of reinforcement may be either to increase the person’s
access to a high density of reinforcement and, accordingly, their
quality of life, or, perhaps, as an incentive in a formal schedule of

reinforcement.  We would also venture to say that one of your
frustrations has been that the use of reinforcement sometimes just
doesn’t seem to work.  The consumer may take the reinforcer when
it is provided, but its availability doesn’t seem to influence his or her
behavior.

Contingency Management.  Since the
1950’s, considerable research has been
devoted to identifying the Rules of
Effective Reinforcement.  Many
people who design reinforcement
plans have not been taught these basic
rules.  They need to be revisited.
Barbara is not unlike many of the

people who have been referred to us by
community agencies.  She has a history
of physical aggression and property de-
struction that occurs in the context of
what has been termed “tantrums.”  She
actually has a fairly good assessment in
place and the support plan is based on the
findings of the assessment.  Some of the
elements of the plan include an improved
quality of life, a structured, visual daily
schedule, communication training, teach-
ing community activities, and reinforce-
ment for the absence of the problem be-
haviors as well as reinforcement for alter-
native behaviors.  Reinforcement involves
frequent “social praise” for following
directions as well as small edible treats
for the absence of the problem behaviors
on an hourly basis.  The communicationThere are a number of reasons why

the events identified as potential rein-
forcers may not work.  Here are only
some of the reasons we have discovered
in our clinical experiences.
• Not Enough.  Events identified as

potential reinforcers may not be ef-
fective because enough is not being
provided to influence the person’s
behavior.

• Too Much.  Reinforcement may loose
its effectiveness because it is avail-
able in amounts that produce a satia-
tion effect, in which a person’s interest
in that reinforcement is not maintained.

• Not Individualized.  Events identified
as potential reinforcers may not have
been effective because the event was
not individualized.  That is, a group of
events had been identified by the
agency as things that they could af-
ford, or things they had available at
the time, without regard to the
individual’s personal preferences.

• Mistaken Belief.  Another reason for
the failure may be the mistaken belief
that everyone is motivated by praise
and edibles.  Praise and edibles may be
important for some, but not to others.

• Failure to Follow the Basic Rules of
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Editors’ Note…
Here we go with year two of Positive Practices.  We are very

pleased to include in this issue a

contribution from Paula Miskuly,

one of the participants in the two

week training institute we provided

in Montana two years ago.  We are

also especially pleased to include

the results of a research study car-

ried out by Heike Ballmaier.  As

part of her doctoral research, Dr.

Ballmaier investigated the reliabil-

ity and validity of the instrument

we developed for evaluating as-

sessment reports and recommended

support plans.  As many of you

know, we use this instrument in many of our training, research and

quality assurance activities.  We think you will find her report

interesting and relevant.

We also include a picture taken

at this year’s Summer Institute in

Los Angeles.  Although this was

the 8th Annual Summer Institute,

this is the first time we had a group

picture taken of all the partici-

pants, faculty and support staff.

We can kick ourselves for that, but

look for subsequent pictures in the

years ahead.

Gary W. LaVigna and
Thomas J. Willis
Co-editors

Gary W. LaVigna, PhD
Clinical Director

Thomas J. Willis, PhD
Associate Director
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Psychometric Characteristics of
Evaluation Instruments for Behavioral
Assessment Reports and Intervention
Plans

Heike I. Ballmaier, Gary W. LaVigna, Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis,
Los Angeles, CA
Kathi Borden, Robert P. Gelhart, Pepperdine University, Los Angeles, CA
Thomas J. Willis, Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis, Los Angeles, CA

Editors’ Note:  Dr. Ballmaier completed her doctoral work at Pepperdine
University in Los Angeles.  She first become interested in our work during an
internship she spent with us as part of her graduate program.  We were very
pleased when she decided to carry out her doctoral research around an area of our
work.  Specifically, she decided to investigate the reliability and validity of one of
the tools we developed for supporting our training, research, and quality assurance
activities.  We were excited to learn of her results.  We were also very impressed
with her clinical skills and consider ourselves fortunate that upon graduation she
accepted a position with IABA.  If you have any question about the study you are
about to read, write and let us know.

Abstract
An Assessment Evaluation Instrument (AEI) and an Intervention

Evaluation Instrument (IEI) were developed to evaluate the quality
of assessment reports and intervention plans generated to help

support individuals who have challenging behavior associated with
their developmental disabilities.  The purpose of this study was to
investigate the test-retest reliability, interrater reliability, and crite-

rion validity of these instruments.  Pearson r correlation coefficients
were all significant at the p<.01 level for the three analyses.  With

psychometric integrity, such instruments can be useful for setting
professional standards, for professional training, and for treatment
utility research, which investigates the extent to which assessment

can contribute to good treatment  planning and implementation, and
ultimately to better outcomes for people.

ment outcomes (Ciminero, Calhoun, &
Adams, 1986; Goldfried, 1979; Hayes,
Nelson, & Jarrett, 1987; Matson &
Mulick, 1983; Nelson & Hayes, 1979).  If
an assessment device, distinction, or strat-
egy can be shown to positively influence
treatment outcome, that  device, distinc-
tion, or strategy has treatment utility
(Hayes, Nelson, & Jarrett, 1987).

While the fundamental role of assess-
ment and functional analysis in behav-
ioral intervention represents a hallmark
in the field of applied behavior analysis
(Kanfer & Saslow, 1969; Schwartz,
Goldiamond, & Howe, 1975), there is
presently no evaluation instrument de-
signed to rate the quality of a behavioral
assessment or intervention plan, nor the
quality of decision making that would be
needed to produce durable treatment out-
comes.  Such instruments, if available,
could be useful in treatment utility re-
search, in professional training, and in
setting and maintaining professional stan-
dards.

The Assessment Evaluation Instru-
ment (AEI) and Intervention Evaluation
Instrument (IEI) (Willis & LaVigna,
1990) were developed with the goal of
providing formalized measures of the
completeness of behavioral assessment
reports and intervention plans.  An out-
line of the content areas evaluated by the
AEI and the IEI is shown in Table 1 (page
4).  Versions of these evaluation instru-
ments have been published (Willis and
LaVigna, 1990;  LaVigna, Willis, Shaull,
Abedi, & Sweitzer, 1994) and there is
considerable support for their content
(e.g., Carr, 1977, 1979, 1988; Carr &
Durand, 1985a, 1985b; Carr & McDowell,
1980; Carr, Newsom, & Binkoff, 1976,
1980; Ciminero et al., 1986; Cooper,
Heron, & Heward, 1987; Kanfer &
Saslow, 1969; LaVigna & Donnellan,
1986; Schwartz et al., 1975).  However,
their psychometric characteristics have
yet to be determined.

Crucial to the usefulness of the two
instruments would be a test of their reli-
ability and validity.  The purpose of this
study was to carry out this test.  Specifi-
cally, this research investigated the test-
retest reliability, interrater reliability, and
criterion validity of the AEI and IEI, as well
as the relatedness of these two instruments.

Behavioral assessment constitutes an
important type of evaluation for develop-
mentally disabled people.  It differs from
other types of psychological assessment

in that the quality of behavioral assess-
ment is determined mainly by its contri-
bution to the design of appropriate inter-
vention procedures and beneficial treat-
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Assessment Evaluation Instrument
I. General Format

A. Format
B. Identifying Information

II. Reason(s) for Referral
A. Source of Referral
B. Referral Behaviors
C. Key Social Agents’ Reasons

 for Referral and Possible
Discrepancies

III. Data Source
IV. Description of Services

A. Service Settings
B. Types of Services
C. Date Provided
D. Duration

V. Background Information
A. Learner Description
B. Living Arrangements
C. Day Setting
D. Health and Medical Status
E. Previous or Current Services

VI. Functional Analysis
A. Description of the Problem

Behavior
B. History of the Problem
C. Environmental (Ecological)

Analysis
D. Antecedent Analysis
E. Consequence Analysis
F. Impressions and Analysis of

Meaning
VII. Motivational Analysis

A. Method of Analysis
B. List of Potential Reinforcers
C. Prioritization of Potential

Reinforcers
VIII. Mediator Analysis

A. Description of Agents
B. Estimate of Abilities

Intervention Evaluation Instrument
I. Long-Range Goals
II. Short-Term Behavioral Objectives

A. Label of Target Behavior
B. Decrease, Maintain, or

Increase
C. Degree of Change
D. Time Interval

III. Data Collection
A. Methods
B. Reliability

IV. Intervention Procedures
A. Environmental Changes
B. Positive Programming

1. General Skills
2. Functionally Equivalent

Skills
3. Functionally Related Skills
4. Coping Skills

C. Direct Treatment Strategies
D. Reactive Strategies
E. Staff Development

V. Comments and Recommendations
A. Anticipated Difficulties
B. Additional Resources and/or

Services Requested
C. Strategies for Evaluating

Outcomes

Table 1 - Outline of Content Areas
Evaluated by the Assessment
Evaluation Instrument (AEI) and the
Intervention Evaluation Instrument
(IEI)

Method

Materials
This study involved the AEI and IEI

evaluation of 150 reports from two agen-
cies that provide services to developmen-
tally disabled clients, 88 from one and 62
from the other.  Criteria for inclusion of
reports consisted of each having both
assessment and intervention sections, as
well as addressing at least two target
behaviors in the assessment report and
attached intervention plan.  Five raters
were recruited to test the reliability and
validity of the two evaluation instruments
under investigation.  Careful procedures
were used to ensure that ratings were
independent, raters were qualified and
rater bias was kept at a minimum in the
evaluation of reports.  The total pool of
150 study reports was randomly divided
into three sets of 50 cases.  For each of the
reliability and validity procedures, a set
of 50 reports was given to the raters.

Test-Retest Reliability
Test retest reliability is a measure of

consistency over time.  It is obtained by
giving the same test twice to the same
group of persons with a time lapse be-
tween administrations (Werner & Stew-
ard, 1984).  In the present research, a rater
(Rater 1) was randomly assigned to par-
ticipate in the test-retest reliability of the
AEI and IEI instruments.  The raters were
considered as competent and ready to
begin the study when agreement between
their scores and the investigator’s equaled
or bettered an 80% agreement for five
reports scored in succession.  Following
training and a demonstrated level of com-
petence, Rater 1 proceeded to score 50
reports using the AEI and IEI scoring
instruments.  Monitoring of the rater con-
sisted of checking for fatigue effects and
digression from the instruments’ scoring
criteria.  Specifically, the investigator
sampled one in every five reports rated.
If the discrepancy between the rater and
the investigator increased in increments
of more than five points between moni-
toring, the rater was observed to indicate
fatigue effects and asked to resume on
another day.  Alternatively, the occur-
rence of digression from the instruments’

scoring criteria resulted in the rater scor-
ing another training report to demon-
strate competency in using the instru-
ments before resuming the study reports.
The raw scores for individual items on
the two evaluation instruments were col-
lected by the investigator.  The investiga-
tor then summarized the total number of
“+”’s or credits for each report.  Follow-
ing a three-week interval, Rater 1 scored
the same reports for the second time.
Monitoring and feedback proceeded as
with the initial scoring of reports.  The
raw scores were collected and the total
number of “+”’s were summarized by the
investigator.  These summations were
saved for subsequent analysis of the in-
struments’ test-retest reliability.

The test-retest reliability coefficient
for both the AEI and IEI was calculated.
The actual items which received credit
(“+”) from Rater 1 on the first evaluation
of the reports was compared with the
actual items which received credit (“+”)
from Rater 1 in the repeat evaluation.
Since the AEI and IEI data were treated
separately, this study generated two test-
retest reliability coefficients, one for each
evaluation instrument.  A scatter plot was
used to check for the appropriateness of
using a parametric test, and the Pearson
Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient
was used to calculate the magnitude of
the relationship between the test and the
retest scores.

Interrater Reliability
Interrater reliability provides a mea-

sure of consistency of agreement across
observers or scorers.  When the scoring
of an instrument requires the subjective
judgment of a rater, it is necessary to have
some estimate of the level of agreement
among scorers who are supposedly using
the same set of scoring criteria (Werner &
Steward, 1984).  In this study, two raters
(Rater 2 and Rater 3) were randomly
assigned to participate in the interrater
reliability test of the AEI and IEI.  These
raters completed the training and demon-
strated a level of competence prior to
receiving the study reports.  The raters
appreciated that they were to rate the
reports independently.  Rater 2 and Rater
3 then received the same 50 reports.
Methods for training, monitoring and pro-
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viding feedback proceeded as described
earlier.  The individual raw scores were
collected from the two raters.  The num-
ber of “+”’s was summarized for each
rater’s reports.  The two sets of summa-
rized scores were then retained for subse-
quent analysis of the instruments’
interrater reliability.

Two interrater reliability coefficients
were computed.  One was computed for
the AEI, by comparing the actual items
which received credit (“+”) for each re-
port from Rater 2 with the actual items
which received credit (“+”) for each re-
port from Rater 3.  The interrater reliabil-
ity coefficient for the IEI was obtained in
the same way.  The data met the assump-
tions for the use of a parametric test and
the Pearson Product Moment Correlation
Coefficient was used to calculate the
magnitude of the relationship between
the two raters’ scores for the evaluation
instruments.

Criterion Validity
Criterion related validity refers to the

extent to which an instrument relates to
an appropriate criterion that is external
to, but not part of the test itself (Garret &
Woodworth, 1960).  In order to measure
the criterion-related validity of the AEI
and IEI, two raters (Rater 4 and Rater 5)
were employed.  Rater  5 was selected for
his professional credentials, his practice
as a behavior specialist, and his utiliza-
tion as a behavior specialist by respon-
sible state agencies.

The method for collecting, recording,
and monitoring for Rater 4 followed the
procedures described for the other raters.
In contrast, Rater 5 engaged in a practice
session of rating ten reports to assist in
familiarizing himself with two separate
rating scales.  These involved Rater 5’s
clinical impressions of completeness of
reports, which were quantified by utiliz-
ing the format of two 5-point rating scales,
designed specifically for the purposes of
this study. The practice session also af-
forded Rater 5 the opportunity to gain
awareness of the range of reports he could
expect to find among the actual sample in
this research.

Following this orientation, the two
scales provided separate measures:  (a)
the completeness of an assessment report

and, (b) the completeness of a behavior
intervention plan.  Both scales used a
Likert type design, ranging from 1 (un-
satisfactory) to 5 (excellent).  For each
report, Rater 5 was required to circle the
numbers on the two rating scales: one
scale score reflecting the completeness
of the assessment section, and one scale
reflecting the completeness of the inter-
vention plan.  Monitoring of Rater 5
proceeded with the investigator and the
rater sharing feedback with one another
to ensure that the standard rater defini-
tions employed by the expert stayed con-
sistent throughout the course of this re-
search.  In summary, the two sets of
scores for each report were collected by
the investigator and retained for subse-
quent analysis.

Two criterion validity coefficients
were computed.  One was computed for
the AEI, by correlating the total credits
(“+”) for each report from Rater 4, with
the ratings for each report by the expert
rater (Rater 5) who used the 5-point,
criterion-rating scale.  The criterion va-
lidity coefficient for the IEI was obtained
in the same way.  The data met the as-
sumptions for the use of a parametric test
and the Pearson Product-Moment Corre-
lation Coefficient was used to calculate
the significance of the relationship of
scores from each of the AEI and IEI
instruments with an external measure-
ment of completeness (the rating scale).

Analysis of the Relatedness Between
the AEI and IEI Ratings

All the raw data scores obtained
throughout the entire study were utilized

to measure the magnitude of relatedness
between the ratings produced by the two
instruments.  This provided the investi-
gator with a total of 250 scored assess-
ment reports (using the AEI) and 250
intervention plan reports (using the IEI).
The raw data obtained from Rater 5 who
used the criterion rating scale were ex-
cluded from this data set.  The number of
“+” scores obtained for every report evalu-
ation using the AEI instrument (n=250)
was correlated with the number of “+”
scores obtained for every report evalua-
tion using the IEI (n= 250).  The data met
the assumptions for the use of a paramet-
ric test and the Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation Coefficient was used to cal-
culate the magnitude of the relationship
between the ratings produced by the two
instruments.

Results
Table 2 presents the correlation coef-

ficients obtained for the measures of test-
retest reliability, interrater reliability, and
criterion validity and the level of signifi-
cance achieved for each.  Correlation
coefficients were based on pairs of raw
scores consisting of sums of items checked
present in reports on the AEI and IEI.

Test-Retest Reliability
This was assessed by asking Rater 1 to

rate 50 reports at two times separated by
a three-week period.  As can be seen in
Table 2, Pearson r correlation coeffi-
cients were .97 for the AEI and .96 for the
IEI.  The reliability coefficients calcu-
lated on each instrument were found to be

Table 2 - Reliability and Validity Measures on the Two Instruments

AEI IEI

Results Pearson r Significance Pearson r Significance

Test-retest 
Reliability

0.97 0.01 0.96 0.01

Interrater 
Reliability

0.82 0.01 0.46 0.01

Criterion 
Validity

0.54 0.01 0.43 0.01
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statistically significant at p<0.01.  Thus,
the extent to which items checked present
on each instrument could be generalized
over different occasions appeared to be
high.

Interrater Reliability
Interrater reliability was assessed by

asking Raters 2 and 3 to score a different
set of 50 reports independently.  Pearson
r correlation coefficients were .82 for the

AEI and .46 for the IEI.  Both reliability
coefficients obtained were found to be
statistically significant at p<0.01.  Re-
sults indicated that scoring judgments
were consistent on the AEI across raters.
The reliability coefficient on the IEI, how-
ever, reflected a larger number of
interscorer differences.

Criterion Validity
The measurement of criterion validity

involved correlating AEI raw score rat-
ings obtained by Rater 4 with raw scores
obtained by Rater 5 using an independent
5-point rating scale for evaluating assess-
ment reports.  A similar procedure was
followed for calculating the validity co-
efficient for the second instrument by
correlating IEI raw score ratings obtained
by Rater 4 with raw scores obtained by
Rater 5 on a 5-point rating scale for evalu-
ating intervention plan.  A third sample of
50 assessment reports was provided for
this analysis.

Pearson r correlation coefficients were
.54 for the AEI and .43 for the IEI.  Both
validity coefficients calculated were also
found to be statistically significant at
p<0.01.  As noted previously for reliabil-

ity coefficients, agreement on the com-
pleteness of reports appeared to be slightly
higher on the AEI than on the IEI.  Since
the validity of an instrument is affected
by its reliability, the lower interrater reli-
ability coefficient indicated earlier for
the IEI might have also lowered the crite-
rion validity of this instrument.  Gener-
ally speaking, it seemed likely that scor-
ing criteria were less clear on the IEI,
reflecting greater ambiguity and produc-

ing more subjective judg-
ments in scoring across
raters, as measured by the
absolute value of the cor-
relation coefficients ob-
tained.  However, a .01
level of significance was
achieved by both.

The Relationship
between AEI And IEI
Raw Scores

The degree of relation-
ship between the scores
obtained on the behavioral

assessment reports and the associated be-
havioral intervention plans was deter-
mined by correlating AEI and IEI raw
scores on a total of 250 scored protocols.
The correlation coefficient obtained was
.42.  This value was significant at p<.01.
These results are not displayed in Table 2.

Discussion
This study involved the evaluation of

the psychometric properties of the AEI
and IEI by conducting four major analy-
ses: test-retest reliability, interrater reli-
ability, criterion validity, and correlating
raw scores obtained from the instruments
with each other.  Results generally indi-
cated that the test-retest reliability for
both instruments and the interrater reli-
ability for the AEI were statistically sig-
nificant and within an acceptable range
for reliability coefficients (e.g.,>.80;
Anastasi, 1988).

The interrater reliability coefficient,
though statistically significant, dropped
to .46 on the IEI.  When the interrater
reliability coefficient for the IEI was cal-
culated separately for raw scores obtained
from each agency, a significant differ-
ence was observed in correlation coeffi-

cients measured for each agency.  For
raw scores obtained for reports from
Agency 1, the coefficient was .82.  For
raw scores obtained for reports from
Agency 2, the coefficient was .07.

An analysis of raw scores on reports
from Agency 2 revealed that 17 out of 19
scores given by one rater were generally
lower than scores provided by the other
rater.  Primarily due to the fact that re-
ports from Agency 2 did not follow the
organizational structure incorporated into
the instrument, it may have been difficult
to find the information called for on the
instrument since it would not have neces-
sarily appeared under the same heading
as identified on the AEI.  This observa-
tion was confirmed by Rater 3 whose
scores were generally lower on reports
from Agency 2 than the scores of Rater 2
involved in this analysis.  Specifically,
Rater 3 stated that it was difficult to use
the IEI for identifying and evaluating
information in reports from Agency 2,
despite the impressions that complete-
ness of general report content appeared
similar across agencies.

The training procedures used in this
research appear to have influenced the
discrepancy in interrater reliability coef-
ficients calculated for each agency.  Train-
ing involved the evaluation of four re-
ports from Agency 1 but only one report
from Agency 2.  The limited exposure to
evaluating differently organized interven-
tion plans may not have affected the rat-
ings of reports from Agency 1 but pro-
duced variable results on the ratings of
reports from Agency 2.

One could generally conclude that the
IEI might be used more easily and accu-
rately with report evaluations that follow
the organizational structure of the instru-
ment itself.  Based on the present results,
training procedures for raters may need
to be expanded to include a carefully
selected set of reports that are equally
complete in content but reflect differ-
ences in their organizational structure.
This would reduce later disagreements in
report evaluations across raters.  In addi-
tion, scoring criteria may need to be re-
vised on the IEI to specify that the infor-
mation to be evaluated may appear under
a different section or heading than is
called for on the instrument.

Results generally indicated
that the test-retest reliability
for both instruments and the
interrater reliability for the
AEI were statistically
significant…
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Results further revealed that criterion
validity coefficients were .54 for the AEI
and .43 for the IEI.  These coefficients
were statistically significant and reflected
a moderate level of agreement on com-
pleteness of reports across each of the
instruments under investigation and the
5-point rating scale.

A number of factors may have re-
duced criterion validity coefficients cal-
culated for the two instruments.  First,
criterion validity typically asks whether
the instrument under investigation corre-
lates with other relevant measures.  Usu-
ally, these other variables are already
established as valid measures.  In this
research, the expert opinion of reports
expressed by Rater 5 on the rating scales,
represented the criterion measure con-
ducted independently from report evalu-
ations on the two instruments.  A panel of
experts or one certified behavior analyst,
rather than one well-experienced rater
who participated in this research without
the official qualifications of a behavior
specialist, may have enriched the validity
of the independent ratings of reports.

Second, the moderate agreement
found in ratings of reports across examin-
ers may have been partly due to difficul-
ties encountered during monitoring of
Rater 4 who conducted report evalua-
tions on the two instruments.  During
monitoring, that rater had to be retrained
twice because agreement measures ob-
tained between the researcher and the
rater had dropped to a level below .70.
The monitoring of that one rater also
indicated greater overall discrepancies
with the researcher’s ratings than was
found for any other rater.

Third, it appeared that the checklist of
items on the IEI was generally too short
to address all major components that are
needed to write a complete and compre-
hensive multi-element treatment plan.
Based on the expressed reaction of raters,
scoring criteria seemed too global, lack-
ing in a detailed breakdown of criteria
that define the presence or absence of
each item in a written plan.  The latter
observations are also reflected in a gen-
eral trend towards lower reliability coef-
ficients obtained for the IEI than those
calculated for the AEI.  Revisions of the
IEI toward expanding its length and pro-

viding a more detailed explanation of
scoring criteria may enhance the reliabil-
ity and validity of the instrument.

The final analysis of this research
involved the correlation between AEI
and IEI raw scores.  According to treat-
ment utility research, the usefulness of an
assessment device cannot be measured
against itself but must be investigated for
its relevance in treatment planning (Hayes
et al., 1989).  The quality of a behavioral
assessment report, if it has treatment util-
ity, should therefore influence the quality
of the resulting intervention plan.  The
final analysis of this research was based
on the assumption that the AEI results for
the behavioral assessment reports should
be directly proportional to the IEI results
for the corresponding intervention plans.
Results of this analysis indicated that the
correlation coefficient calculated was sta-
tistically significant at p<.01.

There are two reasons for interpreting
the obtained correlation coefficient with
caution.  First, the two sets of AEI and IEI
scores did not reflect report evaluations
of independently obtained measures.  In-
stead, scores were based on reports writ-
ten by one behavior specialist who con-
ducted and wrote both assessment and
treatment plans.  Consequently, the cor-
relation coefficient measured between
pairs of scores on the two instruments
provided a preliminary measure of the
treatment utility of behavioral
assessment reports for plans
specifying behavioral interven-
tion strategies.

Second, results generally
revealed more variable scor-
ing on the IEI than on the AEI.
Evaluations using the IEI ap-
peared to have been influenced
by the organizational structure
in reports, due to the limita-
tions in training discussed ear-
lier on the interrater reliability
findings of the IEI.  In addi-
tion, insufficient instrument length and a
lack of detailed breakdown of scoring
criteria on the IEI may have influenced
some scoring inconsistencies across rat-
ers.  Revisions of training procedures and
the IEI, as well as two sets of separately
written reports may therefore need to be
incorporated in the design of future treat-

ment utility research with the two instru-
ments of interest.  The present findings
are promising, however, in that the level
of completeness of assessment reports
appeared to be proportional to the com-
pleteness of treatment plans.

Conclusions
In summary, the correlation coeffi-

cients calculated for all four analyses
were found to be significant at p<.01.
This means that, despite some limitations
in the present findings, it is possible to
generalize beyond the particular sample
of reports evaluated, to the larger popula-
tion of reports that are written in the
clinical field of applied behavior analysis
and/or utilized for research purposes.
Therefore, preliminary applications of
the two instruments may move forward
in a number of ways.

The two instruments evaluated for
their psychometric properties in this study
could be applied in clinical practice by
enhancing accountability for effective
service provision to clients with develop-
mental disabilities.  By imposing a stan-
dard and setting guidelines and expecta-
tions for format, structure, and content in
report writing, the AEI and IEI serve to
define a standard by which reports could
be evaluated for completeness, both
within agencies and across service pro-

viders.  The use of the instruments in
clinical practice, along with the enhance-
ment of their construct validity, could be
strengthened further by designing a stan-
dardized training package that assists
potential raters to familiarize themselves
with differences in level of content, com-
pleteness, and different ways that infor-

The two instruments…could
be applied in clinical

practice by enhancing
accountability for effective

service provision…
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mation can be organized, as is typically
practiced across agencies.

The AEI and IEI could further be used
to set goals and individualize instruction
in the process of training psychologists
and other professionals who assume the
role of a behavior specialist to undertake
assessments, and to determine whether

training goals have been met under pre-
determined standards.  To take this fur-
ther, a separate formal future study indi-
cating a significant difference between
pretest and posttest scores when evaluat-
ing progress in the training of profession-
als would also contribute to the construct
validity of the instruments, indicating
that they do in fact evaluate the assess-
ment and treatment planning for behavior
problems exhibited by clients with devel-
opmental disabilities.

Finally, applications of the AEI and
IEI are potentially useful in treatment
utility research when investigating the
treatment utility of behavioral assessment
for treatment planning (Hayes et al.,
1987).  Treatment utility research pro-
posed in the literature typically involves
group comparison designs in which the
relationship between assessment and
treatment is examined across groups.
Results based on such group comparison
approaches that identify relevant criteria
for treatment planning, and ultimately
treatment outcome could be enhanced by
the use of measures with good reliability
and validity to define groups.  Group
experimental research utilizing the AEI
and IEI could also strengthen the con-
struct-related validation of the instruments
if they were indeed found useful for pur-
poses of reliably differentiating and draw-
ing conclusions across groups.

It is recommended that a training
manual be designed for using the AEI and
the IEI that contains the basic principles
of behavioral assessment and the design
of treatment plans.  Emphasis should be
placed on major definitions and terms
that are discussed in the scoring criteria
of the instruments, and examples should

be provided that illus-
trate the use of scoring
criteria for evaluating
reports.  A manual could
thus be designed to ad-
dress judgment calls
that a rater typically
needs to make when
scoring reports.

A training manual
for the use of the AEI
and IEI should further
include a standardized
set of training reports

chosen and organized along the dimen-
sions of varying content and organiza-
tion.  This would allow potential raters to
familiarize themselves with differentially
complete reports, as well as different
ways that information can be organized
as is typically practiced across agencies.
Raters would be required to reach a speci-
fied level of agreement on the training
reports before they could proceed with
the actual ratings of reports for clinical
practice or research purposes.  Training
procedures that describe and illustrate
the use of the instruments, together with
a standardized set of reports that need to
be mastered during training, could en-
hance the applicability and accurate use
of the two instruments.

It is further recommended that scor-
ing criteria be refined and the number of
items on the IEI be expanded to improve
clear and confident decision-making in
the evaluation of intervention plans.  An
item analysis should further be conducted
on both instruments so that individual
weak items can be identified and revised
accordingly.  Qualitative recommenda-
tions for content and form of both instru-
ments have already been conducted
through informal interviews with those
raters who used the AEI and IEI to evalu-
ate reports.  Their comments are described
in the original version of this study
(Ballmaier, 1992) and could thus be ex-

amined for statistical verification in a fol-
low-up item analysis of both instruments.

Finally, internal consistency data of
an instrument have been described as
representing potentially useful informa-
tion for its construct validity (Anastasi,
1988).  Internal consistency correlations
represent measures of homogeneity.  It is
therefore recommended that the internal
consistency of the AEI and IEI be mea-
sured, to collect further reliability data on
the instruments and to investigate their
homogeneity as it contributes to con-
struct validity.  This could be accom-
plished by correlating scores on indi-
vidual items or sections of report evalua-
tions with total credits on each instrument.

The AEI and IEI appear promising in
their potential to contribute psychometri-
cally sound instruments for the purpose
of evaluating behavioral assessment re-
ports and intervention plans for individu-
als challenged by a developmental disabil-
ity and who also have behavior problems.
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training seems to be proceeding well and
she seems to be learning the community
skills that have been identified.  But, the
problem behaviors, i.e., “tantrums,” have
not really been impacted.  She takes the
reinforcers when they are provided, but
does not seem to be “delighted” when
they are made available.  She sometimes
doesn’t eat the treats and sometimes just
doesn’t pay attention to what is being
offered.  This has been going on for years
in one form or another.  What may be
happening?

To answer this question, we would
like you to answer these:  “What makes us
believe that she would be willing to give
up her tantrums for a small edible treat
every hour when her tantrums command
immediate attention and environmental
change?”  Further, “how important would
such treats be to her if she has access to
her own refrigerator and she can fix her-
self a snack anytime she wants, and she
has a choice of what she wants to prepare
for each of her meals, including desert?”
“What makes you believe that the people
we serve generally would be willing to
give up behaviors such as tantrums, self
injury, property destruction, and the like,
for a smile, a pat on the back, an edible
treat, a nickel, or a token, when their
behavior serves such powerful ends for
them?”  A person may be described as
enjoying or liking what is being given;
but “will they be willing to work for the
identified reinforcers?”  (This is further
complicated if we are independently pro-
viding a high density of attention, praise,
affection, enjoyable activities, frequent
access to favorite foods, etc., simply to
assure that the person enjoys a warm,
supporting and nurturing interpersonal
environment and enjoyable life-style, not
because it has been earned, but rather
because this is a basic need that every-
body has and deserves.)

Let’s take a personal example that
very likely will apply to all of us.  We
would venture to say that all of you enjoy
money.  Indeed, your days are usually
spent in the pursuit of money through
your work.  OK, here is a problem for
you.  A friend or acquaintance is willing
to offer you money to wash his car.  How

many of you would be willing to wash his
car for $1.00?  $5.00?  I would bet that
you would not consider it.  But, here is the
dilemma; you like money, so why are you
not willing to work for it?  How about if
he offered you $10,000?  There would be
a stampede getting to the car; as a matter
of fact, you would probably offer to wash
it a few extra times for free.  (Of course,
the dynamics would be totally different if
you had just been informed the night
before that you had just inherited
$5,000,000 from a long forgotten uncle.)

Yes, you like money, but it requires a
certain amount to “activate” us to action.
It may also take a certain amount to
improve our quality of life sufficiently to
influence our behavior. Perhaps this is
the problem with Barbara.  She may be
interested sometimes in what is avail-
able, but not be willing to work to achieve
the rewards.  Thus, a key in the effective-
ness of reinforcement as part of a support
plan may not only be WHAT  is identi-
fied; but also HOW MUCH is presented
or provided, and in the context of WHAT
DENSITY OF REINFORCEMENT .

In this article, we will discuss some of
the issues and methods around identify-
ing effective reinforcement.  This is not
new information; but we would venture
to say that much of it has been forgotten.
Vance and Marilyn Hall (1980) wrote of
the importance of reinforcement “…the
systematic use of reinforcement is the
most powerful tool in
strengthening or teaching
new behavior… Some per-
sons have difficulty select-
ing and delivering rein-
forcers and are disap-
pointed in the results of
their behavior management
efforts.”  In other words,
identifying powerful re-
wards to facilitate behav-
ior change is important ,
whether this information is used to struc-
ture formal schedules of reinforcement to
provide an incentive for the person to
engage in a variety of alternative behav-
iors, in lieu of the target behavior, or it is
used to increase the person’s access to a
high density of noncontingent reinforce-
ment and to improve their overall quality
of life.

Methods for Identifying
Potential Reinforcers

Ask the Person/Ask Others
A very basic strategy, but sometimes

overlooked, is to ask the person what
interests he has, what she would like to
have, what he would like to do, what she
would like to earn, and where he would
like to go.  We asked one of our consum-
ers, a young man with the problems asso-
ciated with autism, to write down the
things he would like to earn as part of his
support plan.  He asked for a pencil, took
a steno pad, and nearly filled the pad with
things he considered worth working to-
ward.  Interestingly, over 90 percent of
what he wrote was junk food.  As part of
asking, some creative strategies may be
needed.  For example, ask “If you had $10
what would you buy?”  “If you could go
anywhere for dinner, where would you
go?”  “How much money would you like
to have each day?”

Of course, it is important to ask those
who are with the person often what the
consumer likes.  Not just one person, but
several if it is possible.  This is important
since what may be reinforcing may differ
in the presence of different persons.  This
is not new to you.  It is not surprising that
some kids may not want to play basket-
ball or surf with mom, since these may

not be something she does or does well
(NOTE:  This is not meant to be sexist.
We do know some women who are excel-
lent at both).  Some specific questions we
might ask of someone about potential
reinforcers include the following:
• What does he do often?
• Where does he like (ask) to go?
• Who does she prefer to be with?

Continued from page 1

“…the systematic use of
reinforcement is the most

powerful tool in strengthening
or teaching new behavior…"
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• What does he request most often?
• What does she purchase when she has

money?
• Where does she request to go when

she has the choice of where to eat?

Questionnaires
Another quick strategy for identify-

ing many potential reinforcers would in-
volve giving several people structured
questionnaires to complete.  For example,
Tharp and Wetzel (1969) developed the
Mediation-Reinforcer Incomplete Blank
(MRB).  The MRB contains 34 incom-
plete sentences that a person would com-

plete, such as “The thing I like to do best
with my (mother/father) is ____.”  “I will
do almost anything to get ____.”

The Adult and Child Reinforcement
Inventories (Willis, LaVigna, and Don-
nellan, 1993) is based on the original
work of Cautela and Kastenbaum (1967).
They contain over 200 items that a person
would rate on a five-point-scale from
“not at all” to “very much.”  They also
contain sections in which the respondent
would describe what a consumer “does”
more than 5, 10, 15, and 20-times a day.
In a third section, the respondent is asked
to rate how much time the consumer
engages in common activities such as
“watching television,” “listening to mu-
sic,” sleeping,” “reading,” etc.  A final
section asks the person to answer ques-
tions such as “What is the person’s most
favorite thing to do?”  “What does the
person ask for most often.”

The advantage of questionnaires and
surveys is that they give a good starting
point for probing the effectiveness of
reinforcement.  Those events that people

rate as “Not At All” are not the place to
start.  Rather, if there are 10 or 20 items
rated as “Much” and “Very Much” these
may be the items first used as contingent
or noncontingent reinforcement.

Observe the Person
Observing a person at times through

the day can be an effective way of identi-
fying potential reinforcers.  The assump-
tion here is that if a person does it often
it may be a potential reinforcer.  The basis
of this was presented in 1959 by David
Premack.  He noted that the behaviors a
person engages in frequently can be used

to reinforce behaviors
that occur at a low fre-
quency.  Thus, he was
able to reduce the un-
manageable behavior of
nursery school children
by giving them the op-
portunity to run around
and yell and scream (high
frequency behavior) if
they sat quietly for short
periods of time (low fre-
quency behavior).  So,
the questions to be an-
swered here include

“How much time does the person spend
in various activities throughout the day?”
“How often during the hour, day, week,
month does the person use the object or
engage in the activity?”  How often does
the person request, demand, argue for
various objects, foods, activities, or
events?”

Here are some methods for observing
that we have found to be useful:
1. The Asking Log.  Sometimes, when

you ask kids what they would like to
have or work for, they freeze.  They
just can’t think of a thing.  So, we ask
the parents to keep a pad of paper and
pencil close to them when they are
with their kids.  We ask that they listen
to their kids when they are driving,
when they are watching TV (espe-
cially commercials) and when they
are walking in the mall.  We ask them
to write down what the kids ask for
(e.g., “I want ____.) and what they
demand and tantrum over.

2. Structured Location Record.  In class-
rooms with small children, we have

found it sometimes useful to draw a
diagram of the classroom; the major
areas (e.g., science, exploratory, art,
etc.), seating arrangements, mats, eat-
ing area, teacher location, aide loca-
tion, etc.  This can be done very
quickly.  A time period for observing
is then selected (e.g., every 30 sec-
onds).  Subsequently, every 30 sec-
onds throughout the observation time,
the observer puts a “/” on the diagram
at the point where the student is lo-
cated at that moment.  This may be
helpful in identifying a location where
some potentially reinforcing event
may be located.

3. Structured Observation Record.  Simi-
lar to the above example, we frequently
ask teachers and staff to observe the
person at regular intervals throughout
the day for several days.  Ten minutes
has been a good time period in our
experience.  At the end of each 10-
minute period during the day, we ask
that the following information be re-
corded:

• Time.
• Location.  Where the person is at

the moment of the observation.
• Persons.  The people who are

present or close or interacting with
the person.

• Objects.  The objects the person is
holding, interacting with at the mo-
ment of the observation.

• Activity.  The activity, event (e.g.,
math, pin ball) the person is en-
gaged in at the moment of ob–
servation.

• Behavior.  The person’s reaction
(e.g., smiling, intensely involved,
appears nervous) at the moment of
the observation.

• Other.  Any significant observa-
tion at the moment.

After a few hours of observation,
then the records can be analyzed (This
is very important!) to determine the
locations where he spends most of his
time; the people she hangs around
with and seeks out most often; the
objects he interacts with most often;
the activities she participates with most
often.

The advantage of
questionnaires and surveys is
that they give a good starting
point for probing the
effectiveness of reinforcement.
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Reinforcer Sampling
We can’t assume that just because a

child asks to do something that it is going
to be reinforcing.  A child might think
that it would be a great idea, but may be
unwilling to work for it or may be hesi-
tant for lack of experience.  Sulzer-Azaroff
and Mayer (1991) describe Shirley who
“was hesitant the first time she went wa-
ter skiing, rode a roller coaster, and per-
formed before an audience; but afterward
she really began to enjoy these activi-
ties.”  The way this might be described is
that she didn’t know what she was miss-
ing until she tried it.  In other words, an
event may lack reinforcing properties until
the person has an opportunity to “sample”
it.

By providing a sample of the identi-
fied event, it may now be used as contin-
gent or noncontingent reinforcement.
This is what Ayllon and Azrin (1968)
established in their original research.  In
addition, by providing a small amount of
something that is already reinforcing,
performance might be enhanced.  This is
perhaps best illustrated in the “free
samples” we receive in the mail and when
touring the super markets.  In addition,
reinforcer sampling might be used to es-
tablish an event as reinforcing when it is
situationally dependent.  For example,
we were working with a young man in his
home using Coca Cola as a reinforcer.
We had determined that he would “do
anything” to get the opportunity to drink
a small amount of Coke.  But at school,
Coke was not working.  An analysis
showed that at home we were delivering
the Coke as “sips from the red can.”  At
school they were delivering Coke in “clear
plastic cups.”  Reinforcer sampling in-
volved having him watch the Coke being
poured from the can into the cup and then
giving him the opportunity to drink it
(NOTE:  Before this, he refused to drink
the dark fluid in the clear plastic cups).
Once he tasted the Coke from the clear
plastic cup, the Coke was used as an
effective reinforcer.

Finally, the Reinforcer Sampling Rule
states:  “Before using an event or stimu-
lus as a reinforcer, require sampling of
the reinforcer in the situation in which it
is to be used” (See Sulzer-Azaroff and
Mayer, 1991).

Stimulus Preference Method
For many, potential reinforcers may

be easily identified by asking the person
(Barrett, 1962) or by exposing the person
to an array of events and recording the
duration or frequency of interaction with
each event (Quilitch, Christophersen, and
Risley, 1977).  But these strategies may
be less effective with people who have
severe disabilities.

Pace, Ivancic, Edwards, Iwata, and
Page (1985) evaluated a procedure for
identifying potential reinforcers with
people who had a profound level of learn-
ing difficulty.  They began the study by
identifying the stimuli for which they
would determine preferences.  There were
16 different events including a mirror,
light, song, beep, coffee, flower, juice,
graham cracker, vibrator, fan, heating
pad, cool block, swing, rock, clap, and
hug.  Each item was presented individu-
ally ten times in interspersed fashion.
Approach was the sign of preference.
Preferences were established clearly.  The
second phase of the study set out to deter-
mine whether the preferred events actu-
ally acted as positive reinforcers for novel
behaviors.  This was done by establishing
a novel (new) response to be learned by
each participant (e.g., reach,
raise hand, look, touch my
hand, say eat).  Each partici-
pant had the opportunity to
receive a preferred or non-
preferred stimulus as a con-
sequence for engaging in the
new response.  The results
of the study clearly estab-
lished that preferred events
showed in this way can act
as reinforcers.

Choice Methods
Another way to establish potential

reinforcers is to give people the opportu-
nity to choose what they would like.
There are a number of ways to do this:
1. Multiple Choice.  Using this method,

the person is repeatedly given the op-
portunity to choose from an array of
potential reinforcers.  This strategy
involves the following steps:
• The first step is to identify an array

of events to be tested.  These might
be selected from interviews or from

questionnaires as described above.
• The array of events is then pre-

sented repeatedly, perhaps 10 to
20 times.

• The items are placed in front of the
person; or the person is taken to
where they are laid out.

• The person may be asked to “pick
something” or he or she may be
simply given the opportunity to
approach and use.

• Choice can come in many forms.
It will need to be determined indi-
vidually for the person.  For ex-
ample, a person may approach and
stand in front of the object.  An-
other person may just stare at it for
a period of time.  A person may
approach and pick up the object.
A person may point at an object.
The form of approach will depend
on the person’s abilities.

• Once the choice is made, the per-
son is given a limited time to use
what they have selected (e.g., a
couple of minutes).

• During the session, once the choice
is made, other objects are removed
while he or she uses the selected
item.

It will be important to record
the person’s choices.  We use the
“Reinforcer Preference Record.”
For each trial, the following infor-
mation is recorded:
- The trial.
- The number or name of the

reinforcer selected.
- The time that the reinforcer was

used.
- The person’s reactions to and

interactions with the item se-
lected.

Sometimes, when using this strat-

 …an event may lack
reinforcing properties until

the person has an
opportunity to “sample” it.
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egy, the person chooses the same ob-
ject or activity each time.  In this
event, after a few trials you may want
to eliminate this selection and replace
it with another.

2. Forced Choice.  Using the 2-way
choice procedure, two items are pre-
sented to the person at a time.  The
person is given 2-way choices among
a variety of events.  Paclawsky and
Vollmer (1995) used this
method to determine rein-
forcers for children with
developmental disabilities
who were also visually im-
paired.  They found this
procedure to be superior to
the “preference” procedure
described above in deter-
mining effective reinforc-
ers.  Indeed, they found
that the Forced Choice
method showed greater differentia-
tion of preference among different
potential reinforcers.  They subse-
quently confirmed that the Forced
Choice procedure accurately identi-
fied reinforcers since they were used
to improve skill acquisition in the
second part of the study.

Issues and Guidelines in
the Selection of Potential
Reinforcers
Age Appropriate Reinforcers

It is important to consider the person’s
chronological age when selecting rein-
forcers.  “Happy faces” for a teenager
may be insulting and numbers for a 2-
year old may not be understood.  But,
don’t be dogmatic in this.  In recent times,
the tendency has been to eliminate all
child-like reinforcers from the lives of
adults.  This is unfortunate since the item
being removed may be the only event in
which the person has interest or enjoys.

Contingent vs. Noncontingent
Reinforcement

Before establishing formal schedules
of reinforcement, we should consider in-
creasing the person’s access to high den-
sity, noncontingent reinforcement.  We

recommend this for a number of reasons:
1. As a general rule, a high density of

reinforcement is a setting event for
lower rates of problem behavior and a
low density of reinforcement is a set-
ting event for higher rates of problem
behavior.

2. Most of the people we work with have
a lower density of reinforcement in
their lives than do their age peers who

do not face the challenge of a disabil-
ity.

3. Most of the reinforcers in our lives are
essentially noncontingent.  For ex-
ample, the desert we eat after a meal,
the TV show we watch, the movie or
restaurant to which we go, the new
article of clothing that we buy, the
book that we read, the people we see
and spend time with, the music we
listen to, etc.
The introduction of a high density of

noncontingent reinforcement goes di-
rectly to our prime objective, i.e., im-
proving the quality life of the people we
support.  If contingent reinforcement is
to be used, it should represent reinforcers
that are above and beyond what that per-
son would properly have noncontingent
access to, given an already established,
quality of life that is comparable to the
quality of life shared by others of that
person’s age, who are not challenged by
a disability.

Individualized
In order for reinforcement to be effec-

tive, the person must “buy in.”  In other
words, the person must have an interest.
We might have no interest in earning a
“liver dinner.”  But we might put out
considerable effort for a one kilo steak at
Vlado’s Steak House in Melbourne, Aus-
tralia (which we have done).  We know

people on the other hand who would
prefer the liver.  The purpose of the as-
sessment strategies discussed above was
to suggest ways to identify such individu-
alized reinforcers.

Select Reinforcers That Will Be Used
1. Consider the Mediator’s Philosophy.

There are many teachers and parents
who do not believe in using food as a

reinforcer.  They believe that if
food is used; the person will
become a “food junky.”  Con-
sequently, if you recommend
food as a contingent or non-
contingent reinforcer it is un-
likely that they will use it.  Your
reinforcement plan will never
have the chance to have an
impact.  Similarly, some pro-
fessionals see contingent rein-
forcement as “bribery.”  One

way of handling these problems is to
select other forms of reinforcement.
Another strategy is to re-educate them
regarding the likelihood of a person
becoming a “food junky” and the dif-
ference between contingent reinforce-
ment and “bribery.”

2. Consider the Daily Routine.  Select
reinforcers that fit into the natural
flow of the day.  At school, for ex-
ample, the reinforcer coincides with
recess, lunch, breaks between sub-
jects, and the end of the day.  At home,
the reinforcer coincides with some of
the natural transitions and events such
as TV in the morning before school, a
prize when returning from school, play
time after school, dessert at dinner,
evening television watching, bedtime,
weekend events and privileges.

3. Consider the Financial Ability of the
Mediator.  We have seen reinforce-
ment programs fail because the par-
ents could not afford what had been
recommended.  This is also a very real
problem in agencies that are strapped
for funds.  It may be necessary to find
events naturally available in the envi-
ronment, to shop at thrift shops for
inexpensive/novel items, or to design
lottery systems in which the person
has only one chance in 100 of getting
something expensive; the rest are con-
ciliation prizes.

It is important to consider the
person’s chronological age
when selecting reinforcers.
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A number of years ago, we were
providing training to teachers who
worked in a very poor inner city school
serving students who were believed
to be incorrigible.  They expressed
their frustration over the lack of avail-
able funds to purchase potential rein-
forcers and their reluctance to pay for
such items out of their own pocket.
We helped them organize a “Barriers
Resolution Meeting” in an effort to
identify “low cost” or “no cost” rein-
forcers with the potential of being of
interest to their students.  The two
rules of a barriers resolution meeting
are that (1) anything goes, and (2) no
criticism is allowed.  The reason for
these two rules is that somebody’s
impractical, stupid, or even illegal
idea, may prompt a brilliant idea from
somebody else.  If you don’t allow
and encourage one set of ideas, you
may not get the second.  Once all  the
ideas are listed on the board, the group
chose by consensus the ideas it wanted
to adopt.  Without any prompting from
us, the teachers were in fact able to
identify three full pages of “low cost/
no cost” reinforcers that they believed
had great potential for motivating their
students.

4. Consider Using Natural Reinforcers.
These are events that are naturally
available in the setting.  According to
Hall and Hall (1980):  “They are to be
used if we are clever enough to make
them contingent reinforcers for the
behaviors we wish to strengthen.”  Ex-
amples of natural reinforcers which
may be appropriately used contin-
gently for children include the fol-
lowing:
• free time in the class
• homework free day
• academic game
• being monitor for the hour or day
• tutor another student
• special dessert
• extended bedtime
• bedtime story

Consider the Basic Rules of
Reinforcement

Some of you may remember having
taken a basic course in Behavior Modifi-
cation (as it used to be termed) or Applied

Behavior Analysis.  In those courses we
were taught the rules that determined the
effectiveness of reinforcement.  Today,
many people use reinforcement who have
not had the opportunity to take the basic
courses.  Frequently, reinforcement does
not work because one of these rules has
been violated.  We would just like to
review some of these rules below.  A full
description is beyond the scope of this
article.
1. Meaningful.  As mentioned above,

reinforcers need to be individualized
so that “meaningful” reinforcers can
be identified.  A “meaningful” rein-
forcer is one that a person is willing to
work for or which influences behav-
ior when it is available on either a
contingent or noncontingent basis.

2. Contingent.  For reinforcement to
strengthen a behavior, it must be con-
tingent on that behavior.  In other
words, it must be delivered for  a be-
havior, and typically not otherwise be
available.  Another way of saying this
is that the person must know why
they have received the reinforcer.

3. Timing.  Contingent reinforcement can
be delivered on a continuum from
immediately to much later.  It has
been established that “immediate re-
inforcement is more effective than
delayed reinforcement.”
This is especially impor-
tant for people with severe
cognitive impairment,
people who have a very
short attention span, and
people who have memory
problems.

4. Amount.  The amount of
reinforcement received
also has an impact on its
effectiveness.  As we noted
above, it is unlikely that
you would be willing to
wash my car for $1.00; but
you would rush to do it for
$10,000.  This is only common sense.
Generally speaking, the amount of
reinforcement must be proportional
to the amount of work being required.

In contrast, providing too much of
a reinforcer can also render its use
ineffective.  Part of a motivational
analysis should be devoted to deter-

mining the level of reinforcement at
which satiation effects may occur.  In
the contingent use of reinforcement,
these levels should be avoided.  In the
noncontingent use of reinforcement
these levels can be approached and
even exceeded.  (See the discussion of
deprivation, below.)

5. Quality.  The quality of the reinforcer
can have an impact on its effective-
ness.  While this is well supported in
the experimental literature, for us to
understand this principle, it may be
best to put it in everyday terms.  All
coffee is not equal; a cup of 7-11
coffee vs. a cup from Starbucks.  Lis-
tening to Les McCann (a jazz artist) is
OK on a Walkman; but on a $5000
Technics system it is very different.
Traveling to London on “El Cheapo”
air gets you there; but traveling on the
Concord is great.  Thus, you may be
able to improve the effectiveness of a
reinforcer by improving its quality.

6. Amount of Work.  Sometimes contin-
gent reinforcers fail because we ask
too much for too little.  The reinforcer
may have been effective at the start,
but we kept increasing the required
effort.  As the effort increased, there
may be a point beyond which the
reinforcer can no longer support per-

formance.  Behaviorally, this point
has been termed “schedule strain.”  In
the workaday world, we call it a
“strike.”  Doesn’t this sound familiar?
Thus, if we notice this happening, we
may be able to reinstall the effective-
ness of the reinforcer by reducing the
work or by increasing the amount of

The introduction of a high
density of noncontingent

reinforcement goes directly
to our prime objective, i.e.,

improving the quality life of
the people we support.
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reinforcement available.
7. Novelty.  The more varied and differ-

ent the contingent and noncontingent
reinforcers used, the more likely they
will be effective.  Even everyday,

mundane, reinforcers can be made
more effective through delivering
them in novel ways.  Hall and Hall
(1980) have noted that persons who
are skilled at identifying and using
novelty and novel reinforcers seem to
be more effective when it comes to
changing behavior.

8. Deprivation.  For contingent reinforce-
ment to be effective, there must be
some level of deprivation for that re-
inforcer.  With the exception of money
(and some others) there are few rein-
forcers for which this is not true.  For
example, if a child had free access to
television, why would he be willing to
work for it.  A person is less likely to
work for a special meal just after he

has eaten a large meal.  In other words,
for reinforcement to be effective, the
reinforcer cannot be freely available
outside of the program or from un-
planned sources.

In addition, a reinforcer
can be made to be less
effective by giving too
much of it.  By doing this,
the person may become
satiated for that rein-
forcer.  We talk about the
“free access” rule.  In that
rule we say that the
amount of reinforcement
given at any time should
not exceed 60 percent of
that which the person
would use if they were
given total and complete
free access to the rein-
forcer.  This rule is de-
signed to prevent “satia-
tion” from occurring.

We have used a harsh
word like deprivation to

bring home an important technical
requirement in using contingent rein-
forcement effectively.  This does not
absolve us from the important respon-
sibility we have of designing our sup-
port strategies in such a way as to
respect the person’s rights, their need
for relatively free access to a high
density of noncontingent reinforce-
ment, and their need for autonomy.
To use the principles of reinforce-
ment in such a way as to satisfy the
technical rules, without respecting the
person or obtaining their collabora-
tion and consent, would be to use this
technology in ways that conflict with
our values rather than in a way that
supports our values (LaVigna and
Willis, 1996).

Conclusion
In conclusion, if we are going to use

contingent or noncontingent reinforce-
ment as part of a support plan, then we
need to take the time to locate events that
are meaningful to the individual; in other
words, we need to identify effective rein-
forcers.  In addition, once we have iden-
tified these events, we need to provide
them in ways that produce the effects we
plan.  This not only means improvement
in the person’s challenging behavior but
also improvement in their overall quality
of life.
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sion toward self/others/property has
ceased and he is able to continue with
scheduled task or he moves on to the
next task for one minute without ex-
hibiting target behaviors.

C. Course.  Once begun, the duration of
an anxiety outburst can be anywhere
from 30 seconds to 30 minutes.  Ed
responds positively to verbal inter-
ventions which cue him to stop, to
relax, and to take deep breaths (verbal
interrupters). Depending on how
quickly staff are able to intervene and
the significance of or confusion asso-
ciated with the upsetting event, Ed
will calm immediately or the loud
vocalizations, self injury and/or prop-
erty destructive behaviors will reoccur.

Ed’s anxiety outbursts frequently
include an intense level of eye contact
from Ed.  Further, most incidents in-
volve Ed acknowledging, during the
calming process, that he is sorry or
asking if he is in trouble.  If the ante-
cedent event involves the environ-
ment not meeting Ed’s expectation
(see Antecedent Analysis), the course
may include precursor behaviors in
which Ed demands that he receive
what he expected or that the environ-
ment be modified to his expectations.

After the discrete incident has
ended, Ed may continue to verbally
re-process the explanation over the
remainder of the day and possibly into
the next day. This re-processing can
fall into the definition of persevera-
tive speech.

D. Strength.
• Rate.  Historical data and current

data do not provide accurate esti-
mations of frequency.  Referral
information and staff interviews
consistently report that outbursts
occur once or twice per month.
Reports are consistent that fre-
quency is directly proportional to
the amount of changes/flux in Ed’s
daily routines and environment.
Other than this fact, there is no
routine cycle of increases or de-
creases in the frequency of out-
bursts.  It is important here to note
that Ed’s Habilitation Aide and
Job Coach each reported separate
outbursts on December 6, 1995

A. Topography.  Ed’s anxiety outbursts
include his loud vocalizations and/or
hitting himself or damaging property.
1. Loud vocalizations include vocal/

verbal behaviors at increased vol-
ume such that they are above con-
versational level at a distance of
ten feet from Ed. These verbaliza-
tions may include statements re-
lated to the source of the anxiety
(e.g., if the vacuum cleaner belt
breaks, Ed may be yelling “the
vacuum” or “belt”) or a question
such as “what is going on?”  Addi-
tional loud vocal behaviors include
yells, groans, whining/crying
sounds and screams. If Ed is ask-
ing a perseverative question or re-
peating a comment (as described
in Perseverative Speech) and the
repetition is at heightened volume
which is not above conversational
level at a distance of 10 feet, it
shall not be considered part of an
anxiety outburst.

2. Hitting himself includes slapping
or punching his chest or leg.  At
present, the behavior manifests it-
self by Ed striking his upper chest
with a closed right handed fist.
Historical data reflects self-injury
which included slapping and
punching his thighs.  This defini-
tion is to include attempts to hit or
slap.  An attempt is defined as an
event which would have resulted
in impact had there not been a

verbal distraction or physical in-
terruption of the movement.

3. Damaging property includes Ed
hitting, throwing or otherwise de-
facing inanimate objects (e.g., rip-
ping, kicking, knocking over, etc.).
There must be an intent to damage
involved in order for it to meet the
definition.  Therefore, if during an
outburst Ed inadvertently bumps
into a chair and it tips over, it does
not meet the criteria and should
not be considered as a heightening
of severity of that incident.

B. Cycle.  The onset of one of these
outbursts is defined as the moment
Ed’s volume of vocalization is above
conversational level at a distance of
ten feet. Although this increase in
volume is generally coupled with self-
hitting and/or aggression and prop-
erty destruction, in the event that any
one of these behaviors occurred with-
out a loud vocalization this too would
indicate an onset of an outburst. In
general, an event occurs which “sets
Ed off” (refer to the Antecedent Analy-
sis section for more information) and
he immediately either yells (verbal-
ization or vocalization) and hits him-
self/damages property or, exhibits one
of the above behaviors singularly.

The discrete outburst can be con-
sidered over (offset) when Ed has
accepted and repeats back staff’s ex-
planation of the event (at a conversa-
tional level of volume) and aggres-

Definition of a Problem Behavior
Paula Miskuly, Developmental Disabilities Program, Montana Department of
Public Health and Human Services, Billings, MT

Editors’ Note:  The following definition of a problem behavior was submitted to us
by Paula Miskuly.  Paula participated in the two-week training institute that we
provided in and for the State of Montana.  She was one of 30 state consultants we
trained through that process.  Paula did an excellent, detailed job in defining the
referral problem.  She also did an excellent job in reviewing the history of this
problem, which we have also included below.  We look forward to newsletter
contributions from many of you in the months to come.

Description of Behavior and Operational Definition of
Anxiety Outbursts
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and that I observed an outburst
myself on the afternoon of De-
cember 7, 1995, suggesting a cur-
rent rate of five to ten per week.

• Severity.  At this time, Ed’s out-
bursts are of short duration (rang-
ing from two minutes to ten min-
utes). They do not include aggres-
sion against people or property
destruction.  As noted, in the past,
Ed had engaged in frequent ag-
gression and occasional property
destruction.  However, due to his
eviction from an apartment, the
severity of the behavior is better
measured by it’s potential to jeop-
ardize independent living or sup-
ported employment options for Ed.
For example, the McDonald’s
manager has recently requested
that his Job Coach remain on site.

History of the Problem
The history of this behavior is so long-

standing that it is impossible to  ascertain
the onset.  Historical data reflects that Ed
has “always” had issues with environ-
mental and schedule change as well as
with not having his expectations being

met.  As discussed, the manifestations of
his outbursts have at times included more
severe, intense, and dangerous acting out
behaviors.  During previous attempts to
solve these problems, Ed may have
learned to avoid more intense punitive
measures by tailoring his outbursts to
occur without posing risk of harm to
people or property.  However, he has not
learned the necessary responses to re-
place the function(s) served by these out-
bursts.  No cyclical pattern has been iden-
tified through this analysis.  However,
actual frequency data over time was not
available.  Nor was correlation informa-
tion available, in terms of environmental
and programmatic changes associated
with changes in Ed’s behavior.  As men-
tioned earlier in this report, there may
have been a decrease noted when Ed
began receiving  medical treatment for
allergies.  There is no suggestion that
illness or malaise effects Ed’s ability to
cope with his environment. Staff have
discussed the possibility that when issues
involving major environmental or life
changes are occurring, Ed’s independent
problem solving skills and processing
abilities may decrease in their effective-
ness. This situation can be noticed too if

the target of Ed’s perseveration cannot
come to closure.  For example, if he
perseverates on when to buy his bus ticket,
you can set a designated time to purchase
the ticket and this can resolve the prob-
lem.  Alternatively, if he perseverates on
buying a bus ticket and you cannot set a
time with him until you check with Peg,
Karen, etc., such vague cues to wait can
cause a period of chaos for Ed.  In such
cases it is common to see decreased abil-
ity to problem solve or process informa-
tion.  In the past, such situations appeared
to be related to Anxiety Outbursts.  This
is discussed further in the antecedent
analysis section of this report.

Staff acknowledge a recent increase
in outbursts but are unsure as to the rea-
sons.  Some state it may be a delayed
reaction to his recent move to indepen-
dent living.  Others hypothesize that Ed
may be aware that a change in his em-
ployment status is forthcoming.  While
no one has addressed the issue with him,
he is aware that his co-worker at the
maintenance job has been fired.  Alterna-
tively, his co-worker’s removal may in
itself be related to the increased out-
bursts.

29 W. Susquehanna Avenue, Suite 210, Baltimore, MD 21204

Make your plans now!
The 22nd Annual TASH Conference"Renewing the Promise"

will be held at the New Orleans Hilton Riverside,

November 21-23, 1996.

T
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with disabilities in community life.  The annual conference
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shaping the promise for continued equity, social justice, and

inclusion for all.

The unbeatable enthusiasm and combination of personal
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Procedural Protocols

Editors’ Note:  This issue’s protocols come from a support plan developed on
behalf of a 15-year-old boy challenged with the problems associated with autism.
He was referred because his extreme physical aggression toward others had
resulted in his placement in an out-of-state, 24-hour residential school.  Among the
interesting things we discovered in carrying out our assessment was that his 101 IQ
obscured the fact that he had some major cognitive difficulties.  On some of his
psychological sub-tests he had scores as high as “16,” while on others he scored as
low as “2” and “3.”  These latter scores were in the areas of comprehension and
understanding.  The implications of this scatter were important in understanding
the meaning of his behavior, especially since his parents and teachers had the
impression that he had a very good understanding of the things that were said to
him and the things he was being asked to do.

A major component of his support plan included his moving back home and
enrolling in his neighborhood school.  Table 1 shows an outline of his entire
support plan.  We include here the detailed protocols of two of these strategies.
Specifically, these are the protocols we developed to teach him how to cope with
and tolerate denial and to guide staff on how to use active listening when working
with him.

Protocol #1
Name:  Paul Redlands
Date Protocol Developed:  June 25, 1995
Protocol Name:  Learning How to Tolerate and Cope With Denial

Materials
This instructional program requires a series of photographs portraying the following

scenes, each with an attached word caption:

Scene #1:
Photo:  Paul is in close proximity to his father and appears to be saying or asking for

something.
Caption:  Paul is telling his father that he wants something. e.g., to go swimming

with his brother, money, watching TV, renting a video, etc.
Variations:
a. Each time the scene is reviewed, the desired item should be changed, e.g., Paul

might be asking for money, asking to watch TV, asking to rent a movie, asking
to go into the swimming pool with his brother, etc.

b. Alternatively, this scene should be described as Paul asking for something, e.g.,
“Paul asks his father for money” and as Paul telling his father what he wants, e.g.,
“Paul tells his father to give him money”.

c. There should be six different photos of this first scene, with variations in settings
(e.g., different rooms in the house, at the store, etc.) and a limited number of other
adults, for example, his mother, Frank, etc., although the majority of the pictures
should be of him and his father.

Scene #2:
Photo:  This should be similar to photo # 1, but with minor variations in pose.
Caption:  Paul’s father or other adult portrayed says no, with some surface

explanation.
Variations:  The variations of this photo and corresponding caption should corre-

spond to those described for photo # 1.

A. Transitional Protocols
1. Paul’s

a. Redlands Rules
b. Brotherly Phrases
c. Cognitive Restructuring
d. Gift

2. Stephen’s
a. Cognitive Restructuring
b. Brotherly Phrases
c. Gift

B. Ecological Strategies
1. Placement in Home School
2. Move Home
3. Interpersonal Style

C. Positive Programming
1. General Skills

a. Domestic Skills - Dinner
Preparation

b. Community Skills - Shopping
for Dinner

c. Recreational Skills
1) With Brother
2) With Peers

d. Vocational Skills
1) Small Motor Repair
2) Oil Change

e. Academic Skills - High School
Diploma Curriculum Using
Individualized Methods

2. Functionally Equivalent Skills
a. Expressing Negative Feelings
b. Communicating Confusion

3. Functionally Related Skills
a. Understanding and

Empathizing with Others
b. Discrete Trial Compliance

Training
4. Coping and Tolerance Skills

a. Tolerating Criticism
b. Tolerating Delay
c. Tolerating Denial
d. Tolerating Interruption
e. Tolerating Pressure to Perform

a Nonpreferred Activity
f. Tolerating Frustration
g. Dealing with Jealousy

E. Focused Support Strategies
1. Antecedent Control

a. Scripts
1) Making requests to

perform nonpreferred
 activities

2) Denial and saying no
3) Delay of Gratification
4) Interrupting a reinforcing

activity
5) Confrontation about

misbehavior
b. Avoiding Aversive Stimuli

2. DROP
E. Reactive Strategies

1. Active Listening
2. Stimulus Change
3. Geographic Containment
4. Physical Management

Table 1 - Outline of Paul Redlands’
Support Plan and Protocols
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2. An indication of what instructional
Step was worked on.

3. A general indication of Paul’s level of
participation and cooperation.

4. An pass/fail indication for the ses-
sion.
a. Pass:  Paul seems to have mastered

the scenario and is ready to move
ahead to the next Step.

b. Fail:  Paul still seems hesitant and
uncertain in working through the
scenario and is not ready to move
ahead to the next Step.

5. General comment by staff (optional).
6. A summary chart should be kept up to

date, showing which scenarios have
been introduced, the date introduced,
and the date each Step was  mastered.

Pass Criterion
After a session has been passed, Paul

can move to the next step for that particu-
lar scenario.  However, each scenario that
is used for training purposes should move
through each of the Steps in turn.

Fail Criterion
If one week goes by without Paul

moving ahead to the next Step on at least
one scenario, this protocol should be re-
viewed and revised accordingly.

Protocol #2
Name:  Paul Redlands
Date Protocol Developed:  June 21, 1995
Protocol Name:  Active Listening

Materials:
None

Schedule:
Active listening should be used as a

standard interactional style and, in addi-
tion, specifically, whenever Paul is upset
and agitated about something and there is
a risk that trying to move on with the
scheduled activities will result in an esca-
lation of behavior.  (i.e. escalation of a
“tantrum”)

Responsible Person:
Primary support staff.

General Statement:
Actively listening should be incorpo-

Scene #3:
Photo:  This should be similar to pho-

tos # 1 and #2, but with minor variations
in pose.

Caption:  Paul says O.K., I can live
with that.

Variations:  The variations of this
photo and corresponding caption should
correspond to those described for photo # 1.

Scene #4:
Photo:  This should be similar to photo

#3, but with minor variations in pose.
Caption:  Parent/other adult says

“Thank you for being so understanding,
you are really learning to be quite a nice
young man.”

Variations:  Same as above.

Schedule
At least once a day, as scheduled.

Responsible Person
Assigned specialist.

General Statement
There are a number of antecedent con-

trol and reinforcement strategies in place
to minimize the number of times that Paul
gets so upset that he escalates to a Tan-
trum with its associated behaviors.  How-
ever, the ultimate solution to these prob-
lems will be when he learns to tolerate
and cope with the fact that he cannot
always have everything he wants upon
demand.  This instructional program is
designed as one of many to teach him to
cope with and tolerate the fact that he
can’t always get his way, and to deal with
his frustration in socially acceptable ways.

Steps
1. Verbal Competence.  Review scenario

with Paul until he is familiar with it
and he can tell the story.

2. Prompted Role Play.  Once Paul be-
comes familiar with the “scenario,”
staff and he should play their respec-
tive roles, with staff providing the
necessary prompts to Paul for him to
play his part.

3. Unprompted Role Play.  Reliance on
the prompts should be gradually faded
until staff and Paul can role play the
situation without them.

4. Prompted Generalization Trials.

Generalization trials should be sched-
uled throughout the day in which the
“scenario” is reenacted by staff and
Paul.  Initially, this may require the
use of prompts for Paul to do his role.

5. Unprompted Generalization Trials.
Prompting should be gradually faded
until staff can initiate the “scenario”
any time during the day and Paul will
respond appropriately.

6. Use of Sufficient Exemplars.  A suffi-
cient number of “scenarios” should
be developed to allow variations in
the person interacting with Paul and
what Paul is asking for, so as to assure
generalization.

Suggestions
1. This process and, in fact, each session

needs to be primed with Paul.  For
example, he could be engaged by
pointing out to him how all adults,
including his father and mother, need
to learn how to tolerate frustration and
not always getting everything they
want and being asked if he is ready to
learn and practice such grown-up be-
havior and make his father proud.

2. While Paul’s father needs to be a part
of this training, especially later on, he
may need to be recruited to engage
Paul in the process to begin with.

3. The reactive strategy for dealing with
Paul’s request for something, such as
money, a video, or anything else, could
be resolved by redirection to the alter-
nate solution described above, once
the situation is brought under control
by active listening, problem solving,
stimulus change, etc.

4. The guidelines listed in Appendix G
of the Periodic Service Review: A
Total Quality Assurance System for
Human Services and Education
(LaVigna, Willis, Shaull, Abedi, &
Sweitzer, 1994) should be followed,
as applicable, in implementing each
instructional session.

Data
The results of each session, at least

one each day, should be recorded in an
“instructional log” created for this pur-
pose.  The entry should include:
1. A description of which scenario was

employed.
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rated into the basic style of interaction
that staff use with Paul.  In addition,
reflecting his feelings to him so that he
knows he is being heard, should be used
as a strategy for when he exhibits precur-
sor behavior.  This should be effective in
preventing escalation to a full blown epi-
sode of aggression.  In preventing escala-
tion to aggression, active listening can
therefore be viewed as an additional ante-
cedent control strategy.  Active listening
is also to be used as a reactive strategy,
and as a way of de-escalating an actual
episode of either minor or major aggres-
sion.  When using active listening as a
reactive strategy, having reached a point
in the interaction where transition can
occur, Paul should be encouraged to move
on to the regularly scheduled activities.

Method

General
1. Obtain Paul’s attention before begin-

ning to talk to him.  (This is particu-
larly important when he is being dis-
tracted by surrounding stimuli.)

2. Assure that his body is oriented to-
ward you and you are facing him, but
that you are no further than six feet
away and no closer than three feet
away.

3. Speak slowly.
4. Use clear, concise and simple lan-

guage.
5. Use a friendly, warm, engaging tone

of voice.
6. Convey openness non-verbally, using

body language and gestures.
7. Use non-authoritarian interactional

style.
8. Convey respect for Paul as an active

teenager.
9. Avoid using a bossy, confrontational,

demanding manner.

Specific
1. When:

a. Style:  Active Listening is not just
a strategy but a non-judgmental
style to be used in all your interac-
tions with Paul.
• When something good happens
• When you are providing infor-

mation
• When you are trying to prob-

lem solve or make a decision
b. Reactive Strategy:  Active listen-

ing is also a strategy to be used
reactively when Paul is visibly
upset, engaging in any precursor
behavior, and/or in any minor or
major aggression.

2. Listening:
a. General Guidelines:

• Before verbally interacting
with him, you should try to
understand what Paul is feel-
ing or what his message means.
(e.g. “I don’t want to take a
shower,” or “I am upset be-
cause I could not pick the video
I wanted.”)

• You should then put what you
understand Paul to be saying
into your own words in order to
verify your understanding of
what he is feeling (i.e., reflect
back what he is saying in your
own words).

• DO NOT evaluate, give an opin-
ion, advise, analyze, or ques-
tion (see roadblock section for
more details).

• You should feed back only what
you feel Paul’s message meant,
nothing more, nothing less.

b. Examples:
• Paul says, “I hate this, I want to

stop!”
Staff says, “It sounds like you
are unhappy with this activity
and you don’t want to do it
anymore.”

• Paul says, “I’ve had it with
Susan, she’s such a slob!”
Staff says, “It seems like you
are fed up with Susan and that
you think she is very messy!”

* Staff should, in general, match
the emotional level of Paul uses
in expressing his feelings.  For
example, if Paul has an excited
tone of voice you should also
have an excited tone of voice.
However, use your best judg-
ment as you get to know him.
In some circumstances, he
might escalate if you match his
emotional level, in which case
you should maintain a calm
demeanor while continuing to

reflect his feelings.
3. Staging:

a. General:  When using active lis-
tening as a reactive strategy, try
your best to get to an area which is
free from distractions.

b. Home:  Rather than trying to ac-
tively listen to Paul when he is
upset in front of his parents, or in
the living room or other area of the
house where the issue may have
developed, try to get him to a quiet
room, specifically, his bedroom.

c. Community.  When using active
listening as a reactive strategy in
the community, again, try to go to
an area that is both uncrowded and
uncluttered.  For example, if you
are in the grocery store, try to walk
out to the parking lot or at least go
to an uncrowded part of the store.

4. Avoiding Roadblocks:
a. General:  Remember, active lis-

tening is only feeding back to Paul
what you think he is saying, noth-
ing more, nothing less.  Try to
avoid the following responses or
roadblocks to active listening (Gor-
don, 1970):
1) ordering, directing, command-

ing
2) warning, admonishing, threat-

ening
3) exhorting, moralizing, preach-

ing
4) advising, giving solutions or

suggestions
5) lecturing, teaching, giving logi-

cal arguments
6) judging, criticizing, disagree-

ing, blaming
7) praising, agreeing
8) name calling, ridiculing, sham-

ing
9) interpreting, analyzing, diag-

nosing
10) reassuring, sympathizing, con-

soling, supporting
11) probing, questioning, interro-

gating
12) withdrawing, distracting, hu-

moring, diverting
5. Monitoring:  During the active listen-

ing process, try your best to track the
progress you are making e.g., is Paul
beginning to calm down or continu-
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ing to escalate.  The indicators that
Paul is escalating is that his face will
stay flushed and begin to darken and
he will begin to gestulate with his
arms.  There are also reliable signs
that Paul is beginning to calm down:
a. Verbal Indicators:  Voice tone

should start becoming closer to a
normal volume and the speed with
which Paul is speaking should be-
come closer to a normal pace.

b. Nonverbal Indicators:  Paul be-
gins to seem calmer (less frenetic
body movements) and begins to
look physically more relaxed and
less tense (body not as stiff and
rigid).

6. Transition Appropriately:
a. Timing:  The timing as to when to

switch from active listening to
another mode, such as using one of
the prepared scripts developed for
a specific problem situation or
general problem solving, is vital to

the success of the reactive strat-
egy.  There are some specific signs
to look for which indicate Paul
may be ready to move on:
• Paul’s affect comes down; his

voice has a normal tone and he
is talking at a normally paced
speed.

• There are physical signs of re-
laxation; Paul is not moving
about restlessly, his shoulders
are relaxed, etc.

• Staff has made sure that all the
nuances of the message Paul is
trying to communicate have
been reflected.  It is important
to not stop at generic reflection
such as, “You sure are angry.”

• Staff should review with Paul
the issues that were brought up
during the active listening pro-
cess.  This could be done in a
list fashion such as, “Let me
make sure I understand all we

talked about; you said you were
upset because your brother
came in your room without
permission and because you do
not want to cook dinner to-
night.  Is there anything I
missed?”  Paul should then in-
dicate if he feels he has been
heard and is ready to move on.

b. Next Strategy:  Once you have
been through the above process
move on to another strategy listed
on Paul’s plan, such as using one
of the prepared scripts.

7. Reinstate Active Listening:  If you
move on to a new strategy and Paul
begins to escalate, return to active
listening.  Remember it can take a
long time for a Paul to feel that all his
concerns have been listened to, so
take your time and be patient.  You
may need to listen to the same con-
cerns over and over.

1996 Summer Institute Participants

Editors’ Note:  We would like to introduce to you the participants of the 1996
Summer Institute held in Los Angeles between July 28 through August 10.  Listed
alphabetically by surname:

Jessica Beasley, LRE for LIFE Project, TN; Tim Bordsen, Integrity, Inc., AR;
Melissa Brown, LRE for LIFE Project, TN; Andrew Burton, Central Interior
Family Foundation, BC, Canada; Andy Carden, Glenwood Mental Health Services,
AL; Gregory Chesnutt, LRE for LIFE Project, TN; Mark Chumbler, The

Rehabilitation Center, IN; Darcy Day,
LRE for LIFE Project, TN; Robin
Draves, Hiawatha Valley Education
District, MN; Mary Ann Garfold,
Berkeley County Public Schools, WV;
Sally Harte, Belford College, England;
Sue Hines, Allied Health, New
Zealand; Ayndrea LaVigna, Institute
for Applied Behavior Analysis, CA;
Carole Morritt, Allied Health, New
Zealand; Bruce New, River Crest, PA;
Elizabeth Pardo, North Palos
Elementary Schools Dist. 117, IL;
Wynelle Roberson, University of
Florida, FL; Neil Rothwell, Robert
Fergusson Unit, Scotland; Kenneth
Rutten, Central Interior Family
Foundation, BC, Canada; Jayne
Stooksbury, LRE for LIFE Project, TN;
Duren Thompson, LRE for LIFE
Project, TN; Marina Valerio, OPARC,
CA; Jill Vaughan, Southwest Cook
County Cooperative for Special
Education, IL; Peter Waddington,
Central Interior Family Foundation,
BC, Canada; Brigid Walker, Dundee
Healthcare NHS Trust, Scotland;
Kelley Woodside, LRE for LIFE
Project, TN; and IABA Staff:Gary
LaVigna, Tom Willis, Brenda
LaVigna and John Marshall.

Continued on page 22
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Profiles in Courage:  An Introduction to
Three People Who Inspire us to Reach
for Our Inner Most Potential

Stacy L. Daniels and Gary W. LaVigna, Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis, Los
Angeles, CA

Editors’ Note:  In 1985 we established and now sponsor Community Services
Institute  (CSI) to carry out our not for profit activities.  Recently, IABA was the
sole sponsor of a fund raising event in support of CSI.  The proceeds of this event
went to two purposes: one was to establish an endowment fund, the income from
which would be made available directly to  our clients to help them with some of the
financial challenges they face in living and working in the community, and in trying
to provide for themselves and their families  The second was to provide them with
assistance in making a down payment on, or with the closing costs they would incur
in purchasing, their own home.

At the dinner dance which provided the focal point of our fund raising efforts, we
presented the inspiring story of three of the people we help support, one of whom
received our “Life Achievement Award.”  In our field of challenging behavior, we
sometimes can lose sight of the person.  We wanted to take this opportunity to
introduce you to three people who can inspire all of us by printing below an edited
version of our presentation that night.

If any of you would like to make a contribution to CSI for the purposes described
above, we have enclosed envelopes for your convenience.

Introduction
When the Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis was estab-

lished 15 years ago, we dedicated ourselves to a vision:  that people
who are challenged with a developmental disability would have the

opportunity to live regular lives, with the dignity that comes from a
real job for a real paycheck, and the self esteem and independence
that comes from living in their own homes. Since then we have been

able to help hundreds of people to work at jobs in the community:  To
date the folks we serve have earned more than three million dollars.

Additionally, we support almost 100 people to live in their own
homes.

people put a down payment on a house or
condominium so they can own a place of
their own.

The philosophy of services for people
with developmental disabilities has gone
through a virtual revolution over the last
two decades.  Just over twenty years ago,
adults who faced life with the challenge
of a developmental disability mostly
found themselves living in state-run or
private institutions, with nothing con-
structive to do during most of the day.  A
decade ago, while many remained in in-
stitutions, licensed group homes were
being established, which provided the
possibility of some degree of community
presence and participation.  However,
the day to day existence of even the
people who lived in group homes was
regimented and often devoid of produc-
tive and dignified activity.  We would
now like to tell you the story of three
people who met these challenges.  Every
day is still a struggle for them and yet they
have gone on to build exciting, produc-
tive lives for themselves.  Booker T.
Washington said “I have learned that
success is to be measured not so much by
the position that one has reached in life as
by the obstacles which he has overcome
while trying to succeed.”  These indi-
viduals not only have overcome large
obstacles in their lives but on a daily basis
inspire all who come in contact with
them.

Zeke’s Story
The first person we would like to

introduce you to is Zeke Fernandez.  When
we first met Zeke four years ago he said
to us “I’m a man and I want to work.”
This is especially exciting considering
that Zeke, who is now a senior citizen,
spent the first 30 years of his life locked
up in a state hospital.  Zeke is a good
example of what happened to people in
the earlier part of the century when people
with disabilities were isolated from soci-
ety because of fear and ignorance, and
had few opportunities to be productive.
Since we have been serving Zeke, he has
had many opportunities to work and for
the past year has been working diligently
at Burger King.  Zeke’s job includes
keeping the dining room clean during the

here tonight and helping us with the full
realization of our vision.  Half of the
proceeds from tonight’s event will be put
into an endowment fund, the interest from
which will be used to help people move
into and keep up with their own apart-
ments.  The other half will be used to help

We still have two remaining needs
that must be met.  It is always a struggle
to help our folks move into a new place,
with all the expenses involved.  Addition-
ally, many people need the stability in
their living situation that is only possible
as a home owner.  Thank you for being
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lunch rush and keeping the condiment
canisters full.  Zeke is very social and
sees friends everyday at work.

In addition to work, Zeke enjoys a
very active community life.  Being in-
volved in his local church is very impor-
tant to him. He has made many friends
and although he can walk to church now,
if he needs a ride to special activities he
has friends who are happy to give him a
lift.  One of Zeke’s Saturday morning
hang outs is a local donut shop.  He is
such a regular there that everyone knows
him by name.

Zeke lives in an apartment in Ventura
with one roommate.  He is no ordinary
housekeeper, but has been known to spend
hours cleaning and doing laundry.  Zeke
enjoys cooking too, and is always excited
when he learns a new meal.

Natalie’s Story
When we met 27 year old Natalie

Cole in the state hospital, where she grew
up and continued to reside, the “experts”
predicted that she could never success-
fully live in the community.  With the
proper kinds of support and activities,
Natalie has now been living in her own
home for the past four years.  She lives in
a duplex in Culver City with two house
mates.  One of the most exciting experi-
ences for Natalie was having a key to her
own front door.  She takes pride in keep-
ing a neat apartment.  She even enjoys
gardening.

Natalie enjoys her community sur-
roundings and especially likes to walk to

the park to keep in shape.  She loves
having friends over for meals and parties.
Natalie has had several job opportunities
and experiences.  Her strong preference
is to work in the food service industry.

Leonardo’s Story
Leonardo Castillo is a portrait in cour-

age.  Challenged since birth with cerebral
palsy, a life long developmental disabil-
ity which affects his speech, muscle con-
trol, and coordination, Leo’s hopes for
successful opportunities seemed slim.  We
first met Leo in 1987 when he was gradu-
ating from high school.  We assisted him
in obtaining his first job bussing tables in
a restaurant in Malibu.  For nine months
he took two busses daily to get to work,
while waiting for an opportunity in Santa
Monica, where he lived.  Leo’s patience
and perseverance paid off when he got a
full-time position close to home at an
architectural firm doing administrative
and clerical functions.

Over the next two years, Leo proved
to be a conscientious and productive em-
ployee who received numerous outstand-
ing evaluations and pay raises.  His work
was so consistent that he soon graduated
from support services funded by the De-
partment of Developmental Disabilities
to those funded by the Department of
Rehabilitation, which are geared toward
more independent workers.  Leo also
soon received an even better job opportu-
nity initiated by a boss who had changed
companies.  He now works for KPFF, an
engineering consulting firm.  His job

description includes copying, mailing,
running errands, stocking and lots and
lots of filing.  He takes advantage of a
benefits package which includes full
health benefits.  He is valued by his co-
workers and supervisor.  (In fact his su-
pervisor was in the audience during this
presentation.)

In addition to successful employment,
the most important part of life for Leo is
relationships and his family.  He was
able, with the help from his support staff,
to fulfill his biggest dream:  he became a
US citizen.  He was then able to sponsor
his childhood sweetheart to come and
live in America.  They later married and
have two young daughters.  As you can
see, Leo lives a full and productive life.

Finally, we would like to end with a
quote from Muriel James and Dorothy
Jongeward, “Born to Win.”  “It takes
courage to be a real winner-not a winner
in the sense of beating out the other guy
by always insisting on winning over him-
but a winner at responding to life.  It takes
courage to experience the freedom that
comes with autonomy, courage to accept
intimacy and directly encounter other
persons, courage to take a stand in an
unpopular cause, courage to choose au-
thenticity over approval and to choose it
again and again, courage to accept the
responsibility for your own choices, and
indeed, courage to be the very unique
person you really are.”

The Life Achievement Award was
bestowed upon a man with a lot of cour-
age… Leonardo Castillo.

8. Fail Criteria:  If you have been ac-
tively listening using this protocol for
at least 15 minutes and there are abso-
lutely no physical or verbal indicators
that Paul is calming down and he is
becoming more and more upset, you
may need to stop active listening and
move on to an alternative reactive
strategy (see below).

9. Fail Strategy:  If active listening has
failed in this instance (see above defi-
nition) move to an alternative reactive
strategy listed in Paul’s protocol, e.g.,

stimulus change or, possibly geo-
graphic containment.

Comments
It is important to remember the judg-

ment involved with active listening, par-
ticularly with regard to the timing and in
moving from stage to stage.  One could
move too early or too late.  In general, as
long as the situation is not getting worse,
you should take as much time as neces-
sary to resolve the process without feel-
ing the need to get on with the schedule.
This may mean staying on the topic for

longer than indicated in the fail criterion
above.  On the other hand, if the situation
is dangerous because of attempted or
actual property destruction or aggression,
you may appropriately decide to move on
to the next strategy before the 15-minute
criterion, and come back to active listen-
ing later.
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Make your plans now
to attend the

Ninth Annual
Two Week Summer

Institute on

Assessment &
Analysis of Severe &
Challenging Behavior

July 20 - August 2, 1997
Los Angeles, California

For a complete description of the course,
registration procedure and fees, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Director of Professional Training Services
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

6169 St. Andrews Road #123
Columbia, SC 29212-3146 USA
Telephone:  +1 (803) 731-8597

Fax:  +1 (803) 731-8598
Toll Free (US & Canada):  (800) 457-5575

Internet:  jmarshall5@attmail.com
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Resources
Training Calendar

Alternatives to Punishment:  Solving Behavior
Problems with Nonaversive Strategies
G.W. LaVigna and A.M. Donnellan

“(This book) provides a comprehensive treatment
of alternatives to punishment in dealing with behavior
problems evidenced by human beings at various levels
of development and in various circumstances.  Based
upon their own extensive observations and a
thoroughgoing analysis of relevant experimental studies,
(the authors) have put together a document that is at
once a teaching instrument, a summary of research, and
an argument for the use of positive reinforcement in the
treatment of inadequate or undesired behavior… a
landmark volume which should forever lay the ghost that
aversive methods (even the ubiquitous ‘time out’) need
to be applied to the delinquent, the retarded, or the
normal ‘learner,’ whether in the home, the school, the
clinic, or other situations.” — Fred S. Keller (From the
Preface to Alternatives to Punishment) - paper, $19.50/
ISBN 0-8290-1245-1

The Behavior Assessment Guide
T.J. Willis, G.W. LaVigna and A.M. Donnellan

The Behavior Assessment Guide provides the
user with a comprehensive set of data gathering and
records abstraction forms to facilitate the assessment
and functional analysis of a person’s challenging behavior
and the generation of nonaversive behavioral support
plans.  Permission has been granted by the authors to
reproduce the forms for professional use. -spiral, $21.00

Progress Without Punishment:  Effective
Approaches for Learners with Behavior Problems
A.M. Donnellan, G.W. LaVigna, N. Negri-Schoultz,
L. Fassbender

As individuals with special educational and
developmental needs are increasingly being integrated
into the community, responding to their challenging
behavior in a dignified and appropriate manner becomes

essential.  In this volume, the authors argue against the
use of punishment, and instead advocate the use of
alternative strategies.  The positive programming model
described in this volume is a gradual educational process
for behavior change, based on a functional analysis of
problems, that involves systematic instruction in more
effective ways of behaving.  The work provides an
overview of  nonaversive behavioral technology and
demonstrates how specific techniques change behavior
through positive means.  The extensive examples and
illustrative material make the book a particularly useful
resource for the field.-paper, $17.95/ISBN  8077-2911-6.

Social Skills Training for Psychiatric Patients
R.P.  Liberman, W.J. DeRisi, K.T. Mueser

This guide to the application of social skills training
with psychiatric patients systematically provides clinicians
with the ingredients necessary to start and run their own
social skills groups.  Case examples, transcripts of social
skills training sessions and exercises aid the reader in
applying the training methods.-paper, $28.95/ISBN 0-
08-034694-4

The Role of Positive Programming In
Behavioral Treatment
G.W. LaVigna, T.J. Willis, A.M. Donnellan

This chapter describes the role of positive
programming in supporting people with severe and
challenging behavior.  After discussing the need for
positive programming within a framework based on
outcome needs, variations of this strategy are delineated.
Then, assessment and analysis are described as critical
for comprehensive, positive, and effective support. A
case study of severe aggression is presented to illustrate
the process of assessment and analysis, the supports
that follow from this process, and the long term results of
this approach. - spiral, $5.00

The Periodic Service Review:  A Total Quality
Assurance System  for Human Services &
Education
G.W. LaVigna, T.J. Willis, J.F. Shaull, M. Abedi,
M. Sweitzer

Evolving from more than a decade of work at IABA,
this book provides the tools needed to enhance and
maintain high quality service delivery.  Translating the
principles of organizational behavior management and
total quality management into concrete policies and
procedures, the Periodic Service Review (PSR) acts as
both an instrument and a system.  As an instrument, the
PSR provides easy to follow score sheets to assess staff
performance and the quality of services provided.  As a
system, it guides managers step-by-step through 4
interrelated elements — performance standards,
performance monitoring, performance feedback, and
systematic training — to offer an ongoing process for
ensuring staff consistency and a high level of quality for
services and programs.  Practical examples show how
the PSR is applied to group home, supported living,
classroom, and supported employment settings, and the
helpful appendices provide numerous tables and charts
that can easily be tailored to a variety of programs. -
$37.95/ISBN 1-55766-142-1

Add for Shipping to US Addresses:
1st book (min.)  $4.00 Each add’l  book  $0.75

Add for Shipping to International Addresses:
1st book (min.)  $6.00 Each add’l  book  $1.00

Mail check or company purchase order to:
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

6169 St. Andrews Road #123
Columbia, SC 29212-3146 USA

Telephone:  (803) 731-8597 • Fax:  (803) 731-8598

Foreign orders must be made in U.S. currency by
bank draft or international money order.

(Prices are subject to change without notice.)

Multimedia Training Programs

Competency Based Training Program
This is a systematic, criterion-referenced, self-

instructional multimedia course for staff development
that is customized to your agency.  It is being used by
adult service agencies and schools in Australia, Great
Britain, Spain and the US.  $1,500.00

For more information on the CBT, contact:
Diane Sabiston

Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis
PO Box 30726

Savannah, GA 31410-0726 USA
Telephone:  (912) 898-0390 • Fax:  (912) 898-8077

Positive Approaches to Solving Behavior
Challenges

This is a 6 module video training program that
teaches viewers IABA’s person centered multielement
model for developing nonaversive support plans for
people with challenging behavior.  Two text books,
lecture notes and pre/post tests are included.  $1,250.00

Staff Supervision and Management Strategies for
Quality Assurance

This is a 4 module video training program based
on The Periodic Service Review: A Total Quality
Assurance System for Human Services and Education.
Viewers will learn concrete strategies to ensure that the
highest quality services are being provided by their
agency/school.  Text book, lecture notes and participant
exercises are included.  $750.00

For more information, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Director of Professional Training Services
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

6169 St. Andrews Road #123
Columbia, SC 29212-3146 USA

Telephone:  (803) 731-8597 • Fax:  (803) 731-8598

Staff Consistency Through the Periodic
Service Review:  A Quality Management
and Outcome Evaluation System is a 1 day
seminar that teaches participants a staff
management system that ensures the
agency/school is providing quality services.

November, 1996  - Australian Seminars
(Perth, Melbourne); Canadian Seminars
(Halifax, NS)

December, 1996  - US Seminars
(Sacramento, CA)

January, 1997  - US Seminars (New York
City Area)

Other venues will be arranged and announced at a
later date.  For detailed, current information on any
seminar, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Director of Professional Training Services
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

6169 St. Andrews Road #123
Columbia, SC 29212-3146 USA

Telephone:  (803) 731-8597
Fax:  (803) 731-8598

Internet:  jmarshall5@attmail.com
Toll Free (USA and Canada):  (800) 457-5575

In Australia - Jeffrey McCubbery (054) 395 305
In England - Cherry Isherwood (01562) 747 881

Assessment and Analysis of Severe
and Challenging Behavior
Gary W. LaVigna & Thomas J. Willis

This competency-based training
practicum provides participants with the
clinical skills required to design and
implement person-centered multielement
nonaversive support plans.
Los Angeles • July, 1997

A Conference to Advance Positive
Practices in the Field of Challenging
Behavior

Enrollment l imited to previous
participants in IABA’s Summer Institute and
Longitudinal Training.
London • February, 1997

Positive Approaches to Solving
Behavior Challenges and The Periodic
Service Review
Gary W. LaVigna & Thomas J. Willis

Positive Approaches… are 2 and 3 day
seminars that present IABA’s multielement
model for providing person centered
nonaversive behavioral supports to people
with challenging behavior.  These seminars
cover Basic Principles of Nonaversive
Behavior Support, Behavioral Assessment
and Emergency Management.  Assuring

Printed Resources Available from IABA
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Severe and Challenging Behavior:
Counter-Intuitive Strategies for Crisis
Management Within a Nonaversive
Framework

Gary W. LaVigna and Thomas J. Willis
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis, Los Angeles

Editors’ Note: The Multielement Model has evolved gradually over the years. One
of the areas that has developed most dramatically has been that of reactive
strategies and emergency management of and for behavioral crises. While those of
you who have attended our two-week training institutes and longitudinal training
programs would have received a copy of our monograph concerning Emergency
Management Guidelines, we have totally revised that monograph and plan to
publish it later this year as Challenging Behavior: Reactive Strategies and
Emergency Management Within a Nonaversive Framework (Willis & LaVigna, in
press). The following article presents some of the material we discuss in the
monograph and is based on a presentation Gary gave at the Positive Programming
Conference sponsored by St. John of God in Dublin, Ireland, in April 1995.

Applied behavioral analysis has been very useful in the develop-

ment of positive approaches for supporting people with severe and

challenging behavior (LaVigna & Donnellan, 1986). In fact, the

nonaversive strategies that have been developed are based on the

same fundamental premise as the punitive strategies; that behavior
is a function of its consequences, under certain conditions. In the

research that has been carried out in both the experimental analysis

of behavior and applied behavior analysis, we have not seen a single

piece of evidence, a single study, a single sentence that would

support a conclusion contrary to the following statement: If you

have a behavior that could be changed
through the use of aversive contingen-
cies, then it could also be changed
through positive contingencies. Our con-
fidence that this statement is true, your
belief that behavior can be changed
through positive strategies, as well as
punitive ones, has helped evolve the field
of Positive Practices.

As that field developed, many of us
became concerned that something was
being lost; something was missing in
what we were doing. What was it? The
answer is, “The PERSON.” When you
think about the thousands of behavioral
studies that were published beginning in
the 60’s through the 90’s, you probably
recall those the graphs which showed
such dramatic decreases in the TARGET
behaviors. The tragedy, however, is do
you remember anything about the PER-
SON, the SUBJECTS? Probably not. Do
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Editors’ Note…
In this issue of Positive Practices, we introduce in written form for the

first time, the concept of using certain counter-intuitive strategies to
prevent behavioral crises and for get-
ting behavioral crises under rapid and
safe control.  These methods only
make sense within the multielement
approach and we hope you find them
both interesting and provocative.
Again, we invite questions and com-
ments.

For our behavioral definition and
sample protocols we have included
contributions from Sue Hines, who
came over from New Zealand last
summer to attend our eighth annual
Summer Institute.  Sue’s participation
during the Summer Institute was im-
pressive and we are happy to include
some examples of her work here.

We are also very proud of Roberta
Hoffman, a strong self advocate, to
whom we have the pleasure of pro-
viding services.  She was asked to present at last years Supported Life
Conference in California and has agreed to let us publish a version of her
talk in this issue of Positive Practices.

Finally, we have included yet another example of a PSR application for
your information.  This one was sub-
mitted by Amy Taub, who partici-
pated in the two-week training insti-
tute we provided in Montana two
years ago.  The PSR system is getting
a lot of recognition from around the
world as a particularly applicable
Total Quality Management system
for Human Service Agencies.  Need-
less to say, we are thrilled by the
growing acceptance of the PSR and
will feature additional articles in the
future illustrating its various applica-
tions.

Enjoy!

Gary W. LaVigna and
Thomas J. Willis
Co-editors

Gary W. LaVigna, PhD
Clinical Director

Thomas J. Willis, PhD
Associate Director
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Quality Assurance:
What Made it Work For Us

Amy Taub, Quality Life Concepts, Inc., Great Falls, Montana

Editors’ Note:  Amy Taub presented a version of this paper as part of a panel
presentation; “Periodic Service Review: The Results of Replicating a Management
System” at the 1996 TASH Conference in New Orleans, Louisiana November 1996.

Introduction:
A number of changes have occurred in our field over the last

several years that have caused service providers to become more

responsive and more accountable to the consumers of services that

we provide.  One of the most exciting changes, that has certainly

produced challenges for all of us, is that consumers, advocates, and

families have learned to assert themselves.  They now know what

services they want, how to get them, and often they are not willing

to “settle” for anything less! This has provided us the opportunity to

take a close look at the services we provide and scrutinize the quality

of services to determine if the expressed needs of consumers are

indeed being met.  We are all becoming increasingly aware that

service provision is becoming more competitive, and if we are not

meeting consumer needs as they perceive them, consumers will go

elsewhere to get those services!  Quality service provision is

imperative to survive in the current market.

How do you determine whether ser-
vices are of the highest quality?  Services
are becoming increasingly comprehen-
sive, i.e., we are now providing support to
consumers in a wider variety of areas, in
creative ways that involve more people in
the community, and are therefore increas-
ingly more difficult to monitor.  Our
agency determined that it was necessary
to develop a quality assurance system to
assist us in monitoring what we were
doing and how we were doing it.  The
goal was to ensure that services being
delivered truly met the needs of consum-
ers and were consistent across all service
locations.

Quality Life Concepts, Inc. is a pri-

vate nonprofit corporation located in Great
Falls, Montana that provides long-term
community living services for 110 indi-
viduals with developmental disabilities,
ages 14 through 96.  Approximately 80
people receive community living support
and habilitation services from our agency.
Thirty-one people live in their own apart-
ments or houses throughout the commu-
nity and the remainder live among 12
group homes.  Simply stated, we support
many people with varying needs in nu-
merous locations throughout the commu-
nity.  Obviously, ensuring that the
agency’s standards of quality service de-
livery are being met throughout the de-
partment is, at best, difficult.

Quality Assurance:  Where
We Were and What We
Needed

When we set out to design a quality
assurance tool, our goal was to ensure
that services provided in all service loca-
tions were high quality, individualized
services based on consumer need, and
that they did not vary from location to
location.  What services looked like
would, of course, vary because of the
varying needs of persons served, but it
was imperative that the processes used to
determine needs, prioritize needs, and
implement supports to meet identified
consumer needs be the same across the
entire department.

For many years, service quality var-
ied across service locations — services
were not always driven by the needs of
persons served — but rather by the vary-
ing needs, experience levels, motivational
levels, and priorities of the staff working
in each service location. Services changed
when staff (or their priorities) changed.
There was no one way of ensuring consis-
tency of anything! This posed a problem
for two reasons.  It was important that
services provided by this agency be based
on the needs of persons served — that
they be consumer driven.  It was also
important that job duty performance ex-
pectations of a position were the same
across the entire department, regardless
of the service location where the job
duties were performed.  We aimed to
establish clear standards of expectation
in two areas:  performance of job duties
and consumer services, as well as to es-
tablish a consistent measure whether these
standards were being met.  Additionally,
we wanted to increase our ability to ad-
dress a potential “hot spot,” to trouble
shoot early, so the hot spot did not ignite
and blaze!

We used a number of monitoring tools
to monitor portions of service implemen-
tation:  training book reviews (to monitor
implementation of Individual Support and
Habilitation Plans; medical file reviews
to ensure that records were maintained
according to agency standards and that
consumer medical needs were met; and,
safety and cleanliness checklists to en-
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sure that facilities operated by the agency
were well maintained and met licensing
standards). We used a number of tools to
monitor a number of things but it was not
working well.  The tools in place were
complicated and very time consuming.
More importantly, they did not tie every-

thing together in a way that made sense to
direct service staff.  Furthermore, moni-
toring was not occurring frequently
enough to trouble shoot early — to pro-
vide additional staff support and training
when the need first arose.  It was evident
that in order for service delivery to flow
smoothly, we needed a single compre-
hensive system of quality assurance that
met the following criteria:  it must mea-
sure both process and outcome in a wide
variety of areas, tie all the pieces to-
gether, be easy to use and understand.

What We Did and How We
Got There

In April 1995 the Community Living
Services Department (CLS) implemented
a comprehensive quality assurance sys-
tem developed by LaVigna, Willis, Shaull,
Abedi and Sweitzer (1994) called the
Periodic Service Review (PSR).  The use
of this system has significantly affected
the quality of services within the depart-
ment.  It has probably had more impact
than all the systems combined that have
been implemented in the last 10 years.
Significant change occurred immediately
after implementation, and continues to
occur 1-1/2 years later!

We felt that in order for a quality
assurance system to truly work; i.e., en-
sure the consistent delivery of high qual-
ity services, staff needed to have total

ownership  of the design and initial imple-
mentation.  We took this beyond the com-
monly touted idea of “some ownership”
to encourage “buy-in”.  When looking
back to the beginning, this is definitely
the most important aspect to our success-
ful implementation of the PSR.  Further-

more, it is important to under-
stand that the PSR system is a
positive system that delineates
successes and further  opportu-
nities for growth.  It is not de-
signed to be punitive to staff.

Timeline
The summaries offered be-

low paint a reasonable picture of
the activities CLS engaged while
implementing the PSR.  Also

offered in this section are anecdotal com-
ments that demonstrate some of the
“growing pains” with which we were
having to grapple.

February and March, 1995
CLS formed a voluntary Task Force

to develop the system.  The composition
of the Task Force included supervisors,
resource consultants and, most impor-
tantly, direct service staff.  Serving as the
facilitator of the Task Force meetings,
the CLS Director specified four broad
areas that the PSR would address:  Gen-
eral Program Activities;  Habilitation and
Support;  Health/Safety; and,  Staff De-
velopment.

Described below are the five steps
that the Task Force determined needed to
occur to implement the PSR:
1. Standard development:  The Task

Force defined ideal services in each of
the above areas, i.e., identified broad
areas that each section of the PSR
would include and then developed
standards that represented reasonable
expectations to achieve during the first
year.  An example would be to re-
structure recreational activities that
included participating in community
activities with non-handicapped peers;
thereby, promoting community inclu-
sion.

2. Methods of measurement:  The Task
Force then determined methods of
measurement that reflected staff val-

ues of what they described as reason-
able “first year” achievement expec-
tations.  Standards were specific; e.g.,
the community inclusion activity
specified the number of activities per
month that would occur per person
over a specified time.

It was also decided to sample
records rather than review the records
of all persons served in a service loca-
tion.  The Task Force opted to include
two persons served, selected ran-
domly, from each service location.
Included in the monthly random se-
lection were all persons served.  This
technique decreased the possibility of
“things sliding” because each person
had an equal chance of being moni-
tored each month.

3. Staff review and comment:  In late
March 1995, the PSR system was pre-
sented to all CLS staff and they were
invited and encouraged to make com-
ments and participate in the develop-
ment of standards.  The Task Force
presented and discussed each proposed
standard.  Staff were given the oppor-
tunity to comment and make sugges-
tions; e.g., was each standard written
clearly; was each standard fair; would
the method of measuring work?

4. Review Process:  The Task Force
elected to have the reviews completed
by peers, Consumer Training Spe-
cialists (habilitation and support plan
consultants to direct service staff),
and the CLS Director.  Monthly re-
views across the year include peer
reviews (eight times), Consumer
Training specialist reviews (three
times) and CLS Director review (one
time).

The review process itself had some
interesting side bars.  During peer
reviews  staff from one service loca-
tion spent time in another service lo-
cation, sharing their successes, and
offering suggestions to each other.
Staff voiced that they benefited im-
mensely by this process.

Initially, some supervisory staff
had a tendency to use the review pro-
cess punitively with their staff.  We
have had to provide continuous feed-
back and training so that the tool is
truly used to prompt growth — an

We took this beyond the
commonly touted idea of
“some ownership” to
encourage “buy-in.”
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“opportunity to improve” — not an
opportunity to “beat people up”.

5. Feedback Process:  The reviewer
shared with the service location su-
pervisor the results and the supervisor
discussed the PSR scores with the
staff and developed a plan to improve
the score. The average departmental
score was published in a graphed form
on a monthly basis and posted in each
service location.  Individual service
location scores were not made public,
and were shared only within the ser-
vice location.

April, 1995
Prior to PSR standards being devel-

oped, a number of ways to meet con-
sumer-based outcomes were in place
throughout the department.  The Task
Force members felt it was important to
standardize the methodology (process) to
achieve the desired results (outcomes).
Standardized methodology (as a direct
outcome of the PSR development) imple-
mented in April included:
1. A summary section was added to the

preference assessment report (Indi-
vidual Interest Inventory) that dis-
cussed how the information from this
inventory was going to be incorpo-
rated in this person’s life.  For ex-
ample, if a person’s inventory identi-
fied that she liked basketball then the
summary would address how staff
were going to incorporate basketball
in her life — possibly through joining
a basketball league.

2. Preference assessments were required
for all individuals regardless of their
verbal abilities.

3. A standard format was established for
all support objectives to be imple-
mented.  (A standard format existed
for habilitation (training) plans, but
not for support plans not involving the
use of formal program methodology.)

4. A “relief book” was put in all service
locations that included protocols to
educate relief (substitute) employees
regarding basic household routine,
preferences of persons served and id-
iosyncrasies of persons served.  This
book included photographs and current
information regarding all individuals
receiving services in the location.

5. A standardized format was established
for all working training record books.

6. A standard format was established for
all working medical records books.

7. Written statements of the side effects
for all medications administered at
that time were included in each medi-
cation book.

8. A calendar of upcoming activities was
posted.  It incorporated consumer
choice, in a format that is understand-
able to the individuals receiving ser-
vices in that location (pictures, stick-
ers, representational objects, etc.).
Protocols were written for consumers
plan activities.

9. A list of allergies and special diets for
persons served were posted on the
refrigerator in all service locations.

10.Medicaid cards and/or other health
insurance information and cards were
to be kept in medical books.

11.Written procedures for caring for in-
dividuals with incontinence were de-
veloped.

12.Supported Living implemented addi-
tional measures to ensure the safety of
persons served living in their own
apartments - including monthly con-
sumer demonstrations of evacuation
procedures and use of
emergency on-call pro-
cedures, fire alarm
checks, and written
emergency procedures
for each person.
In addition, each loca-

tion conducted a self-re-
view to serve as a baseline.
This baseline gave people
an idea of what needed to
occur prior to the next
month’s review which
would be performed by
someone outside their ser-
vice location.  These scores
were not submitted to the CLS Director.

May, 1995
The Consumer Training Specialists

reviewed all service locations.  The aver-
age departmental score was 64 % and we
were delighted!  (Self-review averaged
about 50%.)  It was truly amazing to see
what had been accomplished in about
two months.  CLS had been struggling for

years to maintain consistent methodol-
ogy across the department and we now
had a way of achieving and maintaining
our goal!

June, 1995
Peer Review occurred across all ser-

vice locations.  The CLS departmental
score was 76%.  This reflected a signifi-
cant amount of work on the part of service
location personnel to get everything
implemented to do well on the PSR.

July, 1995
Peer Review occurred across all ser-

vice locations.  The CLS departmental
score was 75%.

July had previously been identified as
the time to evaluate the PSR process and
make any revisions.  To accomplish this
appraisal of the system, the Task Force
attended service location staff meetings
and solicited comments and ideas from
staff.  Specifically, they asked for opin-
ions about the tool, the process, and for
suggestions for revisions.

The Task Force met at the end of the
month to discuss the array of employee
comments they had received.  Comments
were generally extremely positive as

people saw significant changes occur in
their service location and improvement
was evident.

However, staff had some concerns
and many ideas to improve the process.
Using this information the Task Force
revised the tool.  The significant revi-
sions made by the Task Force are out-
lined below:
1. The Task Force considered the Ha-

CLS had been struggling for
years to maintain consistent

methodology across the
department and we now had a

way of achieving and
maintaining our goal!
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bilitation and Support section of the
PSR as the most important.  However,
under the initial scoring system a ser-
vice location could score well on all
other sections and do poorly on the
Habilitation and Support section and
still score 75%.  Therefore, the Task
Force decided to weight this section
to reflect its significance.  The revised
PSR scores all items in this section as
five (5) points — all other items on the
PSR are worth one (1) point. (Note:
score is either one or five, not one
through five.)

2. Employee competencies, previously
included in all sections of the PSR,
were placed in a separate section.

3. The employee accident/consumer ac-
cident tracking standard was elimi-
nated from the PSR since documenta-
tion of accidents was not kept in the
service location.  Staff felt that entire
review needed to happen in the ser-
vice location.  Further, accidents and
follow-up activities were being moni-
tored by the departmental Safety Com-
mittee and there was no need to dupli-
cate this activity.

4. Many standard definitions were re-
written in more specific language as
staff felt many standards needed clari-
fication to eliminate as much reviewer
subjectivity as possible.

5. The Task Force determined that each

service location needed a PSR “kit”.
This kit contained everything neces-
sary to conduct the PSR in the service
location and is outlined below:
a. Instructions for completion
b. The standards:  Group Home, In-

tegrated Living and Senior Day
Program (Staff competencies are
specific)

c. Score sheet
d. Safety checklist
e. Cleanliness checklist
f. Training book format
g. Medical book format

March, 1996 — Annual revision:
The review process continued

throughout the year.  In March, Task
Force members met with staff in all ser-
vice locations to examine the process, the
results, and to solicit comments and ideas
regarding what worked, what did not
work, and to gather suggestions for change
in the PSR system.  Comments were
again exceptionally positive.  Staff felt
that for the first time in years agency
expectations in each area of performance
were clear and consistent.  Staff also felt
that results clearly demonstrated that the
PSR system had significantly improved
quality of service delivery — and that we
should continue using the system.  Revi-
sions were made in April that incorpo-
rated staff input regarding the review

Figure 1:  CLS Monthly PSR Scores

process, the feedback process and the
PSR document.  An annual revision pro-
cess is necessary to keep up with new
developments and directions and to en-
sure staff ownership of the system.  This
revision process will continue to be com-
pleted in the same manner — controlled
by those responsible to implement the
standards — direct service staff.

Conclusion
Figure 1 depicts the average PSR

scores from May 1995 to December 1996.
Staff are excited about the changes they
have seen within the department, and feel
that they designed a process that worked!
Data clearly demonstrate that significant
improvement has occurred.  It is critical
to understand that each revision occur-
ring over the last year involved making
the standards more difficult.  Although
the average score held steady, what it
takes to attain that score has not!

QUALITY ASSURANCE HAS BE-
COME A PART OF DAILY ACTIVI-
TIES, DAILY DISCUSSION, AND IS
AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE WAY
WE DO BUSINESS — AND IT SHOWS!
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Daily Life of a Person Who is Disabled
Roberta Carol Hoffman

Editors’ Note:  Earlier last year, Roberta Hoffman, one of the people to whom we
provide support services, approached Gary and asked him if IABA would help
defray her expenses to attend the Supported Life Conference in the Fall of 1996 in
Sacramento, California.  She was excited to go, since she had been invited to
participate as a panel member to make a presentation on October 11th.  This
annual event is always a highlight in California.  With presentations from both
consumers and service providers, attendance usually exceeds 1,000 people.  IABA
was more than happy to help Roberta attend.  We also asked Roberta if we could
publish an edited version of her talk here in the Newsletter.  She agreed and also
prepared some additional commentary, which we have appended at the end.
Roberta took the opportunity of this address to publicly thank those people that she
felt have helped her over the years.  It is our pleasure to give these thanks more
public exposure and it is with our deep appreciation that she has seen fit to include
so many of us at IABA.

The people who sponsor the Annual Supported Life Conference ask everybody to
evaluate each session they attend.  On a five point scale, with “1” representing
“unsatisfactory” and “5” representing “excellent,” those who attended Roberta’s
session rated it an average of 4.5 on the measure of “usefulness” and an average of
4.7 on the measure of “quality.”  We are all very proud of Roberta.

I am a person who has Autism.  I am fully ambulatory.  My

Autism is very mild.  I can memorize addresses and phone numbers.

I can also memorize bus routes.  I can take the bus to my mother’s

house and anywhere I please without any problems.  I have a

disabled bus pass which enables me to ride for a reduced rate on all

Los Angeles County bus systems.  I also ride Access Services too.

I am fully employed.  I have a job as a
Customer Service Representative at
Blockbuster Video.  I also have a job as a
clerical aide at a local wedding photo
studio.  I am in a program called STEP.  I
have been pleased with their service and
especially their job coaches.

I have a wonderful family and very
good parents.  My family has been there
through good and bad.

I have very good parents who are my
conservators.  They fight for me when I
feel that my rights have been violated.
They also help me with life’s problems.

My living situation has been good.  I
am in a program called SCIP (Social
Community Integration and Participa-
tion).  I have been in this program for
three years.  I have been pleased with
their services, I still am.  They help with

my monthly budget and cleaning aspects
of life’s daily occurrences.

Over the years I have been in several
programs.  My favorite programs that I
was involved in were Life Steps Mobility
and Daily Life programs.  I also had a
favorite recreation program called
REACH ran by Matthew Richard Wa-
ters.  REACH taught me the ropes of the
community.

I like volunteering for the Jay Nolan
Center’s Saturday Recreation Program.  I
was working for a friend of mine that had
a group of children that were not commu-
nity trained.  These kids like to play at the
park, and do puzzles and arts and crafts.

I do volunteer work for the Associa-
tion of Volleyball Players for the Miller
Lite Pro Beach Volleyball Tour that is
held in the United States.  I also volunteer

for the Women’s Professional Volleyball
Association and the Bud Light World
League and four player association.  I do
a lot of work around the volleyball courts
and associate with the players.

I worked at several jobs before I started
at Blockbuster Entertainment.  I liked
only three of them.  I liked working for
Athletes and Entertainers for Kids as a
volunteer, because I would have a posi-
tive impact on these children who would
otherwise be involved in a gang as I speak
right now!  I did not want to see these
children in gangs, because most gangs
are negative.

I held a volunteer job at Torrance
Memorial Hospital which was OK, but I
did not like seeing people hurt.  I held a
positive attitude that kept the patients
happy.  I gave them flowers that were
delivered to the front desk from local
florists.  I did patient discharges and a lot
of errands.  I hate to say this, this job kept
me BUSY from the day I started to the
day I decided to leave the job.

I like working for the 1736 Family
Crisis Center doing clerical work.  This
job was great, because I was working
close to the beach.  I liked the office
building that I was in.  I learned how to
greet patients as well as other office du-
ties.

I also liked working for Nissan Motor
Corporation, because of me learning new
skills in the Mail Center.  I also had a lot
of friends who taught me the ropes of the
job and how it is done.  I got a lot of
exercise during my eight hour shift.

I also liked working for El Camino
College, because I like servicing the stu-
dent population.  I did a lot of filing and
computer work.

I also added some volunteer work that
I like doing.  I am volunteering for the
Tennis Association of Southern Califor-
nia and the FIVB World Volleyball
league, also local race venues.

I get a lot of recognition from my
services to the communities of Hermosa
Beach/Manhattan Beach when they both
host the volleyball tournaments.  I also
get lunch and tee-shirts and shorts for
working these tournaments.

For right now, I want to stay in Tor-
rance and volunteer for the Pro-Beach
Volleyball events.  I do not want to move
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until later on in life.  I am the kind of
person that likes to stay put in one place
for a long time.

I would like to commend these pro-
grams and the corresponding individuals
that helped me get to where I would want
to be in life.

I think that if you people were not here
on this earth today, helping me get to
where I want to be today, I would not
have any independence in life at all.

These particular individuals from the
following agencies are getting an award
for helping me get to where I want to be
in life, and especially for being there for
me when I needed someone.

IABA
Jennifer Perekrest

Marcia James
Nancy Farber

Tamori Wooten
Janet Francis
Cheryl Stroll

Susan Caraway
Holly Baran
Debra Yau

Carrie Lenihan
Hallie Ben-Horin

Kerry Smith
Peter DeMieri
Kathy Dacus
Lisa Young

Chris Pellani
Michelle Slater

Julia Shaull
Heike Ballmaier
Melissa Shapiro
Gary LaVigna

LIFE STEPS
Virginia Franco
Denise Smith

Anita Montoya
Anita Beard
Paula Vick

Phil Pacheco

REACH
Matt Waters
Holly Starr

Julie N.

JAY NOLAN
Peggy Wade

Bodil S.
Alicia E.
Anne B.

SOCIAL VOCATIONAL
SERVICES

Neisha Hurskin
Charmaine Mathison

Lisa
Vickie Garrett
Thom Wilson
Kathy Cullen

All of you people deserve a big thank
you for helping me through life’s daily
occurrences!

Commentary on a Speech on the Daily
Life of a Person Who is Disabled
Roberta Carol Hoffman

I was asked a lot of questions regarding my life in general.  I was

asked about my school career at Mira Costa High School and school

in general.  I told the audience that I received good grades in school

and on my report cards.  When I took the California State Proficiency

Exam, I scored a 98% point average and passed!  I was one of the top

ten graduates of the class of 1987.  I had good teachers that helped

me through school.

I was asked about how I go about
getting around Los Angeles County.  I
said that I take the Metro busses and the
Dial-a-Ride.  I told people that heard my
speech that I like public transportation as
opposed to driving because it is safer to
be on the bus.  I told the people that it was
hard for me to use the busses at first but as
time proceeded, it got easier.  I had a

mobility trainer who was very nice and
caring.

I was asked about my jobs in the past
the ones today.  I told the audience that I
like the ones that I hold today.  I like
working for Blockbuster Video because
of the five free rentals per-week benefit
that I get.  I was asked about the experi-
ence with Blockbuster.  I like it and it is

a positive learning experience for me.  I
like the people at BBV and how fun it is.
I was also asked about my second job in
Los Angeles.  I told people that I plan to
leave that job because of the distance that
it takes for me to get to work.

I also told them about the program
that helps people like me get jobs.  I was
asked about my programs in the past and
present.  I liked Life Steps programs in
the past, and in the present, I like the
STEP and SCIP programs because they
teach clients about how to become inde-
pendent in life.

Certain people asked me why I like
volunteering.  I told them I am a commu-
nity oriented person who like keeping out
of trouble.

I was asked about my visit to the
UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute when I
was four years old.  I was going there for
certain tests.  When these tests were done
I was being treated to lunch on the street
called Westwood Boulevard.

Certain people asked me about donat-
ing blood and parts.  I answered them and
said the part about my niece Krissy hav-
ing heart surgery at UCLA Medical Cen-
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Gerri Taylor
PO Box 751

Bega  NSW  2550
AUSTRALIA

19 December 1996

Gary LaVigna and Tom Willis
IABA
5777 West Century Blvd., Suite 675
Los Angeles, CA  90045-5675
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Dear Gary and Tom

Enclosed is a letter from a young woman
who would like to write to a person who
lives in America.  I wondered if you would
be able to publish her request in the IABA
Newsletter, please.

Many thanks.

Gerri Taylor

ter in Westwood.  I told the people that
my own stay at UCLA was good.  I was
treated with respect and dignity and as a
person who is a patient.

I told them that my career in college
was fun and sometimes a stressful learn-
ing experience.  I liked my counselor,
Paul Coulton.  He is very funny and very
helpful.  I was taking classes geared toward
a degree in Business Administration.  The
classes that I took were hard and grueling.
I needed tutoring in all my classes.

One guy from Bonnie Muntions
Agency asked me “How does it feel to

have Autism.”  I said it has its ups and
downs.  In general, it feels great all around.

A majority of the people in the room
with me have children who have Autism
and said that their child’s Autism is so
severe that I felt very sorry for them and
what they go through on a daily basis.  I
felt the need to tell them that Autism is
not a hampering disability.  IT IS NOT
TO FEEL ASHAMED OF!!  Some people
do not understand how autism works and
has advantages.  I told them that mine has
to deal with memorizing phone number,
bus routes, addresses of my friends, and

certain agencies.
I was asked what it was like to grow

up in a big family.  I said in a word - FUN!
My brothers took me places, for example,
the Fire Station.

I was asked about my childhood a lot.
I told the audience that it was great.
When I was a newborn baby, by sisters
did not want to go to church on Sunday so
they took me behind the couch and hid
way behind so that way my parents
couldn’t find us.  It was funny when I told
the audience.  That started a big laugh at
the end.

Pen Pal Request
Editors’ Note:  Gerri Taylor participated in the first two week training institute we held in Australia in 1993.  That group will
always be special to us and Gerri is a special person even among special people.  When Gary was in Australia last month, Gerri
mentioned that she was working with someone who wanted a pen pal in the US.  He suggested that they write a letter to the
IABA Newsletter to see if there was any interest out there.  There letters arrived and we publish them without editing below.  We
hope that some of you respond or at least pass Ms. Wooding’s letter on to someone who might be interested in corresponding
with a pen pal in Australia.

2/43 Bega Street
BEGA  NSW  2550

AUSTRALIA

My name is Celine Wooding, and I am 34
years old.  I live in my own flat in Bega, and
I work at a place called Stitches and Prints
which is a sewing and screen printing
business.

I would like to write to someone from
America, and one day I want to go to
America to visit.

Would someone in America like to write
back to me, please.

Celine Wooding
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…giving our analysis a person
centered focus has helped us
understand that what we
often call problem behavior
always serves some legitimate
function for the person.

you remember why they did what they
did; was it even reported? Probably not.

Someplace, we lost sight of the most
important part of what we do and why we
do it; the PERSON. Yes, we have the
technology to change behavior, but why
are we doing it, and do we have the right?
WE believe we are doing what we do to
help people improve the QUALITY of
their lives.

As a result of these concerns, WE and
others; namely, you have endeavored to
turn our focus toward the PEOPLE we
serve. We have begun to ask why people
do what they do; why they hurt them-
selves and others. Most importantly, giv-
ing our analysis a person-centered focus
has helped us understand that what we
often call problem behavior always serves
some legitimate function for the person.
Additionally, this person-centered focus
has resulted in looking beyond behavior;
looking at valued/meaningful outcomes
for the people we serve.

A value-looking, values-based ap-
proach to people with disabilities and
challenging behavior is not new. The
Social Role Valorization movement has
caused us all to focus on helping the
people we serve achieve valued and valu-
able outcomes. Unfortunately, an artifact
of this values-based approach for many
has been the unnecessary rejection of
behavioral technology.

Behavioral technology, however, can
be used in support of and in subordination
to values. As we have described else-
where (LaVigna & Willis, 1996), our

values were strongly influenced by
Wolfensberger (1983). We value: com-
munity presence and participation, in
ways that are age appropriate and valued
by society; autonomy and self-determi-
nation, through the exercise of increas-
ingly informed choice; continuous in-
volvement in the ongoing process of be-
coming; increasing independence and pro-
ductivity to the point of economic self-
sufficiency; and the opportunity to de-
velop a full range of social relationships

and friendships.
These values serve as a

foundation for the work we
do with the people by
IABA. With these values
in mind, we have devel-
oped a model for support-
ing people with challeng-
ing behavior, which is
aimed toward producing
several outcomes (LaVigna
& Willis, 1995). Where nec-
essary, when it is a very
dangerous behavior, one of
the things we need to be
concerned about is getting

rapid results. So, speed and degree of
effects is one of the outcomes we are
interested in producing. Second, we want
durability. We want lasting change. Third,
we want those changes to generalize to
other settings, particularly to the commu-
nity and the other natural settings that
others have an opportunity to access and
enjoy. We want to minimize the develop-
ment of negative side effects. Accord-
ingly, we track collateral behaviors. We
also want to use strategies that have so-
cial validity, that is, those strategies that
are acceptable to our client, our client’s
family, support staff, and the community.

Finally, we need to demonstrate that
what we do has educational and clinical
validity. This means that as a result of
what we have done, we can show that the
person has a better quality of life; the
person is happier, has greater access,
greater opportunity, greater control, etc.
That is, we have achieved our valued
outcomes. When we are designing our
support strategies, it is this entire breadth
of desired outcomes that we focus on. No
one of these dictates what we do at any
given time. We discipline ourselves to

stay focused on the entire range of needs.
To achieve all of these outcomes, we

begin with a person-centered assessment
aimed at understanding the meaning of
the behavior (Willis & LaVigna, 1996a;
b). This involves a broad look at the
person’s life situation and not just the
immediate antecedents and consequences
of their behavior, his or her skills, family,
history, health, environments, etc. This is
all in an effort to get a very board under-
standing of the meaning of the behavior
for that individual. On the basis of this
broad understanding, we design a multi-
element support plan. These plans in-
clude proactive strategies, including eco-
logical changes, positive programming
and focused support, designed to pro-
duce changes over time and where nec-
essary reactive strategies, to deal with
situations when they occur. The plan is
then implemented by a support team with
management systems effective enough to
ensure consistency (LaVigna, Willis,
Shaull, Abedi & Sweitzer, 1994). This is
the multielement model that integrates
our effort to produce the full range of
outcomes, guided by the values described
above (LaVigna & Willis, 1995).

One of the significant technical chal-
lenges in working with people who do
have severe and challenging behavior is
in dealing with crisis situations when
they occur. The person is breaking win-
dows now, the person is starting to bite
himself now, the person is throwing fur-
niture at other people now, the person is
biting, kicking or scratching others now.
It is relatively easy for us to agree to use
strictly positive, nonaversive strategies
in the proactive mode, but we tend to get
more challenged in coming up with strat-
egies in the reactive mode that are equally
positive.

The multielement model can help lib-
erate some very creative, equally posi-
tive, reactive strategies. It provides ac-
cess to reactive strategies that we previ-
ously never thought we had. Using the
multielement approach, we construct our
proactive plans to produce certain changes
over time. Accordingly, when we are
planning what to do about a behavior
when it occurs, we are liberated from
needing to address the issue of the future.
Our sole agenda becomes situational man-

Continued from page 1
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This provided a very effective
situational management
strategy when the target

behavior occurred and yet was
able to do so without producing

a counter-therapeutic effect.

agement. This gives us options that in
other contexts might produce counter-
therapeutic effects.

Here is one brief example of an early
experience of ours that led us to become
aware of the new options that might be
available to us in using the multielement
approach. We were asked to carry out an
assessment for a man a number of years
ago who had a very serious form of self-
injury. We’ll describe it, not to be disre-
spectful to him, but for you to appreciate
the seriousness of the behavior and why
people needed to do something when it
was occurring. When he got upset, he
would tug on his own lip to the point
where he had separated it from his face on
a number of occasions, requiring surgical
replacement. The doctor was saying that
we could not let it happen anymore be-
cause he did not know how many more
times he could successfully sew his lip
back into place. We carried out our as-
sessment and we designed a multiele-
ment plan. In terms of proactive strate-
gies, there were 18 different things that
we included, i.e., 18 different ecological,
positive programming and focused sup-
port strategies.

The question, of course, was what
were we going to do when he started
tugging at his lip? In designing a support
plan, in many cases, we may need to
anticipate some level of occurrence of the
challenging behavior. The best we could
come up with to keep him safe when he
started tugging at his lip was to put our
arms around him and hold him. You might
expect that holding him was an aversive
event. However, the problem was just the
opposite, since being held in this manner
was a reinforcing event. Perhaps some of
you have worked with people for whom
being physically held and restrained is a
reinforcing event rather than an aversive
one. The position that this person put us
in was that what we were doing to keep
him physically safe was potentially rein-
forcing the problem behavior. This could
have produced a counter-therapeutic ef-
fect, which would have made the behav-
ior more likely to happen in the future.

Using the multielement model, there
is a certain logic in “holding him when he
engages in self injurious behavior.” The
logic is this: The reactive strategy is used

to get the most rapid and safest control
over the crisis situation. If this reactive
strategy has potentially reinforcing prop-
erties, the counter-therapeutic effect can
be prevented by including certain other
strategies in the proactive plan. Specifi-
cally, these can include the independent
and noncontingent availability of the event
used as a reactive strategy, supplied at
satiation levels. By taking these proac-
tive steps, the reactive strategy merely
gives us a very effective means of dealing
with the situation without producing a
counter-therapeutic effect.

In the case at hand, to assure the
proactive, noncontingent availability of
the event, five minutes every half hour
was scheduled to assure that staff pro-
vided him with a deep muscle massage.
The reason for this is that we did not want
his intense physical contact with staff to
be accessible to him only through the
problem behavior. We want you to be
very aware of this safety valve built into
the proactive plan. What happened over
time was that years later, he still has his
lip. Further, because of the proactive plan,
he no longer engages in any level of self-
injurious behavior. What we see here is a
reactive strategy which was actually a
reinforcing event that, in addition to be-
ing used as a reactive strategy, was pro-
vided at other times on a noncontingent
basis. This provided a
very effective situ-
ational management
strategy when the tar-
get behavior occurred
and yet was able to do
so without producing
a counter-therapeutic
effect. What we have
learned is that the mul-
tielement model allows
these kinds of options.

We want to discuss
how we address this
need for management
strategies in situations
that might be consid-
ered to be of a crisis nature. This is
important since many of you are working
with people whose behaviors can occur at
crisis levels, where health and/or safety
are at immediate and serious risk. There
are many reactive strategies that we could

employ that are not particularly counter-
intuitive or which are perhaps more ap-
propriate for more innocuous non-crisis
problem behavior, which we discuss in
full elsewhere (Willis and LaVigna, in
press). What we thought would be a good
focus for this paper is to discuss strate-
gies that may seem extremely strange,
until you have become fluent in using the
multielement model. Your first reaction
when we mention some of these strate-
gies will be “that sounds absolutely
crazy.” That is what we mean by counter-
intuitive; at first glance they just do not
seem to make sense.

Since the best crisis management strat-
egy is one that prevents crises to begin
with, we’ll start with some counter-intui-
tive strategies for preventing crises and
then we’ll turn to some counter-intuitive
strategies that are remarkably effective in
getting rapid control over crises when
they are actually occurring.

Preventing Behavioral
Crises

Let’s begin with some counter-intui-
tive strategies for preventing or avoiding
crises. Remember that the context for this
discussion is rooted in thinking about
those people whose behaviors can esca-
late to crisis levels.

Introducing and Maintaining a High
Density of Noncontingent Reinforce-
ment. One counter-intuitive strategy for
preventing behavioral crises is introduc-
ing and maintaining a high density of
noncontingent reinforcement. This is
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…the greatest reason for
maintaining a high-density of
noncontingent reinforcement is
its impact on the quality of life
of the individual.

worth considering because what we do
intuitively if a problem behavior occurs
is to cancel all activities that we feel
might inadvertently reinforce the prob-
lem behavior. He had an extreme temper
tantrum this afternoon! He broke furni-
ture! He hurt somebody! We better can-
cel our going downtown to dinner plans

because we wouldn’t want to reinforce
the problem behavior.

Consider this, however. Have you ever
had this experience as a parent? It is late
Saturday afternoon, your sweet, ador-
able, angelic child comes up, saying some-
thing to you and because of nothing hav-
ing to do with that child or what that child
did, you snap and snarl and are mean to
that child. Even as you are acting in this
horrible parenting way, you are saying to
yourself “she doesn’t deserve this.” You
know your behavior has something to do
with something having nothing to do with
the child. The child is totally innocent
and you are not able to convince yourself
that she deserves the way you are acting
towards her. How many of you, then,
realizing this is uncalled for behavior on
your part, canceled that evening’s plans,
called up your friends and said: “Sorry, I
can’t go to the movie today.” “I know we
were supposed to come over for dinner
tonight but I’m afraid that if I go over and
enjoy myself, I am going to inadvertently
reinforce this terrible parenting behav-
ior.” None of you did that. Why didn’t
you become a terrible parent? That is,
why wasn’t your problem behavior rein-
forced and strengthened. For two rea-
sons; first, the reinforcing event was not
a contingent event. It is not as if “I’m
going out to dinner tonight because I was
mean to my child.” Second, there was a

delay between the event that happened in
the afternoon (your behavior) and the
(reinforcing) event that happened in the
evening.

We know that for reinforcement to
strengthen behavior; it has to be immedi-
ate and contingent. As long as there is a
sufficient delay and/or if there is no con-

tingency relationship,
then we shouldn’t have
to worry about going
ahead with an indepen-
dently scheduled, non-
contingent reinforce-
ment. Such a reinforc-
ing event should not
strengthen problem be-
havior, even if the be-
havior occurred earlier
in the day.

There are many rea-
sons for maintaining a

high-density of noncontingent reinforce-
ment. Consider this; a high density of
reinforcement may be a setting event for
the low rate of challenging behavior,
whereas a low density of reinforcement
may be a setting event for a higher rate of
problem behavior. So, by initiating, or by
introducing, a high density of reinforce-
ment, we are creating a pervasive setting
event which by itself should reduce the
level of challenging behavior and behav-
ioral crises.

Furthermore, when we cancel the
evening’s plans because we are afraid
that the problem behavior is going to
reinforced, we introduce an aversive
event; namely, the withdrawal of a rein-
forcing activity or reinforcing event. This
withdrawal itself can trigger a crisis situ-
ation. Rather than acting in a way which
minimizes the likelihood of a crisis, when
we cancel that evening’s event because
of a problem behavior, we immediately
have done something that makes a crisis
more likely, not just because a low den-
sity of reinforcement is a setting event for
a higher probability of challenging be-
havior, but also because the withdrawal
of the reinforcing event itself is a type
two punisher and can very likely elicit a
problem behavior.

Perhaps the greatest reason for main-
taining a high-density of noncontingent
reinforcement is its impact on the quality

of life of the individual. Consider the
quality of life of the people we serve who
also have challenging behaviors. At best,
it does not approximate ours at its worst.
Surely, setting the conditions for a low-
density of reinforcement does not im-
prove a person’s quality of life. If one of
our goals is to give people a better quality
of life, one of the most direct ways of
doing this is to introduce a higher density
of noncontingent reinforcement that just
improves the quality of life generally. It
is our contention that in whatever we are
doing to support a person, we should be
able to demonstrate that the person is
experiencing a higher density of rein-
forcement than before we got involved. A
high density of reinforcement should be
noncontingently available to a person
before we even consider any contingen-
cies in which the person has to earn rein-
forcement. We don’t have to earn most
our pleasures in life; then, why should
they?

Consider this example. We were work-
ing recently with a 14 year-old girl whom
we had just helped move home after be-
ing in a 24-hour residential school, where
she had been for the previous four years.
She moved home on her parents initiative
because what they were using in the 24-
hour facility, among other things, was a
restraint procedure. Now that she had
gotten to be an old and big 14-year-old as
opposed to a young and small 10-year-
old, the kind of restraint procedure they
were using was leading to injury. Further,
it was no longer acceptable to the funding
educational authority.

She came home and we established a
multielement support plan. One of the
things we knew about her was that she
had very poor impulse control and, for
that and a variety of other reasons, we
recommended that we introduce and
maintain a high level of noncontingent
reinforcement, independent of what she
did or didn’t do. One of the things she did
right from the very beginning was to not
go to school every day. When she would
stay home from school, how would we
spend the day? We didn’t insist that she
stay home as you might with a typical
child. You might say, “If you don’t go to
school today, then you can’t go out and
play.” With her, we got out of the house;
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…introducing and maintaining
a high density of noncontingent
reinforcement can help prevent

behavioral crisis.

we went into the community; we did a
variety of things, including on one occa-
sion stopping and buying a snack.

The question to us could be “weren’t
we concerned that we would be reinforc-
ing her refusal to go to school?” That’s a
legitimate question to ask. We had reason
to think that we would not be differen-
tially reinforcing that behavior because
community access was something she
was enjoying every day anyhow, buying
snacks in the community was something
she was enjoying every day anyhow.
These were not contingent events. Fur-
ther, we knew that when she got to school,
she really enjoyed the activities that were
there and even though we might be out in
the community doing things, what she
was not getting access to were some of
the activities she really enjoyed at school.
It may be a high density of reinforcement
should she choose not to go to school, but
we believed it would be an even higher
one if she chose to go.

Part of the monitoring system here is
not just to determine whether or not we
were avoiding severe property destruc-
tion and aggressive behavior, her target
behaviors. Obviously one of the things
we were also tracking in our evaluation
system was time spent in school. Sure
enough, over time she spent more and
more time in school. Obviously this
needed to be tracked and we needed to
plan these things with care, based on all
the information that we had gathered in
our assessment process.

To summarize, introducing and main-
taining a high density of noncontingent
reinforcement can help prevent behav-
ioral crises. The avoidance of a behav-
ioral crisis can be made more likely since
a high density of reinforcement is a set-
ting event for a lower probability of prob-
lem behavior. Further, not canceling a
reinforcing event avoids an aversive event
which itself can increase the likelihood of
target behavior and/or escalation to a
behavioral crisis. This recommendation
also normalizes the density of reinforce-
ment experienced by the people we sup-
port by providing a density closer to the
norm and by removing artificial contin-
gencies. This recognizes that most of our
day-to-day reinforcers are also noncon-
tingent. Possible counter-therapeutic ef-

fects can be prevented by assuring the
noncontingency of the reinforcing events,
making sure to schedule their occurrence
independent of the occurrence of target
behavior. Other concerns about counter-
therapeutic effects can also be addressed
through the proactive plan in a multiele-
ment approach.

Avoiding Natural Consequences.
Another counter-intuitive strategy for
preventing a behavioral crisis is to avoid
some natural consequences. This sugges-
tion may sound strange to many of you. It
may even be objectionable for people
who take an explicitly values-based ap-
proach who may rely heavily on natural
consequences to promote the quality of
the lives of the people they serve. But, we
feel there are a number of good reasons
for avoiding SOME naturally occurring
consequences. Consider this, if the natu-
ral consequence is aversive for the per-
son, it may escalate the person’s behavior
to a potentially crisis level. In addition,
consider that the natural consequence can
itself lead to further exclusion and de-
valuation. When natural consequences
have the potential for causing crisis level
escalation, and when they further stigma-
tize the person, we suggest that maybe we
should avoid the natural consequence.

Here is an example of the problem.
We were supporting a woman in her job
and we knew she was on the verge of
getting fired. Her manager was not happy
with her work. He
found her lazy, disre-
spectful, and unrespon-
sive. This was not a
sheltered workshop.
This was a real job situ-
ation. We knew it was
coming. It was a natu-
ral consequence to her
behavior. At the same
time we knew enough
about her to know that
if she was fired, that experience would be
likely to cycle her into a two-week period
of hell where she may have had to be
hospitalized in a psychiatric unit.

What did we do in this case? We
talked to her. We established that from
her point of view she was not happy with
her job. From her point of view, she
would rather look for a different job. We

established with her that she did not have
much time to do that, given that she had
this other job that she didn’t like. Our
suggestion to her was the following: “Why
don’t you resign? Why don’t you just go
in this afternoon and quit?” She said,
“That’s a terrific idea. I wish I had thought
of that.” We did a little role play with her
about how she should submit her resigna-
tion. She went in and she quit. Fortu-
nately, her boss didn’t say, “You can’t
quit. You’re fired.” She had a chance to
avoid being fired with our guidance. This
is counter-intuitive since many of us
would say “Let her experience the natu-
ral consequence. That is how she’ll
learn.”

The proponents of natural conse-
quences argue that the people we serve
have the right to these consequences and
that we devalue them by not providing
them. They ask, “What is wrong with
natural consequences? I experienced them
and I turned out OK.” If there is one thing
that characterizes the people we are dis-
cussing today, it is they are not going to
learn from their natural consequences. If
they were going to learn from natural
consequences, this newsletter wouldn’t
exist. We’d be working in a different
field. We’re talking about people who
characteristically have not and will not
learn from natural consequences. It seems
to us that the proponents of natural conse-
quences are arguing two points. First,

they seem to be saying that the people we
serve would be OK today if people would
have “just used natural consequences from
the get go.” Second, they seem to be
saying that parents and teachers FAILED
to use natural consequences, and that is
why their adult children misbehave. That
is just not the case. Parents and teachers
usually began trying natural conse-
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quences. That didn’t work so they got a
little more contrived in what they did.
That didn’t work so they called in a con-
sultant and it got even more contrived. As
they got more and more contrived, they
probably got more and more punitive and
more and more segregated and isolated.
So, by the time that child was an adult;
she was in a strict program, isolated and
segregated from the rest of society.

For the past fifty plus years, all of us
have been striving to liberate the people
we serve from the degradation, isolation
and abuse they experienced in segregated
places. The proponents of natural conse-
quences seem to be saying, “Now that
they have been liberated, lets use natural
consequences to manage their behavior.”
It seems that they are suggesting that we
go back to “square one;” back to the
ineffective things that were tried by par-
ents and teachers when their children and
students were very young. Unfortunately,
it seems to us that this would be just
starting the “cycle of escalation” all over
again.

We caution you, be careful of natural
consequences and avoid them where they
may lead to crisis situations or to further
exclusion and/or devaluation. In any
event, don’t expect the occurrence of
natural consequences to be an effective
teaching strategy for the people we are
concerned about. It’s the people who don’t
have severe and challenging behavior
who may have learned from natural con-
sequences, not the people whom we are
concerned about here.

Don’t Ignore Behavior Under Cer-
tain Conditions. How many people have
heard of Guido Sarducci? Guido Sarducci
established a 20 minute university in
which he teaches in twenty minutes what
the typical college student remembers
five years after they have graduated from
college. His idea is why teach all that
other stuff if all they are going to remem-
ber is 20 minutes worth of information.
That is all he teaches them to begin with.
So in Economics 101, he teaches “supply
and demand” because that is all we re-
member from Economics 101 five years
after we have graduated.

What do we remember from our In-
troduction to Behavior Modification
course? What we remember is that when

a person acts inappropriately, that we
should ignore. How many of you have
ever heard this phrase? Ignore her; she is
doing that for attention. We’ll bet you
that this phrase was not used with refer-
ence to a peer or a colleague, but that it
was used with reference to one of our
clients.

How many of you really believe there
is something to the idea that aberrant
behaviors communicate legitimate mes-
sages? Most of us do. If that is true, what
is worse than to advise somebody to ig-
nore the behavior? What you would be
saying functionally is to ignore their ef-
forts to communicate. What happens if
you ignore a person’s communication?
The person’s behavior escalates.

We have talked about precursor be-
haviors before; you know, those minor
behavior problems, those low levels of
agitation that may signal that the person
is preparing to engage in something seri-
ous. These precursors might be under-
stood as the whispers of behavior. Be-
cause of what we remember from the
Sarducci school, we ignore them. Conse-
quently, what are we requiring of the
person? It seems to us that we are requir-
ing that the person not whisper to us, but
shout at us; and it is the “shout” we then
call severe and challenging behavior.

The consultant you are likely to hire
off the street for advice on what to do with
problem behavior is likely to say ignore
it. However, if you want to avoid crises,
good advice may be don’t ignore it. But
there are some qualifications to this ad-
vice. In the first place, ignoring doesn’t
always equate to extinction and it is really
the extinction event that causes the esca-
lation (the opposite effect we look for in a
reactive strategy in a multielement ap-
proach). Table 1 provides definitions of
extinction and ignoring and correspond-
ing examples of when ignoring repre-
sents extinction and when it doesn’t.

Don’t Punish. Our final counter-in-
tuitive strategy for preventing behavioral
crises is don’t punish. We have worked
with a number of large service delivery
agencies over the past twenty or so years.
During that time, we have seen two very
large agencies simply abandon punish-
ment altogether after our training; over-
night, by fiat. No more punishment al-

Definitions:
Extinction - The withholding of a
previously available reinforcer.
Ignoring - Continuing with what
you were doing as if the behavior
had not occurred.

Example #1:  When ignoring is
extinction.

Scenario - A teacher has been
reprimanding the student and
sending her to the vice-principal’s
office whenever she uses profanity
in the classroom.  He observes that
the behavior is getting worse and
not better and concludes that
contrary to his intentions he has
been reinforcing this behavior.  For
one thing, the student seems to
enjoy getting the teacher upset.
Secondly, the student seems to like
missing class.  Accordingly, the
teacher plans to start ignoring this
behavior, thereby withholding the
previously available reinforcers.
Immediate likely effect on
behavior - Escalation.
Advice when using a
multielement approach - Don’t
ignore.

Example #2:  When ignoring is not
extinction.

Scenario - During class time, a
nine-year-old student challenged
with problems associated with
autism, frequently holds his open
hand between his eyes and the
lights on the ceiling and moves his
hand back and forth.  The teacher
believes that it is the visual
stimulation that is reinforcing the
stereotypic behavior.  She decides
to ignore it when it occurs and
simply continue with her
instructional program as if it had
not occurred.
Immediate likely effect on
behavior - Ignoring the behavior
will not escalate it and continuing
with the instructional program may
naturally redirect the student to
engage in the instructional activity.
Advice when using a
multielement approach - Since
ignoring the behavior will not lead
to an escalation in the behavior,
this may be an option to consider.
However, other reactive strategies
may be necessary to get rapid and
safe control over the situation.

Table 1 - Extinction and Ignoring
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In the context of situational
management, punishment can

escalate the situation, producing
the opposite effect that we look

for in a reactive strategy…

lowed! You might expect that once the
punishment was stopped so quickly, there
would be a tremendous “recovery after
punishment” phenomenon; you might
expect that all of a sudden high rates of
challenging behavior would begin to oc-
cur. Yet when these agencies said “no
more punishment allowed” the overall
level of behavior problems decreased
immediately and what remained were
less serious problems.

Consider why that may be. A person
acts in a way that is considered inappro-
priate. Let’s say there is a low level pun-
isher available, loss of tokens, loss of
privileges, cancellation of an event, etc.
The person reacts to that with some agi-
tation, some acting out, which gets an-
other level of punishment. Now we might
provide for an over correction procedure
or some kind of time out procedure. Let’s
say the person is not so happy about the
over correction procedure or doesn’t want
to be escorted to the time out room, and
now starts to physically resist the effort to
put them into that situation. What hap-
pens is that now staff are having to use
physical management, restraint and other
very extreme aversive procedures in or-
der to finally control the behavior. While
it is true that if you do not punish that very
first behavior in the sequence, that be-
havior may increase in its frequency,
what we may have avoided are the more
serious behavior problems, the behav-
ioral crises that result purely from our use
of punishment.

One way to avoid crises are to elimi-
nate punishment from our support plans.
This is counter-intuitive since we think of
punishment as a strategy for suppressing
problem behavior. The suppressive ef-
fects of punishment, however, are future
effects. In the context of situational man-
agement, punishment can escalate the
situation, producing the opposite effect
that we look for in a reactive strategy in a
multielement approach. We have also
discussed how introducing and maintain-
ing a high density of noncontingent rein-
forcement, being very careful with our
use of natural consequences, and not ig-
noring behavior under certain circum-
stances, while counter-intuitive, may also
be very helpful in preventing behavioral
crises. But what about the crisis that you

can’t prevent? What about 2 o’clock Sat-
urday afternoon when he starts to break
every piece of furniture in the house?
What can you do?

Resolving Behavioral
Crises

Diversion to a Reinforcing or Com-
pelling Event or Activity. Let us intro-
duce you to two counter-intuitive strate-
gies for resolving behavioral crises. The
first is diversion to a powerfully reinforc-
ing or compelling event or activity. That
is, when the person is starting to act up,
divert him or her with the most powerful
reinforcing or compelling activity or event
you can identify. For example, in the
previous case of the person who was
engaging in the lip pulling behavior, our
holding him was an inadvertent reinforc-
ing event. We didn’t design it to be rein-
forcing, but it certainly had the potential
to produce a counter-therapeutic effect.
As you may recall, to prevent this, we had
to balance this reactive strategy by in-
cluding certain features in our proactive
plan.

Let us point out the intuitive part of
this approach. What is intuitive is that if
you introduce a dra-
matically reinforcing
or compelling activity
or event, it is not sur-
prising that it can di-
vert the person from
whatever he is doing.
What is counter-intui-
tive about it is that this
would appear to result
in the potential rein-
forcement of the prob-
lem behavior. This is
the part that is counter-
intuitive and appears, therefore, to con-
traindicate it as a useful reactive strategy.

If we didn’t have the multielement
model, there would be no hope of using
this strategy as part of a rational support
plan. With the multielement model, how-
ever, what we end up with is a proactive
plan that compensates for the potential
counter-therapeutic effects of the reac-
tive strategy, leaving us with a reactive
strategy that doesn’t produce any un-

wanted changes over time but rather gives
us a very effective way of dealing with a
crisis situation when it occurs.

We want to give you a further ex-
ample of this. In one of our training
programs, We were guiding a teacher
who had selected one of her students to
provide a focus for her practicum assign-
ments. Her recommended proactive plan
included, among other things, changing
her curriculum and reorganizing her edu-
cational space so it was less distracting.
In terms of positive programming, her
instructional staff were teaching her to
use a picture communication board with
which, for example, she could point to a
picture of a glass of water if she wanted to
drink something and she could ask to go
to the girls’ room, ask for a magazine, and
ask for break time by pointing to associ-
ated pictures. They were also teaching
her the relaxation response, that is that
when she was getting upset, to take a deep
breath, hold it and relax. As a focused
support strategy to produce rapid change
in her problem behavior, they also had
designed a particular schedule of rein-
forcement.

Then the question came up: “What do
we do when she engages in the target
behavior of screaming and scratching her

own face?” Staff wanted to continue to
use “corner time out,” but we pointed out
to them that this appeared to be an inef-
fective reactive strategy insofar as they
had been using it with little results. They
were still getting an average of 40 min-
utes a day of the screaming and scratch-
ing behavior after 18 months of trying to
solve this problem. We invited them to go
back to their assessment information and
identify, if they could, a behavior that
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When you know what the
person wants, it is obvious that
the quickest way to get him to

stop asking for it is to give it to
him.  Capitulation!

was reinforcing or compelling enough
that it would interrupt almost anything.
What they realized was that if they handed
her a magazine, what she “needed” to do
was open it and take the staples out. At the
moment, that seemed to override every-
thing else in her life. So the recommenda-
tion was that the minute staff saw the
tantrum coming, they should hand her a
magazine.

You would be concerned
about two things in following
such advice. First, you would
be concerned that you would
just be reinforcing tantrum
behavior and increasing its
future occurrence. The other
thing you would be concerned
about is that she would be with
her magazines all day long and
wouldn’t participate in any
educational activities. So to
make a long story short, the
results were that from day one
no day had more than five minutes of
screaming and tantrums, representing an
immediate and significant reduction in
duration. We also tracked her on-task
educational time. That also started in-
creasing from day one. There was never
a reduction in time spent in productive
education. Further, the frequency of tan-
trums gradually decreased and by the end
of the school year tantrums were no longer
occurring. Therefore, it was no longer
necessary for staff to hand her a magazine
as a reactive strategy, since, with the
elimination of the target behavior, a reac-
tive strategy was no longer necessary.
The last report we had was that it had
been two years since there had been any
tantrums.

Notice the safety valves included in
the support plan. She could ask for a
magazine using the communication board.
Therefore, having a tantrum was not the
only way to get access to a magazine.
Further, in the play area, where she was at
least twice a day, was a stack of maga-
zines, with which she could do anything
she wanted. Such safety valves (i.e., in-
dependent, noncontingent access) allow
using reinforcing and/or compelling ac-
tivities and events to divert a person and
interrupt a problem behavior, perhaps
even problem behavior occurring at a

crisis level, as a reactive strategy, without
producing a counter-therapeutic effect.

Strategic Capitulation. Last, and per-
haps most counter-intuitive of all reac-
tive strategies is what we call strategic
capitulation. Many times we know what
the message is. We know what the person
is asking for. We know what the person
wants. When you know what the person
wants, it is obvious that the quickest way

to get him to stop asking for it is to give
it to him. Capitulation!

Let us give you a very dramatic ex-
ample of this involving a man on whose
behalf we provided some consultation
(LaVigna, Patterson, Willis, & Johnson,
in preparation). His behaviors were quite
serious. His aggression was so severe that
his staff were often out on disability leave
due to the injuries they had incurred. His
self-injury was so severe because of his
banging his head into the corners of walls
and furniture; they were afraid he was
going to be permanently blind, suffer
severe neurological damage or possibly
even kill himself. After a year of using a
nonaversive approach, he was still con-
sidered to be an extreme risk to himself,
so much so that the clinical supervisor
thought contingent shock was necessary.

To make sure that they had their strat-
egy right; they brought in an independent
behavioral consultant with excellent cre-
dentials. After he did his assessment, he
concluded the following: In spite of the
fact that “state of the art” nonaversive
procedures had been used, he concluded
that this person remained a serious dan-
ger to himself and others. He suggested
that not only were staff ethically justified
in using contingent shock to treat this
behavior, they were ethically required to

use contingent shock to treat this behav-
ior because this person has the right to
effective treatment.

We were also asked to carry out an
independent assessment. We concluded
quite differently and felt that his behavior
served a very obvious function. One of
his precursor behaviors was to say “ba ba
ba ba,” along with a backward swaying
motion of his hand as he turned away

from you. We also asked the
staff, “In your experience, is
there anything you can do when
he is hitting you or hurting him-
self that if you do it he stops?”
Their answer was “Yes, when
we walk away he stops.” We
concluded that the meaning of
the behavior was “Leave me
alone!”

The clinical supervisor had
told them not to walk away or
back off when target behavior
occurred, since that would (nega-

tively) reinforce the problem behavior. In
fact, outside of the context of a well-
balanced multielement support plan,
counter-therapeutic effects, i.e., the rein-
forcement and strengthening of the target
behavior, might very well have been the
result. However, in this case, we recom-
mended that capitulation be used as a
reactive strategy as a strategic element in
a comprehensive multielement plan.
Along with the reactive use of capitula-
tion we also recommended a variety of
proactive environmental, positive pro-
gramming, and focused support strate-
gies, which among other things involved
teaching him to tolerate performing non-
preferred activities, teaching him to tol-
erate the presence of others, and teaching
him to access the community. What we
asked staff to do when he started hitting
them or himself was to turn and walk
away. The end result was that from that
day forward, injuries stopped occurring.
Staff were not longer hurt. He was no
longer hurt. Further, beyond the dramatic
reductions in the rate and severity of his
self injury and aggression, his quality of
life was also greatly improved.

We want to give you some guidelines
for using capitulation strategically as a
reactive strategy for target behavior to
avoid escalation to crisis levels and/or
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getting a crisis under rapid and safe con-
trol (Willis & LaVigna, in press). In these
guidelines you will also see some advice
for using some of the other counter-intui-
tive strategies.
1. If you are going to use capitulation,

the earlier you use it the better. Ide-
ally, this would even be in response to
precursor behavior.

2. Whether the reinforcement that you
have identified as operative is posi-
tive or negative, it should be made
freely available to the person, simply
for the asking.

3. Have a fully developed proactive plan
which, among other things, is aimed
at: a) improving the person’s overall
quality of life; b) giving the person
more control over her or his life; c)
teaching the person how to communi-
cate; d) teaching the person how to
cope; e) preventing negative side ef-
fects of reactive strategies; and f) reduc-
ing the need for any reactive strategies
by using focused support strategies.

4. Design an adequate and accurate data
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system to measure effects on both
target behavior and relevant collateral
behavior.

5. Address social validity issues, includ-
ing obtaining the collaboration and
consent of the individual and all those
who will be effected by the capitula-
tion.
The toughest part of using counter-

intuitive strategies to avoid and/or re-
solve crises is the social validity of those
strategies. As effective as strategies such
as these may be in establishing rapid and
safe control in a crisis situation, getting
people to accept them can sometimes be
difficult. There may be many reasons for
this resistance but we believe that one of
them is that these strategies do not meet
one of the needs that the use of punish-
ment often meets so well. Whether pun-
ishment sufficiently changes the person’s
behavior or not, the use of punishment
meets our own emotional needs in many
situations. Recognizing and dealing with
this issue may end up being the biggest
challenge in adopting a strictly nonaver-

sive approach. Certainly, our experience
tells us that counter-intuitive strategies
such as we have described here can pre-
vent behavioral crises or get them under
rapid and safe control within a strictly
nonaversive, multielement approach.
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Description and Operational Definition
of Problem Behavior

Sue Hines, Allied Health, Templeton Centre, Christchurch, New Zealand

Editors’ Note:   The following definition was excerpted from the Behavioral
Assessment Report and Recommended Support Plan written by Sue Hines as her
practicum assignment for the 1996 Summer Institute in Los Angeles.  We thought it
was worth providing as an example, since it clearly describes a problem that when
first referred, was much more ambiguous and vague.  Part of a good assessment is
to take a referral problem that may initially be unclear and to help provide some
clarity and focus for the support plan.  The problem that was initially referred had
to do with “John Doe’s” “noncompliance” and “resistance” at work which in the
past had been so bad as to lead to his being fired.  We believe that Sue did a very
good job in developing a description of the problem which allowed definition and
focus.   We hope you find this example useful.  You may also want to know that the
sample protocols provided elsewhere in this newsletter were also excerpted from
Sue’s practicum assignment for the Summer Institute.

Verbal Defiance/Resistance
A. Topography.  Two intensities of ver-

bal defiance/resistance have been
identified.
1. Use of profanity, e.g., “You f—

ing do it,” or use of other common
swear words.  Exception to occur-
rence would be the use of profan-
ity following an immediate shock,
fright, injury to himself, and/or in
reply to the use of profanity or
abusive threat when being ad-
dressed.

2. Muttering, e.g., “You do it,” “You
sure about that,” but repetitive with
increasing volume, that is articu-
latory and audible from a distance
of five feet away.

B. Cycle.  For the purpose of recording
an occurrence, verbal defiance/resis-
tance is considered to have begun
(onset) upon his first utterance of pro-
fanity or upon repeated phrases of
resistance without any interim state-
ment, such as the examples above
(note articulations must be under-
stood).  The episode would be consid-
ered as over when all topographies
have been absent for five minutes
(offset).

C. Course.  This behavior is typically
preceded by one or more known pre-

cursors (i.e., actions on the part of
John that precede or signal the likeli-
hood of the behavior).  Some precur-
sors typically manifested by John in-
clude inarticulate muttering and/or a
delay in engaging in assigned activity
(Target Behavior #2).  The degree and
speed of escalation depends on the
activity he is requested to perform and
the verbal interaction/style of the other
person.  The behavior ceases on John’s
completion of necessary task.  It is

noteworthy to mention that following
an episode of verbal resistance whether
mild or aggressive/severe, John will
emerge from the incident calm and
interactive, bearing no obvious carry
over effect to the next interaction/
task.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical epi-
sode where at work John has broom
and is meant to be engaged in sweep-
ing, but has faltered, become disen-
gaged.  Job coach: “Time to do your
sweeping, John.”  (No sweeping or
further interruption to sweep occurs.)

D. Strength.
1. Rate.  This target behavior is re-

ported to occur between one to
two times daily at work and is
estimated to occur up to hourly at
home.

2. Severity.  As indicated elsewhere
in this report, the occurrence of
verbal defiance/resistance has pe-
riods of escalation in rate and in
severity.  There are two scenarios:
a. Incident ends when activity

changes.
b. Rate of occurrence and sever-

ity coupled together has re-
sulted in job loss.

Task Interruption
A. Topography  This behavior is that

which is characterized by John’s dis-
engagement from performance of the
assigned task or activity, prior to its

Figure 1 - Typical episode

MILD John (inarticulate muttering)
a few
exchanges
occur Job Coach “on with your sweeping, now John.”

TYPICAL John “You do it. (articulate muttering)
multiple
exchanges
occur Job Coach “John, keep on with your sweeping.”

EXTREME John “You f---ing do it.” (profanity)

➔
➔

➔
➔
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satisfactory completion for a period
exceeding 30 seconds.  Excluded
would be naturally occurring distrac-
tions such as movement of the forklift
in his immediate work area, not ex-
ceeding off-task behavior interval
naturally expected and also when he
is responding to a request reasonable
to that effect, e.g., filling carry out
calls, moving aside for customers or
at the request of others, etc.

B. Cycle.  For the purpose of recording
task interruption it is considered to
have begun (onset) with the lack of
initiation or cessation of John’s en-
gagement in uncompleted, assigned
task, it is to be considered to have
occurred following 30 continuous sec-
onds of disengagement or lack of ini-
tiation.  It may or may not be associ-
ated with target behavior #1 - verbal
resistance/defiance.  The incident is
considered to be over (offset) when
John is actively reengaged in on-task
behavior characterized by physical
movement conversant with necessary
action to perform task.  It may be
displayed several times for varying du-
rations of inactivity during a single task.

C. Course.  This behavior is typically
identified by periods where John ap-
pears immobile, “spaced out,” staring
into space or engaged in off-task ac-
tivity such as repetitive banging of a
stick or tapping of fingers and/or ob-
jects during a time interval in which
he has been requested to carry out a
task or occurs as an interruption to
assigned task which maybe associ-
ated with verbal defiance/resistance,
i.e., target behavior #1.

D. Strength.
1. Rate.  This target behavior occurs

frequently to the level of several
interruptions during virtually ev-
ery assigned task.  It would be
beneficial to collect further data in
this area to establish formal base-
lines.

2. Severity.  Task interruption has
been a major contributing factor in
John’s previous employment dis-
missal as continuance of task in-
terruption means task completion
and standard of performance are
jeopardized.

Procedural Protocol - Task Interruption:
Self-Direction
Sue Hines, Allied Health, Templeton Centre, Christchurch, New Zealand

Editors’ Note:  While we have been providing sample protocols in each issue of this
Newsletter, and plan to continue doing so, a question is often asked as to the
difference in the level of detail provided in the Behavioral Assessment Report and
Recommended Support Plan and in a “procedural protocol.”  While generally, the
level of detail in a recommended support plan should be sufficient to enable a
behavior specialist to write a detailed, step by step checklist that staff can follow
when they implement the procedure, the protocol itself should be of sufficient detail
as to not require any interpretation.  The protocol and/or checklist should be so
operationalized that anyone responsible could follow it with accuracy and
procedural reliability, i.e., fidelity.  Nevertheless, we often provide a level of detail
for one or two of the strategies in a Recommended Support Plan, to provide an
example for the behavior specialist as to the level of detail we think is important for
staff training and for consistency in implementation.  Sue Hines did an outstanding
job in completing her practicum assignment for the 1996 Summer Institute in Los
Angeles.  Her recommended support plan had sufficient detail to allow a behavior
specialist to pick up the ball to write detailed behavioral protocols, with one or two
recommendations illustrating the level of detail that a protocol should have.  Her
sample protocol was also well done.  To show the relationship between
recommendation and protocol, we have excerpted two of the procedures she
recommended.  One that is already at a protocol level of detail (the latter) and one
that would require such detail (the former).  We have also attached the sample
protocol that she developed as part of her Summer Institute practicum assignment,
which was attached to the Behavioral Assessment Report and Recommended
Support Plan.

In the protocol, it might be interesting for you to notice the way progress is
supposed to be tracked for teaching this particular functionally equivalent skill.
Sue’s analysis was that John Doe’s Task Interruption behavior partly served the
role of eliciting the prompting he needed to complete a task.  To reduce this prompt
dependency, she thought it would be helpful to teach him to be prompted back or
remain on task with a “beeper” which he could use as a self reminder to keep
working.  As you can see, progress is to be measured by tracking the hoped for
increases that would be observed in the time from Mr. Doe’s start of the task and
when task interruption is first observed, given the onset definition described in the
description of behavior provided elsewhere in this Newsletter.

Introduction:
The following is an excerpt from the

Behavioral Assessment Report and Rec-
ommended Support Plan.  These recom-
mendations were among a number that
were made for positive programming.
They are followed by a detailed protocol
developed for one.  Such protocols are
used for staff training.

Functionally Equivalent Skills.
People engage in seriously challenging

behaviors for perfectly legitimate rea-
sons.  They use these behaviors to com-
municate important messages, to assert
themselves, to manage unpleasant emo-
tions, to escape unpleasant events, and to
gain access to events and activities.  One
strategy for helping people overcome their
challenging behaviors is to provide them
with alternative ways of achieving the
same objectives, alternative ways of sat-
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isfying their needs.  These alternatives
are defined as functionally equivalent
skills because they achieve the same goal
as the challenging behavior.  In the fol-
lowing paragraphs, a functionally equiva-
lent skill and method for the teaching it
are described:  as John’s target behaviors
come under control, introduction of fur-
ther instruction in this area is imperative.
For example John also needs to develop a
functional way of communicating “I want
some help please.”

However, my immediate focus is that
John requires the development of the
ability to reengage himself once distracted
from the assigned task, without the need
to rely on others to keep himself engaged
in an activity through to completion.  For
the purpose of initial instruction, the ac-
tivity will be sweeping.  To develop this
self-reliance, the following plan is sug-
gested.

Equipment:  This procedure requires
the provision of an electronic beeper
which is able to be set at predetermined
intervals ranging from one minute apart
and longer, and that will emit a beep or
short series of beeps which is not reliant
on being turned off or reset after each
emission.  The period of duration needs
to be able to extend to a minimum of 15
minutes e.g., one minute elapses: beep;
one minute: beep; one minute:  beep, etc.
This should be fixed to enable it to be
worn on the wrist like a bracelet or around
the neck like a necklace.  Also, a stop-
watch is needed for the job coach.

John will be taught through a series of
instructional tools such as imagery and
role play instruction prior to actual imple-
mentation.
1. Imagery - using photos or picture rep-

resentation of sequence of events.  Get
John to relay meaning, expectation at
each step.

2. Role play - involving modeling by
John to display his comprehension of
the prompt (i.e., the beep) and the
expectation.

3. Actual Implementation -  The aim is
that when John is distracted from
sweeping the external stimuli beep
will provide him an effective prompt,
rather than the job coach.  Ultimately
this will lead to increased duration of

on-task behavior during sweeping, up
to a period of 15 minutes duration.
NB* - Each time John exceeds his

previous record he should immediately
be allowed to change activity through the
prompt sequence described in the proce-
dural protocol.

Following negotiation with manager
and co-worker (Brad), reinforcer for 3
consecutive periods exceeding average
could be an arrangement for a quick ride
on a pallet on the fork lift.  (Similar to
activity other workers are seen to engage
in during its use).  This could be provided
at end of John’s shift or during his break
time.

Functionally Related Skills.  There
are many other behaviors that if learned
by the person, may have a direct impact
on the person’s behavior.  For example, a
person who is taught the difference be-
tween edible and inedible substances may
stop eating inedible substances; a person
who is taught to make his own snacks
may stop stealing food.  The purpose of
this category of strategies, again, is to
empower the person; to give the person
greater skills.  The following paragraphs
describe a strategy for teaching a func-
tionally related skill to John.

In addition to this skill, thought should
be given to providing John with opportu-
nity to be involved in ongoing personal
effectiveness training in the near future.
Although not a clear antecedent for John’s
behavior problems, the inability to pre-
dict and keep track of the course of his
day may play a significant part in helping
him solve his problems.  Thus, any effort
that helps John better predict the events
of his life may also reduce the likelihood
of protest behaviors, and behaviors cued
by anxiety associated with the “unknown”
or lack of predictability.  In an effort to
increase his ability to predict and track
daily events, an Activity Sequence Board
is suggested, and the following recom-
mendations are presented:

Step 1.  For each activity or event that
might occur during John’s work day, take
a passport size photograph showing him
engaging in some portion of that activity
(e.g., sweeping outside).  These pictures
should be laminated since they would be
handled frequently.  Attach a small dot of
Velcro to the reverse side of each picture.

Step 2.  In partnership with John de-
velop a work schedule in 15 minute slots,
arrange these pictures in an ordered se-
quence similar to John’s daily schedule
on a clipboard in the break room or his
locker.  They should be hung on the board
from top to bottom, with the point closest
to the top representing the first activity of
the day.  Each activity of the day should
be fully represented.  (This may require
multiple pictures as we need to assign
tasks into 15 minute intervals).  Initially,
schedule only two hours at a time, e.g.,
8:30 to 10:30 and as John develops the
skill proficiency increase by an hour at a
time.

Step 3.  At the beginning of each day,
the sequence of activities for the day
should be reviewed with John.  The pic-
tures representing each activity should be
selected, and he should be included in
placing the activity pictures on the se-
quence board according to required job
requirements.  Tables 1 and 2 on page 21
depict examples of how an activity se-
quence board may look.

Step 4.
a. Prior to the initiation of each daily

activity, John should approach the
“Activity Sequence Board,” or al-
ternatively the job coach could take
the clip board to him.  Staff should
communicate to John that it is time
to check the board, e.g., “OK John,
let’s see what we have to do next,”
or “Let’s go see what is on your
schedule board.”

b. Once he arrives at the board, he
should be shown the picture repre-
senting the next activity.  At the
same time, he should be instructed
“John, it is time to ___________ .”

c. John should be required to ver-
bally acknowledge the time and
activity he needs to do.

d. John should be socially praised for
each element of this rather com-
plex chain:  going to the picture
board, acknowledging the time and
picture associated with the next
activity, going to the area where
the activity is to take place, and
initiating the scheduled activity.

e. Initially, staff may need to prompt
each part of this chain.  However,
it needs to be remembered that the
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goal is for John to proceed to and
with the activity independently. It
is important, therefore, that staff
do not teach in such a way that
verbal and/or gestural corrections
become permanent members of the
behavioral chain.  Consequently,
special attention will need to be
given to procedures for fading
prompts.  Perhaps a hook for his
activity chart could be available in
a discrete area of each of his rou-
tine tasks areas thus allowing for
the introduction of self monitor-
ing.

Step 5.  At the completion of each
daily activity, John should return to the
“Activity Sequence Board.”  At that time,
he should be instructed to sign off the
activity and remove the picture to signal
the completion of the task.  Again, this
activity may need to be prompted.

Step 6.  Initially, it may be necessary
to employ some form of tangible rein-
forcement for each element of the above
described chain.  These should be faded
and replaced with social praise.  Subse-
quently, social reinforcement should be
faded, but not completely removed.  To-
ken reinforcement should be considered
in this regard.  Tokens for complete ac-
tivities could be placed on the sequence
board, with exchange occurring at the
end of the pictured work day.

Step 7.  As you know, daily schedules

seldom remain unchanged during a day.
They often change as function of weather,
staffing patterns, and work need.  In an
effort to reduce the impact of these events,
and to help John better predict the course
of the day, the Activity Sequence Board
should be employed.  When a daily event
is changed unexpectedly, the procedures
described in “STEP 4” should be carried
out.  Basically, the picture of the new
activity should be substituted for the ac-
tivity that will not be carried out.

Step 8.  It may be advisable to make a
version of the Activity Sequence Board,
for John’s bedroom notice board at home.
That includes activities John performs at
home or is expected to from the time his
alarm goes off in the morning until his
lights go off at night.  This would require
a seven day format and perhaps time
schedules that can be altered.  He may
require his father’s assistance to arrange
his schedule.

Step 9.  The process of reviewing the
Activity Sequence Board should be made
increasingly longer.  For example, re-
viewing might proceed according to the
following schedule:
a. before every activity
b. before every two activities
c. in the morning, at noon, and before

dinner
d. in the morning, and at noon
e. in the morning, or as on task behavior

improves is altered to new baselines

Protocol:
Consumer’s Name:  John Doe
Protocol Name:  Task Interruption:  Self-
Direction
Date Initiated:  September 1, 1996

General Recommendations
1. Intervals: 4x daily, Mon.-Fri.

This procedure will be carried out
throughout the duration of sweeping
task (which has been broken down so
that it involves sweeping four sepa-
rate areas, i.e., 4 separate trials) for
the purpose of instruction - imagery
and role play.

2x sessions of four intervals/trials
each should be integrated into John’s
work day, e.g., prior to commence-
ment and prior to re-commencement
following his morning break.
Changes: Date:
Changes: Date:

2. Monitoring Systems:
Job coach will monitor progress in

narrative form using the progress sheet
and record time on-task duration for
each interval/trial (once implemented)
on task duration sheet.

Reliability checks are scheduled
prior to John’s advancement to next
instructional level, involving Job
Coach supervisor observation and con-
sensus of readiness.

Following implementation, reli-

John Doe's
Completion
Signature

Coach
Note Time
Completed

0900 Activity List
S.G.

NB: Remove
Picture when
job completed

0905 Sweep Shop
Front

0920 1 Carton of
Cans

0935 Sweep Left
Side of Shop

0950 1 Carton of
Cans

Packet for   
completed

tasks

1005 Sweep right
Side of Shop

10.20 Break

Table 2 - Example of Work Schedule

0700 Alarm
Get Up

0715 Breakfast

0745 Shave

0800 Teeth Cleaning

0830 Catch Bus

Toothpaste

Table 1 - Example of Home Schedule

Packet for
completed

tasks
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ability will be on an incidental basis,
i.e., observation by supervisor during
regular support visits of a minimum
of once every two weeks.

An example of the on-task dura-
tion record to be developed following
baseline monitoring is represented in
Figure 1.

3. Reinforcers:
When John exceeds his RECORD

duration of on-task “sweeping” (job
coach stop watch), job coach will in-
terject, “Gee, you worked hard on
that.  Let’s take a quick break and get
a snack.  ‘______’ will finish this
section of sweeping.”

When John exceeds average line 3
consecutive times, delayed reinforcer
of having a quick ride on a pallet on
the fork lift may be worth investigat-
ing.

Imagery Instruction

1. Staff need to take a series of photo-
graphs as follows:
a. One picture of Activity Board set

up indicating sweeping activity
b. Two Pictures of John Doe putting

beeper on
c. Two pictures of John Doe stand-

ing with broom, not sweeping
d. Four picture of beeper device add

noise implication “beep”
e. Five pictures of John Doe sweep-

ing
f. One picture of John Doe finishing

sweeping
2. Arrange these in the sequence of indi-

cating that when “beep” is emitted
then John needs to get on with his
sweeping.

3. Talk with John about each picture.
Let him explain what is happening,
that is, “beep” signals time to get on
with your sweeping until area clean.

4. Let John arrange pictures whilst tell-
ing you what is happening.

5. Make narrative note of John’s
progress, recognition of events, ex-
pectation when beep is heard (that is,
that he gets on with sweeping).  When
job coach is sure that John under-
stands the process STEP manager
should then observe the instruction if
there is consensus that John is under-
standing the process.  Then instruc-
tion will proceed to Role Play Instruc-
tion.

Role-Play Instruction

1. Have John arrange imagery cues in
sequence, get him to explain concept
of BEEP as a cue for him to get on
with the job.

2. Proceed to getting John to demon-
strate the actions that accompany each
of imagery cards.

3. Set the stage: as you move through the
steps, if John halters in expected step,
interject with showing him the corre-
sponding imagery cue.

4. Continue with role play instruction
until job coach is satisfied that John
understands the relationship of the
audible beep to on-task behavior.  At
this stage, seek consensus of readi-

ness through attendance of Supervi-
sor, Lisa, at an instructional session,
prior to proceeding to on job imple-
mentation.

Work Implementation

Equipment: Activity schedule,
beeper, stop watch (indicating sweep-
ing), small snack or other treat available.
1. To determine average of time John

engages in requested activity, redi-
recting himself within 5 seconds of
emission of “beep.”  Over 12 discrete
trials, time John from time of initial
engagement until 30 seconds since
emission of beep and non-engage-
ment.

Then calculate average by adding
time in seconds together then divid-
ing by 12.

Using this equation, set this time
interval as the (criterion) record for
which you want John to exceed.
Once this is established, then proceed
with procedure as indicated through
imagery and role play sequence.  With
the stop watch, job coach will monitor
duration of John’s on-task activity.
a. When criterion interval is exceeded

next time John stops immediately
interject “Gee, you worked hard
on that.  Let’s take a break and get
a snack.  ‘______’ will finish this
section of sweeping for you.”

or

b. If John is disengaged from activ-
ity, “beep” has sounded, 5 seconds
has passed and he remains disen-
gaged then stop John “Gee you
have worked hard on that, let’s
take a break and when we’ve fin-
ished we’ll come back to finish
this section of sweeping.”
The procedure will continue as set

in imagery and role play instruction.
However, the on-task duration until
he exceeds the criterion is slightly
longer.  Verbal script for achieving or
non-achieving remains unchanged.
Continue adjusting the criterion as
described above until John has ex-
tended his on-task duration/self redi-
rection to the required level for task
completion.Table 3 - Progress Record - John

1 2 3 4 5 6

MINUTES

* RECORD

* NEW RECORD

NB:  3 CONSECUTIVE 
PAST AVERAGE.  TIME 
TO CALCULATE NEW 
AVERAGE.

Figure 1. -  Example of “on-task”
duration record

Goal: Self Re-Direction/Task Interruption

Date/Time Signature
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Make your plans now to
attend the

Ninth Annual
Two Week Summer Institute

on

Assessment &
Analysis of Severe &
Challenging Behavior

July 20 - August 2, 1997
Los Angeles, California

For a complete description of the
course, registration procedure and

fees, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Director of Professional Training Services

Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis
PO Box 5743

Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA
Telephone:  +1 (864) 271-4161

Fax:  +1 (864) 271-4162
Toll Free (US & Canada):  (800) 457-5575

Internet:  jmarshall@iaba.com
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Alternatives to Punishment:  Solving Behavior
Problems with Nonaversive Strategies
G.W. LaVigna & A.M. Donnellan

“(This book) provides a comprehensive treatment
of alternatives to punishment in dealing with behavior
problems evidenced by human beings at various levels
of development and in various circumstances.  Based
upon their own extensive observations and a
thoroughgoing analysis of relevant experimental studies,
(the authors) have put together a document that is at
once a teaching instrument, a summary of research, and
an argument for the use of positive reinforcement in the
treatment of inadequate or undesired behavior… a
landmark volume which should forever lay the ghost that
aversive methods (even the ubiquitous ‘time out’) need
to be applied to the delinquent, the retarded, or the
normal ‘learner,’ whether in the home, the school, the
clinic, or other situations.” — Fred S. Keller (From the
Preface to Alternatives to Punishment) - paper, $19.50/
ISBN 0-8290-1245-1

The Behavior Assessment Guide
T.J. Willis, G.W. LaVigna & A.M. Donnellan

The Behavior Assessment Guide provides the
user with a comprehensive set of data gathering and
records abstraction forms to facilitate the assessment
and functional analysis of a person’s challenging behavior
and the generation of nonaversive behavioral support
plans.  Permission has been granted by the authors to
reproduce the forms for professional use. -spiral, $21.00

Progress Without Punishment:  Effective
Approaches for Learners with Behavior Problems
A.M. Donnellan, G.W. LaVigna, N. Negri-Schoultz, &
L. Fassbender

As individuals with special educational and
developmental needs are increasingly being integrated
into the community, responding to their challenging
behavior in a dignified and appropriate manner becomes

essential.  In this volume, the authors argue against the
use of punishment, and instead advocate the use of
alternative strategies.  The positive programming model
described in this volume is a gradual educational process
for behavior change, based on a functional analysis of
problems, that involves systematic instruction in more
effective ways of behaving.  The work provides an
overview of  nonaversive behavioral technology and
demonstrates how specific techniques change behavior
through positive means.  The extensive examples and
illustrative material make the book a particularly useful
resource for the field.-paper, $17.95/ISBN  8077-2911-6.

Social Skills Training for Psychiatric Patients
R.P.  Liberman, W.J. DeRisi, & K.T. Mueser

This guide to the application of social skills training
with psychiatric patients systematically provides clinicians
with the ingredients necessary to start and run their own
social skills groups.  Case examples, transcripts of social
skills training sessions and exercises aid the reader in
applying the training methods.-paper, $28.95/ISBN 0-
08-034694-4

The Role of Positive Programming In
Behavioral Treatment
G.W. LaVigna, T.J. Willis, & A.M. Donnellan

This chapter describes the role of positive
programming in supporting people with severe and
challenging behavior.  After discussing the need for
positive programming within a framework based on
outcome needs, variations of this strategy are delineated.
Then, assessment and analysis are described as critical
for comprehensive, positive, and effective support. A
case study of severe aggression is presented to illustrate
the process of assessment and analysis, the supports
that follow from this process, and the long term results of
this approach. - spiral, $5.00

The Periodic Service Review:  A Total Quality
Assurance System  for Human Services &
Education
G.W. LaVigna, T.J. Willis, J.F. Shaull, M. Abedi, &
M. Sweitzer

Evolving from more than a decade of work at IABA,
this book provides the tools needed to enhance and
maintain high quality service delivery.  Translating the
principles of organizational behavior management and
total quality management into concrete policies and
procedures, the Periodic Service Review (PSR) acts as
both an instrument and a system.  As an instrument, the
PSR provides easy to follow score sheets to assess staff
performance and the quality of services provided.  As a
system, it guides managers step-by-step through 4
interrelated elements — performance standards,
performance monitoring, performance feedback, and
systematic training — to offer an ongoing process for
ensuring staff consistency and a high level of quality for
services and programs.  Practical examples show how
the PSR is applied to group home, supported living,
classroom, and supported employment settings, and the
helpful appendices provide numerous tables and charts
that can easily be tailored to a variety of programs. -
$37.95/ISBN 1-55766-142-1

Add for Shipping to US Addresses:
1st book (min.)  $4.00 Each add’l  book  $0.75

Add for Shipping to International Addresses:
1st book (min.)  $6.00 Each add’l  book  $1.00

Mail check or company purchase order to:
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

PO Box 5743
Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA

Telephone:  (864) 271-4161 • Fax:  (864) 271-4162

Foreign orders must be made in U.S. currency by
bank draft or international money order.

(Prices are subject to change without notice.)

Multimedia Training Programs

Competency Based Training Program
This is a systematic, criterion-referenced, self-

instructional multimedia course for staff development
that is customized to your agency.  It is being used by
adult service agencies and schools in Australia, Great
Britain, Spain and the US.  $1,500.00

For more information on the CBT, contact:
Diane Sabiston

Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis
PO Box 30726

Savannah, GA 31410-0726 USA
Telephone:  (912) 898-0390 • Fax:  (912) 898-8077

Positive Approaches to Solving Behavior
Challenges

This is a 6 module video training program that
teaches viewers IABA’s person centered multielement
model for developing nonaversive support plans for
people with challenging behavior.  Two text books,
lecture notes and pre/post tests are included.  $1,250.00

Staff Supervision and Management Strategies for
Quality Assurance

This is a 4 module video training program based
on The Periodic Service Review: A Total Quality
Assurance System for Human Services and Education.
Viewers will learn concrete strategies to ensure that the
highest quality services are being provided by their
agency/school.  Text book, lecture notes and participant
exercises are included.  $750.00

For more information, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Director of Professional Training Services
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

PO Box 5743
Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA

Telephone:  (864) 271-4161 • Fax:  (864) 271-4162

and Emergency Management.  Assuring
Staff Consistency Through the Periodic
Service Review:  A Quality Management
and Outcome Evaluation System is a 1 day
seminar that teaches participants a staff
management system that ensures the
agency/school is providing quality services.

March, 1997 - US Seminars (Greenville,
SC; Seattle, WA; San Francisco, CA;
Vancouver, WA)

April, 1997 - US Seminars (Pittsburgh, PA;
New Orleans, LA; Tampa, FL; Gainesville,
FL; Atlanta, GA)

May, 1997 - Belfast, Northern Ireland

1997 TASH Conference
“We the People, ALL the People”

Boston • December 10-13, 1997

Other venues will be arranged and announced at a
later date.  For detailed, current information on any
seminar, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

PO Box 5743
Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA

Phone:  (864) 271-4161 • Fax:  (864) 271-4162
Internet:  jmarshall@iaba.com

Toll Free (USA and Canada):  (800) 457-5575

In Australia - Jeffrey McCubbery (0354) 395 305

Assessment and Analysis of Severe
and Challenging Behavior
Gary W. LaVigna & Thomas J. Willis

This competency-based training
practicum provides participants with the
clinical skills required to design and
implement person-centered multielement
nonaversive support plans.
Los Angeles • July, 1997
Melbourne • September, 1997

IABA International Conference to
Advance Positive Practices in the Field
of Challenging Behavior

Enrollment l imited to previous
participants in IABA’s Two Week Institute
and Longitudinal Training.
London • February, 1997

Positive Approaches to Solving
Behavior Challenges and The Periodic
Service Review
Gary W. LaVigna & Thomas J. Willis

Positive Approaches… are 2, 3  & 4 day
seminars that present IABA’s multielement
model for providing person centered
nonaversive behavioral supports to people
with challenging behavior.  These seminars
cover Basic Principles of Nonaversive
Behavior Support, Behavioral Assessment

Printed Resources Available from IABA
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Respondent Strategies
Thomas J. Willis and Gary W. LaVigna
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis, Los Angeles

Editors’ Note:  In this article, we attempt to describe the Respondent paradigm,
how it may be used to understand certain challenging behavior, and how it may be
useful in generating solutions.  Even when behavioral strategies are used in the
support of people with challenging behavior, we find that there is almost a total
reliance on the Operant paradigm, to the exclusion of the Respondent.  We offer this
paper in a desire to add to the repertoire you have available.  As usual, we welcome
any questions or comments you may want to provide.

Introduction
A number of years ago Billy and Lisa (22-month-old twins) were

referred to us because of what were described as “massive” tan-

trums. During interviews with their mother, she described tantrums

as involving screaming, throwing themselves on the floor, as well as

kicking and biting when she would get too close. The tantrums, as

she described them were not unusual for a 22-month-old; perhaps a

little more noisy and physical, but what else can a 22-month-old do?

What was special about these tantrums was that they were largely

localized to the bathroom. As part of the antecedent analysis, the

mother was asked “If I wanted the kids to have absolutely the worst

tantrum they ever had, where would I need to take them?” The

mother, without hesitation and somewhat loudly, pointed at the

bathroom and said “In the bathroom!” She further explained that the

problem was at its worst “in the bathtub.”

and therapist entered the bathroom. The
mother put the plug into the drain and
turned on the water. She turned it off once
it was about 9 inches deep. Now, some-
times the problem just seems to “slap” us
in the face. It surely did in this instance.
What we noticed is that the mother ran
ONLY the cold water. She was bathing
her twins in cold water. Now, do you
still wonder why the kids were having
“massive tantrums?” We concluded in
our assessment that the kids were abso-
lutely terrified of the bathtub; not only the
bathtub itself, but also the word ‘bath’ as
a result of the repeated trauma associated
with bathing.

You are probably wondering about
the mother at this point. You may be
thinking “child abuse.” Please understand
that this mother has mild learning diffi-
culties. It wasn’t that she wanted to hurt
the kids; it wasn’t that she was a bad

 Mother was subsequently asked to
show just how the bath was conducted.
She was not asked to bathe the kids, nor

was she asked to bathe the therapist.
Rather, she was asked to walk the analyst
through the bathing process. The mother
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Editors’ Note…
In February we hosted IABA’s first International conference in

London.  Invitations were limited to those individual’s who had previ-
ously participated in either one of our
two-week training institutes (e.g., the
annual Summer Institute in Los An-
geles) or one of our longitudinal train-
ing programs.  The conference was
successful beyond our fondest hopes.
Not only were the quality and content
of the presentations terrific, the con-
ference provided an opportunity for
people knowledgeable and interested
in the IABA Multielement Model to
network.  This was an opportunity we
had not yet made available.  Seeing
with our own eyes how important this
was to people, we have decided to
host an international conference ev-
ery two or three years somewhere in
the world.  We’ll keep you posted.

We also plan to share much of the
information presented at the interna-
tional conference in the coming issues of Positive Practices.  In this issue
we are pleased to be able to publish a version of the paper Mick Pitchford
presented at the conference.  It is particularly interesting because it
describes an application of the IABA model in a regular education setting.
In this issue, we also provide a sample
defintion of a problem of “Inappro-
priate Sexual Behavior” and from an
unrelated case in our files, a protocol
on how to teach a young woman to
wear a bra, which she had strongly
resisted in the past.

Finally, our own article is a de-
scription of the Respondent paradigm
and its usefulness for both under-
standing certain problems and for
possibly generating solutions.  We
find that this paradigm is not given
the attention it deserves and we hope
you find it of interest, as we do for the
rest of this issue.  Happy reading!

Gary W. LaVigna and
Thomas J. Willis
Co-editors

Gary W. LaVigna, PhD
Clinical Director

Thomas J. Willis, PhD
Associate Director
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Understanding and Helping a Boy with
Problems:  a Functional Approach to
Behavior Problems

Claire Eccles, Shelton Junior School G. M., Shelton Lock, Derby, Great Britain and
Michael Pitchford, Derby City Educational Psychology Service, Derby, Great
Britain.

A version of this paper was presented by Mick Pitchford at our International
Conference in London in February, 1997.  Mick attended our two week Summer
Institute in Los Angeles in 1994.  It was a thrill to learn how he is applying IABA’s
Multielement Model in regular education settings.  When discussing with Mick our
desire to publish this paper in our Newsletter, he informed us that it was already
accepted for publication in the October 1997 issue of Educational Psychology in
Practice Volume 13 No. 2.  We are very pleased and excited to see the
dissemination of positive practices in this way.  We are also grateful to the
Educational Psychology in Practice for granting us permission to reprint it in our
newsletter here.  Way to go Mick!

SUMMARY
The Code of Practice (DFE 1994) has given a fresh impetus to

collaborative work between teachers, parents, children and educa-

tional psychologists.  This is in contrast to the worst of the practice

that occurred before which could be summarized as assess, state-

ment and forget.  The following study is one of work undertaken at

stages 3-4 of the COP with a little boy who had severe and

challenging behavior problems, many of which stemmed from the

interaction between his learning difficulties, communication diffi-

culties and his lack of experience of a structured academic curricu-

lum.  Particular emphasis is placed on understanding the function of

the problem behavior and the use of ecological strategies, positive

programming, direct treatment and reactive strategies as part of the

child’s Individual Education Plan.

The Problem

Desmond was often reluctant to do as he
was told particularly regarding academic
work and this led to his teachers in year
two placing him with younger children so
that he could gain more play experience.
Despite these measures Desmond’s par-
ents had been asked into school on a
number of occasions because the staff
felt unable to cope with his behavior.

Analysis
Assessment revealed the following

about Desmond:
Desmond had learning difficulties in

all core areas of the curriculum.  In addi-
tion his speech was often unintelligible to
adults and children alike.  Desmond could
also be disruptive in lessons, for example
imitating and amplifying the bad behav-
ior of other children by, amongst other
things, throwing books and pencils around
the classroom.  Furthermore a major prob-
lem was encountered in persuading him
that he should be doing work in class
rather than playing.  Therefore by the
beginning of year three Desmond had
been excluded three times and had not
received adequate preparation for the
more formal demands of junior class-
room.  Also, as so often in these situa-
tions, Desmond was beginning to receive
unhelpful attention from his peers who
had learned that teasing him could result
in potentially entertaining tantrums.  A
reward assessment highlighted the fact
that Desmond was highly motivated by
an easily available reward, empty cartons
that he liked to make into models.

As tantrums were a particular prob-
lem they were analyzed in detail in dis-
cussion with his teachers and parents.
Tantrums could be provoked by having
to wait for teacher attention, having to do
work he did not want to do, being told he
could not do things he wanted to do and
teasing from peers.  In the past tantrums
had probably been rewarded by demands
being removed or rewards offered to pla-
cate Desmond.  Attempts to manage
Desmond when he was having a tantrum
tended to lead to his behavior deteriorat-
ing sharply.  It is possible to speculate
that this in turn had led to the relatively
high levels of noncompliance that
Desmond exhibited at other times in

Desmond was an unhappy little six
year old in year two of infants when he
was first referred to the psychology ser-
vice.  He had frequent and severe temper
tantrums in school that were character-
ized by attempts to run away and hide,

particularly under furniture, even if this
meant hiding under the table in the head
teacher’s office.  Attempts to cajole
Desmond out from under furniture would
usually be resisted by both verbal and
physical aggression.  In addition,
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school by a process of generalization.
Desmond had learned a strategy for

calming down after tantrums at home
which involved going behind the settee
or going to his own room and his parents
actively encouraged this.  His tendency to
hide under furniture at times of stress in
school was interpreted by the educational
psychologist as Desmond’s attempt to
use the same strategy in school.  Unfortu-
nately, in school this behavior was prov-
ing counterproductive.  Firstly, staff were
unaware of the origin of the behavior and
so could be forgiven for seeing it was
willful and provocative.  Secondly, the
behavior, although adaptive at home was

seen as disruptive in school.  Thirdly,
attempts to remove Desmond from under
furniture only tended to have the effect of
escalating Desmond’s tantrum but staff
could not ignore a child who was beneath
a table shouting at the rest of the class
whenever they took an interest in him.

Desmond’s communication problems
had led to a degree of social isolation in
class.  In his attempts to gain peer ap-
proval and acceptance Desmond was be-
ginning to copy the disruptive behavior
of other children.  The teacher’s attempts
to manage him at these times ran the risk
of further treatment and further social
isolation and rejection by his peers.

Desmond was in a class which in-
cluded children from both year three and
four.  Some of the children in year four
realized that they could provoke tantrums
by teasing him in ways other children
could handle (for example by hiding his
pencil).  This could lead to tantrums, and
perhaps a message to the head who would
have to try to escort him out of the class
which Desmond would resist by holding
onto the door frame while shouting plain-
tively, “I want to stay with Mrs. Eccles.”

Desmond’s tantrums seemed to be
associated with his communication prob-

lems and the frustrations which he en-
countered as a result.  One of Desmond’s
most frequent complaints was that “No
one listens to me,” and indeed his tan-
trums seemed to communicate a number
of messages; these could be interpreted
as follows:

a. No, I don’t want to (do whatever it
is the teacher or other adults had
asked him to.)

b. I am upset.
c. I don’t want to be here.
d. Nobody is listening to me.
e. People don’t like me.
f. I cannot wait any longer.
During the early part of the Autumn

term of Desmond’s year three,
two sets of baseline informa-
tion were collected.  Firstly,
three weeks worth of data
showed that Desmond was hav-
ing tantrums an average twice
per week.  This is not a very
high rate but what was distinc-
tive about Desmond’s tantrums
was their duration (over 30 min-

utes) and their intensity (including as
they did swearing, throwing things, non-
compliance and attempts to hit or kick the
teacher).  Furthermore, tantrums had been
so severe that they had led directly to
exclusions.

The second set of baseline data relates
to Desmond’s level of compliance with
reasonable teacher instructions; the way
in which this data was collected may be of
interest given the very high number of
instructions that teachers have to give
and the difficulty of collecting data while
at the same time teaching a class of over
thirty children.  The teacher was asked to
compile a list of 10 instructions which
she thought she would often have to use
during the course of a typical day.  The
list was as follows:

1. Talk quietly
2. Put your hand up
3. Sit in your seat
4. Line up quietly
5. Go and sit down
6. Clear the desk
7. Start writing
8. Get your reading book
9. Sit on the carpet
10.Do your math
During the day, as time allowed, the

teacher would, at the appropriate point,
give an instruction and record whether or
not Desmond followed it the first time
without problems.  A total of 14 instruc-
tions over three days were evaluated in
this way.  Desmond’s rate of compliance
averaged 50% and ranged between a high
of 66% and a low of 25%.  If talk of
compliance seems off-putting the reader
may like to reflect on what it’s like to
have a child in a class where, on a bad
day, the odds of him doing as he’s told are
4:1 against.

In the last half of the Autumn term of
year three it was agreed to put an indi-
vidual Education Plan (described below)
into action and it was also agreed that
Desmond should be regarded as being a
state three of the Code of Practice.  (See
Footnote 2 for an explanation of the vari-
ous stages of the Code of Practice.)  Dur-
ing the course of his time in year three it
became increasingly apparent that
Desmond would have to have a stage 4
assessment because of the combined im-
pact of his learning difficulties, commu-
nication problems and emotional and
behavioral difficulties.  In the sense that
the individual education plan did not
“cure” the problems at stage 3 it can be
said to have failed.  On the other hand
Desmond was never again excluded and
his continued inclusion in a mainstream
school must be judged to be a success
given the severity of the problems he
faced.  What follows deals with action
taken by his class teacher during year
three, prior to the provision of extra re-
sources through a statement at the begin-
ning of year four.

Individual Education Plan
In tackling Desmond’s problems a

four-fold approach was used which de-
rives from the work of LaVigna and
Donnellan  (1986) and LaVigna, Willis
and Donnellan (1989).  This model rec-
ognizes that the reasons for emotional
and behavioral difficulties are likely to be
complex and therefore success will be
more likely if the problem is attacked
from as many angles as possible.  Multi-
element approaches have been discussed
in the past (e.g. Newman and Pitchford,
1985; Cook and Pitchford, 1996), the
strength of the current model is that if the

…tantrums had been so
severe that they had led
directly to exclusions.
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…there needs to be instruction
in skills which are directly and

functionally related to the
problems the child is having,

educational psychologist makes recom-
mendations for each area described be-
low he or she can be assured that the
approach will be comprehensive.  The
four broad headings used together with
the specific techniques are listed below:

Ecological Strategies
These include those strategies which

in some way alter any or all of the physi-
cal, instructional and interpersonal envi-
ronment the young person inhabits so
that in the short-term problems are less
likely to be provoked and his or her needs
are better met by that environment in the
long term.

Because Desmond was becoming the
victim of teasing a necessary component
of his plan had to be modifying the behav-
ior of his classmates (his interpersonal
environment). Two approaches were
employed to achieve this aim.  The first
one included using personal and social
education time, and in particular circle
time as a forum for discussing teasing and
how to respond to it.  For example, the
process of getting to know people and
how some people like nicknames while
others do not was discussed in circle
time.  In particular the need to get to know
people first before teasing in a friendly
was stressed to the children.  In addition,
strategies for coping with name calling
were discussed and appropriate responses
modeled.

The second approach was to teach the
children how to react when Desmond did
have a tantrum or was upset.  Once the
situation had been resolved and Desmond
was again calm the class teacher would
endeavor to send him on a message as
soon as possible.  This would then give
her the opportunity to praise the class and
emphasize the need to ignore Desmond
when he had a tantrum. “The best way
you can help him is to completely ignore
him.  I really appreciate the fact that you
carried on and did not make things worse
by laughing at him or teasing him.”

Positive Programming
One of the assumptions underlying

the present model is that learning new
skills is a process which enhances the
individual’s quality of life in ways which
can only be beneficial to those with spe-

cial educational needs.  In addition there
needs to be instruction in skills which
are directly and functionally related to
the problems the child is having, in this
case compliance with adult instructions,
working with some degree of indepen-
dence, learning to wait for adult atten-
tion and learning how to be assertive in
the face of teasing.

The skills to be taught should address
four main areas as follows:
1. General Skills Development

In Desmond’s case he had learn-
ing difficulties which needed address-
ing in a any event.  In addition there
was a need to teach him those skills
whose absence may in part be con-
tributing to the problem.  Desmond’s
individual Education Plan therefore
included targets relating to general
skills such as number recognition,
the pronunciation of letter sounds,
blending common letter sounds as
part of learning to read.

In order to assist him with his
literacy skills Desmond was included
in a group which had regular direct
instruction and peer tutoring called
Companion Reading (for a descrip-
tion of this program see Arblaster
1991).
During this period
Desmond was receiv-
ing speech therapy on
an intermittent basis
and the speech thera-
pist gave the school
advice regarding his
articulation leaving
games which he could
play designed to help
with his speech.

2. Functionally Equiva-
lent Skills

One of the first problems which
had to be tackled with Desmond was
the fact that he would try to go under
furniture at times of stress.  The func-
tion or purpose of this was laudable
enough, he wanted to calm down,
therefore an acceptable alternative
which achieved the same aim was
required.  Originally the educational
psychologist had suggested that hid-
ing under table should be tolerated
and gradually shaped into something

more acceptable.  On the other hand
the teacher thought that allowing this
behavior would be so disruptive to the
class as to be counterproductive.  In
the event the teacher told Desmond
that when he was upset he could go
and sit on a cushion in the carpeted
area of the class.  Since this was seen
as something of a treat by the children
there was no problem with compli-
ance on Desmond’s part which was a
distinct bonus as was the fact that this
area was well away from the rest of
the class so that the risk of teasing was
diminished.  As the teacher came to
know Desmond better she found that
she could tell when he was becoming
upset and at these times she would
quietly ask him “Do you want some
quiet time?” which was Desmond’s
prompt to go over to the cushion and
sit down.

With any child who has special
educational needs which include emo-
tional and behavior difficulties there
needs to be flexibility so that unfore-
seen problems can be tackled.  In
particular there is a need to respond to
problems in a positive way so that the
child is taught acceptable ways of

handling situations rather than just
relying on contingency management.
Incident Based Role Play Practice was
an important means of fulfilling this
goal.  Incidents which had occurred
were analyzed by the teacher periodi-
cally to see what sorts of social skill
deficits might lie behind them.  These
would first be discussed with Desmond
at a later stage (not in the immediate
aftermath of the problem), and then
role played with Desmond playing
himself and the teacher taking on a
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variety of roles.  Typical examples
included name calling and following
instructions.

In fact as the teacher got to know
Desmond better it became apparent
that he was not sure about what “good
behavior” constituted so that discus-
sion and feedback also had to center
around this.

3. Functionally Related Skills
As we have already seen part of

the problem with Desmond was the
fact that he could respond to teasing
with tantrums.  Whatever the origins
of this problem his speech problems
exacerbated the situation since his
response to teasing, shouting “pack it
in” was usually unintelligible to his
peers, sounded funny to them and
often led to laughter and tantrums as a
result.  Therefore the teacher spend
time teaching Desmond a skills re-
lated to the problem behavior (tan-
trums) which was making assertive
statements designed to stop teasing,
thereby reducing the risk of Desmond
escalating to tantrums when teased.
The teacher taught him to say “Please
don’t say that, I don’t like it,” politely
and intelligibly when he thought he
was being teased.

4. Coping and Tolerance Skills
A component of positive program-

ming concerns teaching children to
tolerate events which everyone finds
aversive but form an inevitable part of
a less than perfect world.  In
Desmond’s case the main training
which was required concerned toler-
ating waiting for teacher attention.
For example, while Desmond could
wait in a queue of children once he
reached the head of the queue he had
to have attention immediately, or
would pester by repeatedly shouting,
“Miss, Miss”, and so get into trouble.
Also, if Desmond wanted to tell the
teacher of a problem he was having he
became upset if the teacher could not
deal with this immediately (remem-
ber one of Desmond’s main complaints
was that no-one listened to him).  The
first of these two problems was dealt
with as follows.  The teacher used
praise contingent on Desmond wait-
ing for periods of time so short that he

was certain to succeed.  Over a matter
of weeks the waiting time was then
gradually increased as illustrated be-
low.

Desmond reaches the head of the
queue, his teacher says, “Just wait one
second,” she puts down something on
the desk and then turns immediately
to Desmond and says, “Good you
waited, now let’s look at your work.”

Desmond reaches the head of the
queue, his teacher says, “Just let me
do this,” she does something for five
seconds and then says, “Good you
waited, now let’s look at your work.”

Desmond reaches the head of the
queue, his teacher says, “Just let me
write something,” she writes some-
thing for ten seconds and then says,
“Good you waited, now let’s look at
your work.”

Once Desmond could tolerate wait-
ing for ten seconds it was found that
he could tolerate much longer delays
providing he was reassured that he
would be seen later.  An inability to
wait is not usually thought of as a
behavior problem but our experience
is that is underlies very many class-
room problems and problems with
social skills.  Also as this work devel-
oped the teacher found she could tell
when Desmond had a problem he
wanted to talk to her about, at these
times he would typically start a sen-
tence by saying, “You know me…”
The teacher found the best way of
handling this sort of problem was to
say “I can’t talk to you now, I’ll talk to
you in private later.”  Given this sort
of reassurance Desmond could toler-
ate waiting for teacher attention with-
out getting upset and at a later stage he
would simply ask to talk the teacher in
private recognizing that his desire for
privacy would inevitably involve delay.

Direct Treatment
These are the strategies involving the

use of contingencies which are most usu-
ally associated with behavior approaches.

In order to back up the other tech-
niques which were being used the educa-
tional psychologist recommended the use
of a type of reinforcement know as the
Differential Reinforcement of Low Rates

of Responding (DRL).  This is a tech-
nique of reinforcement which is espe-
cially suited to educational settings (e.g.
Dietz 1977) and can be used for groups of
children as well as individuals (e.g.
Frankland et al 1985).  Using this tech-
nique a child is first given a set number of
points or tokens which equals the average
frequency of the problem.  For example,
if a child shouts out ten times an hour on
average he is given ten points at the
beginning of an hour long lesson.  Each
time he shouts one point is deducted but,
providing he has one point left at the end
of an hour, he or she is eligible for some
form of reward which is not related to the
number of points left.  So, if the child has
one point or all ten points left he or she
might be eligible for a set amount of
reinforcement.  Once the child is regu-
larly meeting this criterion (which should
not be difficult since it is set at the child’s
average level of performance) the crite-
rion is changed, for example the child is
given only nine points at the beginning of
the hour, then eight and so on until the
problem behavior has reached such low
levels of incidence that the procedure can
be faded out entirely.

A critical feature of this procedure is
that the level of reinforcement is the same
whether or not the child has one or nine
points left.  If reinforcement is instead
tied to the number of points left the pro-
cedure becomes a variant or response
cost (Little & Kelly, 1989).  One of the
problems of response cost, as with all
punitive procedures, is that it can lead to
tantrums or punishment induced aggres-
sion as the child sees the level of rein-
forcement gradually whittled away until
the amount left is not seen as worthwhile.

It was estimated that there could be up
to 5 incidents per day of either disruption,
noncompliance or tantrums on average.
Therefore Desmond was given five smiley
faces down on cards which could be turned
around if he was either non-compliant,
disruptive or had a tantrum.  Depending
on the number of smiley faces that were
left at the end of the day, Desmond was
eligible for a sticker in a book which he
would take home for his parents to see.
On every day bar one in which the pro-
gram was in effect (the majority of year
three) Desmond got a sticker which could
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be traded in for pocket money or an
empty carton off his parents.  The teacher
also used the book which was sent home
as a means of giving feedback to the
parents on Desmond’s progress.  Written
feedback to the parents was related to the
number of smiley faces which Desmond
had at the end of the day as follows:

Five smiley faces ....... Excellent
Four smiley faces ....... Very good
Three smiley faces ..... Good
Two smiley faces ....... Okay
One smiley face ......... Oh dear
In addition the teacher also made a

point of using praise with feedback or
labeled praise concentrating particularly
on providing praise for sitting in his seat
and sitting quietly in his seat.  A very
good description of the role of feedback
and types of feedback can be found in
Grand and Evans (1994).

Reactive Strategies
Despite our best efforts it needs to be

recognized that changing bad habits is no
easier for children that it is for adults.
Consequently, it is necessary to have a
plan to put into effect to deal with the
problem behavior when it does occur so
that staff can deal with the situation
calmly.  It is naive to suppose that just
because we have a plan the problem is
never going to happen again.

One strategy was to encourage him to
sit on a cushion in the quiet corner until he
had calmed down.  The other was to give
Desmond feedback on his behavior in a
firm way which also related to the discus-
sion about teacher expectations which
were a part of the positive programming
for Desmond; e.g.,; “Desmond we both
know what good behavior is.  This is not it.”

Results
Data was collected on Desmond’s

behavior by using the record which was
kept of smiley faces.  Because this amal-
gamated noncompliance, disruption and
tantrums it is not possible to give a de-
tailed comparison with the baseline data
regarding these problems.  However the
data in Table 1 from one complete term
shows that on average every day during
the week was good (i.e., not more than 2
incidents requiring a smiley face to be

turned over) with the exception of week
twelve.  This in itself is instructive since
it reflects the fact that the last week of
term was taken up by special events and
the excitement and disruption which form
a part of these breaks from the usual
routine of the school was too much for
Desmond.  Notwithstanding these sorts
of problems by the Summer Term of
1995 Desmond’s behavior had improved
to the point where the system of DRL was
dispensed with altogether.  By the Spring
term of 1996 Desmond was averaging
one tantrum per term (as opposed to two
per week) and noncompliance was no
longer a problem.

Discussion
To conclude we would like to draw

attention to the following points.
An important aspect of the assess-

ment which was undertaken was the at-
tempt to understand, not simply describe,
Desmond’s behavior.  A key element in
this process is assessing the child across
different settings.   For example, without
the insight which was provided by the
parents, that Desmond calmed down by
hiding behind the settee at home, we
would have continued to misinterpret his
behavior as willful and defiant and this
perception in turn and the responses it
might have provoked could well have set
the occasion for further tantrums.

Arising from the assessment one of
the striking things about Desmond’s IEP
is the large number of strategies used.

Leaving aside those designed to address
his learning difficulties and speech prob-
lems, there were over ten strategies used
by the teacher to address his emotional
and behavioral difficulties.  Yet many of
them (for example the tolerance training)
were so unobtrusive that an observer
would have been hard put to have real-
ized they were happening. Nor were they
particularly time consuming, for example,
the tolerance training would have added
ten seconds maximum to the amount of
time that the teacher would normally have
devoted to the task in hand.  Remember
all of the techniques described were op-
erational before the provision of extra
resources.  We would argue that these
techniques were successful because they
were precisely focused with this focus
deriving from the functional assessment
of Desmond’s behavior problems.

For the educational psychologist there
is a dilemma to be faced about recom-
mending multielement plans such as this,
in practice they may not be time consum-
ing or impractical for the teacher to imple-
ment but this may not be the impression
conveyed by the written report provided
by the educational psychologist.  For
example, in this article the section which
summarizes (but not operationalizes) the
techniques used is over 2,000 words long,
it is any wonder therefore that teachers at
times simply refuse to believe that rec-
ommendations are feasible?  To try to
overcome this problem the educational
psychologist involved increasingly re-
sorts to either role playing or modeling
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the techniques in the classroom in addi-
tion to giving written and spoken expla-
nations.  This can be a two edged sword,
at least one of the procedures originally
recommended was rejected by the teacher
once demonstrated because she regarded
it as impractical and likely to undermine
her overall classroom control.  Knowing
clearly what the teacher will and will not
do is, on balance, worth the inevitable
knocks to one’s professional pride which
such an approach invites (“Me, do that?
You must be joking!”).

Attention needs to be paid to the dif-
fering priorities of teacher and educa-
tional psychologist.  While the educa-
tional psychologist is focusing on trying
to understand one child and providing
advice the teacher is trying to balance the
target child’s needs with those of the rest
of the class.  What appears to have swung
the balance in favor of the educational
psychologist’s recommendations in this
case is in fact that the use of DRL led to
a tangible improvement in the first fort-
night of implementation.  Therefore, in
advising teachers we need to ask our-
selves do I understand the child, will the
plan address all the main problem areas,
is it robust enough for the classroom, is it
fair on the rest of the class and will it
make the teacher’s life noticeably easier
within a fortnight?

Finally, it might be of interest to read-
ers to know what the situation is with
Desmond at the time of going to press.
Desmond now follows instructions im-
mediately he does not have tantrums and
his social skills have progressed to the
point where he can cope with and join

friendly teasing and joking around.  He is
rarely upset and although he does grumble
that he’s going to leave school this only
happens about once a half term and he no
longer feels the need to run away and
hide.  The targets on his IEP relate to
learning not behavior because of the
progress he has made.  Because of this,
and because of the relevant and purpose-
ful action at each stage of the Code of
Practice, if present rates of progress con-
tinue then Desmond’s statement may well
be disapplied in contrast to the likely
outcome if the “statement and forget ap-
proach” referred to in our earlier com-
ments had been adopted.
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mother, she wasn’t and isn’t; rather, she
was missing some very critical skills when
it came to child rearing. It wasn’t until
later (while providing support services)
that we discovered that she did not know
how to adjust the temperature of the wa-
ter. Although the question was never
asked, it is a good bet that she bathed
herself in “cold water,” but not after ser-
vices were provided.

Well, how would you solve this prob-
lem? Would you reinforce the kids for
taking a bath in warm water in the bath-

Continued from page 1

Footnote 1:  Claire Eccles is the Spe-
cial Needs Coordinator at Shelton Junior
School G. M., Shelton Lock, Derby.

At the time of writing Mick Pitchford
was a Senior Educational Psychologist
with Derbyshire County Council.  He is
now Principal Educational Psychologist
for the Derby City Educational Psychol-
ogy Service and can be contacted at the
Educational Psychology Service,
Middleton House, St. Mary’s Gate, Derby,
DE1

Footnote 2:  Following legislation in
1993 the Secretary of State for Education
issued a Code of Practice on the identifi-
cation and assessment of special educa-
tional needs for the guidance of schools
and local education authorities (LEAs).
The Code of Practice lays out a staged
approach to the identification and assess-
ment of special educational needs.  Stages
one and two are the responsibility of the
school, particularly the class teacher and
the special needs coordinator.  If the child
is still causing concern then external agen-
cies such as the LEA educational psy-
chologist would be consulted and involved
with the child at stage 3.  If after a period
at stage 3 the youngster’s special educa-
tional needs are considered severe enough
then a stage 4 multi-professional assess-
ment is conducted to determine whether
the child requires the provision of extra
resources by the LEA.  If it is decided that
extra resources are required then the child
is given a Statement of Special Educa-
tional Need and is regarded as being at
stage 5.  Nationally, approximately two
percent of the school aged population is
at stage 5.

room? This would not be likely to work
since you could not even get them to the
bathroom without a major tantrum. Per-
haps you would teach the mother how to
do it properly. This would also be un-
likely to work since “mother in the bath-
room” was terrifying for them. It was not
that they didn’t love their mother; in this
particular situation, she was a cue for
“terror.” Surely you would not begin to
consider a “punitive” consequence for
tantrums. What would you do?

When professionals speak of behav-

ioral approaches in support of people
with challenging behaviors, they are usu-
ally thinking of behavior change meth-
ods based on the manipulation of the
consequences for those behaviors (e.g.,
reward, punishment, extinction). More
specifically, they think of the principles
of “Operant Conditioning” as presented
and delineated by B.F. Skinner (1938),
Ogden Lindsley (1964), and Bijou and
Baer (1966), etc. However, this approach
does not make any “common sense” in
this case to reinforce or punish the kids to
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little or no natural influence on the ani-
mal/person. That is it does not elicit the
particular response that is to be condi-
tioned. For example, in Pavlov’s experi-
ment the tone initially did not elicit sali-
vation. For Billy and Lisa, before being
bathed in cold water, entering the bath-
room probably did not elicit terror. It is
not until the “neutral stimulus” is paired
with the “unconditioned stimulus” that it
acquires the power to elicit a response. In
Pavlov’s research, the tone was the “neu-
tral stimulus” (NS). It was presented re-
peatedly, in a paired way, prior to the
food being placed in the dog’s mouth
(UCS).  (See Figure 2.)

After repeated pairings, the tone (NS)
alone was able to elicit salivation. At that
point, the previously neutral stimulus is
referred to as the Conditioned Stimulus
(CS), since it now elicits salivation. When
the CS alone elicits salivation, salivation
is now called the Conditioned Response
(CR). In other words, learning (i.e., con-
ditioning) has occurred.  (See Figure 3.)

CS CRElicits

Tone Salivation

Figure 3 - A Conditioned Stimulus (CS)
Elicits a Conditioned Response (CR)

When Pavlov first presented his re-
search, his belief was that this process
underlies all learning. Subsequent re-
search has since modified the notion that
all learning is a simple association be-
tween a UCS and NS. However, this
simple model does provide some guide-
lines in understanding the development
of some behavioral challenges. (The ex-

eral times; i.e., the tone followed by some-
thing to eat. After many trials, Pavlov
found that the mere presentation of the
TONE ALONE, “elicited the salivation
reflex.” Pavlov referred to this process as
“conditioning.”

Before we go too far, let’s discuss
“terminology.” In classical conditioning
there is a lot of it. However, don’t be too
confused; it is actually pretty easy. Con-
ditioned means learned; unconditioned
means unlearned, a stimulus refers to
something antecedent to the behavior and
“R” stands for response or behavior.
Throughout this article, we will also use
the word “elicit.” This word is typically
used in the context of saying “some stimu-
lus elicits a response.” Used in this man-
ner, we mean that the stimulus “causes”
the response in a “reflex-like” manner.

Now, let’s move on to the model. In
Pavlov’s classical conditioning model,
there are a number of terms that describe
important parts of the conditioning pro-
cess. The Unconditioned Stimulus
(UCS) elicits quite naturally and auto-
matically the Unconditioned Response
(UCR). For example, food placed in the
mouth (UCS), elicits salivation (UCR), a
light tap below the kneecap (UCS) results
in a reflexive knee-jerk (UCR), a bright
light shown into your eye (UCR) results
in constriction of the pupil (UCR), and a
pinch or painful stimulus to the arm (UCS)
results in withdrawal or removal of the
arm (UCR).  (See Figure 1.)  The impor-
tant thing to remember here is that the
unconditioned response is typically an
action over which the person has very
little voluntary control. In other words, it
is a “reflex.” Just try to keep from closing
your eyes when you sneeze. It is a reflex.

In Pavlov’s respondent conditioning,
another term that is used is “neutral stimu-
lus” or NS. This is a stimulus that has

get them to take a bath; they are simply
“terrified!” How would you help them?

The answer to this question may be to
look for a different model to help explain
the kids’ problem and a different model
to help to guide their support services.
One such model is based on the principles
of Classical or Respondent Conditioning
(Pavlov, 1927).

In the following paragraphs we will
present a basic model of respondent con-
ditioning, and we will give examples of
how different challenging behaviors
might be acquired through the process of
respondent conditioning. This will be
followed by a description of strategies
loosely based on the respondent condi-
tioning model.

In this presentation, we understand
that every aspect of classical condition-
ing has been scrutinized closely by hun-
dreds of research papers. To do this sub-
ject real justice, we would really need to
devote an entire book, and that probably
wouldn’t do the job. Research has inves-
tigated why it does and does not work,
what makes it work best, and what may
be necessary or unnecessary. From clas-
sical conditioning, research has sprung
numerous theories to explain various re-
search findings. Then, why this particu-
lar article? Stated simply, in our clinical
experience, we have found the classical/
respondent conditioning model a rela-
tively clear way to help understand one
possible reason for challenging behaviors.
We have also found this model to have
tremendous utility when it comes to guid-
ing the development of support strategies.

Classical or Respondent
Conditioning: The Basic Model

The name of Ivan Pavlov (1927) is the
one that is most closely associated with
Respondent Conditioning. His now clas-
sical research involved conditioning a
dog to salivate at the sound of a tone. In
that early research, a dog was restrained
comfortably in a harness. Pavlov struck a
tuning fork that produced a tone and
almost immediately gave the dog some-
thing to eat. Throughout the experiment,
Pavlov recorded the amount of saliva
produced by the dog (A small tube was
inserted through the cheek to collect the
saliva). This procedure was repeated sev-

UCS UCR

NS
Tone

➝

➝
Pa

ir

Elicits

Figure 2 - The Pairing of a Neutral
Stimulus (NS) with an Unconditioned
Stimulus (UCS)

UCS UCRElicits

Food in mouth
Tap below kneecap
Bright light in eye

Pinch
Genital Stimulation

Salivation
Kneejerk

Pupil constricts
Withdrawal

Pleasure / Ejaculation

Figure 1 - An Unconditioned Stimulus
(UCS) Elicits and Unconditioned
Response (UCR)
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ceptions and elaborations are beyond the
scope of this article.)

Let’s take, for example, the case of
Billy and Lisa presented above. Their
mother repeatedly bathed them in cold
water.  The cold water served as the
“unconditioned stimulus.” You can only
imagine the reactions of the children be-
ing placed repeatedly in “cold water.”
The reaction must have included startle,
perhaps panic, surely anxiety, and very
likely something akin to pain. These re-
sponses of the children weren’t decisions
on their part. They occurred in immediate
response to being placed in the cold wa-
ter; in other words, they were “uncondi-
tioned responses.” The kids didn’t have
to decide to behave in these ways, simply
being immersed in the cold water “elic-
ited” the reactions.

Learning A Fear of Bathing
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to

conclude that very quickly the kids will
show a major reaction to anything associ-
ated with the bath; it is just common
sense. Being repeatedly subjected to cold
baths elicited “panic” of the bath itself,
the bathroom, mother saying “It’s time
for a bath,” and mother taking the kids
toward the bathroom. Initially, these
events would have been neutral.  They
didn’t elicit fear, crying, panic, or anxi-
ety. (See Figure 4.)  However, after sev-
eral associations with being bathed in
cold water (UCS), they came to elicit
those responses. In other words, the bath-
room, the bathtub, the word “bath” be-
came conditioned stimuli.  (See Figure 5.)

The Case of Little Albert
There are numerous other examples

in the literature that exemplify the devel-
opment of respondently conditioned be-
havioral challenges. In 1920, John B.
Watson and his graduate student Rosalie
Rayner (Watson & Rayner, 1920) pub-
lished the first experiment showing how
an emotional response could be condi-
tioned or learned by a child.

This now famous study of theirs in-
volved a little boy by the name of Albert.
Albert was 9 months old at the time of the
study. At the beginning of the study, they
tested Albert‘s reaction  to a white rat,
masks with and without hair, a dog, a
monkey, and burning newspaper. The
purpose of this test was to determine if
Albert was already afraid of these items;
he wasn’t. He displayed no signs of fear
to any of these; in other words, they were
neutral. During the conditioning trials,
when Albert would reach out to touch the
white rat (Neutral Stimulus), a hammer
struck a steel bar that resulted in a loud
noise (Unconditioned Stimulus). When
the steel bar was struck by the hammer,
Albert showed changes in his breathing
and he raised his arms in a characteristic
startle reflex. His lips quivered and he
began to cry (Unconditioned Responses).
After seven paired presentations of the
white rat and the striking of the hammer
against the metal bar, when the rat (Con-
ditioned Stimulus) was presented without
striking the bar, Albert began to cry (Con-
ditioned Response).  Watson and Rayner
concluded that the white rat conditioned
the emotional response of fear.  Later
tests showed that Albert was not only
afraid of the white rat, but was also afraid
of cotton, wool, a white rabbit, and a
Santa Claus mask. In other words, the
fear seemed to generalize or transfer to
other stimuli that were similar to those
present at the time of conditioning (e.g., cot-
ton, fur of rabbit, beard on Santa Claus mask).

A Swing Phobia
There is no doubt that some fears

develop in this traumatic manner. In our
clinical archives, there have been a num-
ber of examples that seem to fit this basic
model. For example, a little girl was re-
ferred to us because she refused to go into
the back yard and would not exit the side
door of the house that led to the driveway.
Indeed, when she would leave the front
door of the house, she would run in panic
about two houses away and stop, as if
some large weight was removed. Attempts
to force her out the back door or into the
back yard resulted in screaming, clear
signs of panic and frantic running. The
assessment showed that the problem be-
gan about two years earlier after the girl
had a bad experience on the swing in her
backyard; it had collapsed on top of her
when she was swinging one day. Re-
membering the incident, her mother de-
scribed that her daughter fell to the ground
and the collapsing swing caused bruises
and scrapes (Unconditioned Stimulus).
She cried and immediately showed signs
of fear; including tremor, hiding (Uncon-
ditioned Response). After this single ex-
perience, she would not enter the back
yard (Conditioned Stimulus). What is
more important, the fear seemed to ex-
tend gradually to the driveway, to the
front yard, to the house next door, and to
houses within about 100 feet of hers. In
other words, like Albert, the fear seemed
to generalize or transfer.

Agora-like Phobia
In another instance, a 7-year-old boy

with problems associated with autism
was referred because he refused to go to
school. It was more than that, he refused
to leave the house. Every effort to get him
out of the house to take him school had
been unsuccessful. (The parents gave up
attempting to get him to school after
several days of taking him kicking and
screaming.) Exploration of the history of
the problem with his parents suggested
that he was not simply refusing to go to
school, and it was not just fear of going
outside. He was avoiding going outside
where there are “large, dangerous, dogs.”
A little history should help. Here is a little
boy who used to enjoy going to school.
Each morning as a rule, he was first at the

Figure 4 - The Pairing of a Neutral
Stimulus (NS) with and Unconditioned
Stimulus (UCS) That May Create a
Fear of Bathing
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Figure 5 - A Possible Portrayal of the
Fear of Bathing
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car, and showed excitement about going
to school. But one day, when he was
waiting for his mother to open the car
door, the neighbor’s 200 lb. St. Bernard
(Neutral Stimulus) got very close, bumped
him and knocked him down (Uncondi-
tioned Stimulus). Before this experience,
he showed no negative response to dogs
at all. With his mother running interfer-
ence, he had pet the dog on numerous
occasions. His mother seeing this inter-
action with the dog, described that he got
up, looked upset (Unconditioned Re-
sponse) and ran into the house; but he
came back out within the next few min-
utes and got into the car for school with
no difficulty. It was about two weeks
before the he began refusing to go to
school. We concluded that he refused to
leave the house to avoid contact with the
St. Bernard (Conditioned Stimulus) and
that efforts to get him out of the house
(where large St. Bernards live) resulted
in crying, screaming, etc. (Conditioned
Response).

Over the last 30 years or so, a number
of theories have been presented to ex-
plain how people can become sexually
excited over objects that might not tradi-
tionally be the focus of excitement (e.g.,
boots, motorcycles, lingerie, children,
pain). Indeed, in 1965, Mcguire and col-
leagues (Mcguire, Carlisle & Young,
1965) focused on the role of masturba-
tion in producing sexual difficulties. They
argued that ejaculation that results from
masturbation may be the critical event
that leads to conditioning stimuli that
might accompany or precede masturba-
tion. Thus, the implication is that if a
child is masturbating while focusing on
or holding nylons or other undergarments,
these events might eventually be able to
elicit sexual arousal.

While there have been many clinical
accounts that suggest a respondent ori-
gin, there have been few experimental
investigations of this process. One early
study, and frankly terrifying one for us
psychologists, was conducted by
Rachman in the mid-sixties (Rachman,
1966).

In one study, Rachman (1966) used
three unmarried male psychologists as
subjects (imagine this). Initially, he pre-
sented the subjects with color slides or a

pair of black, knee-length woman’s boots
as the Neutral Stimulus. The Uncondi-
tioned Stimuli were colored slides of nude
women that were presented immediately
following the slides of the woman’s boots
(i.e., pairing). The Unconditioned Re-
sponse was “penile-volume changes.” All
three participants achieved conditioning.
That is, showing the slides of woman’s
boots alone (Conditioned Stimulus),
caused the subjects to show “penile-vol-
ume” changes (Conditioned Response).
Not only did conditioning occur, but the
Conditioned Response reportedly gener-
alized to slides of brown boots, short
boots, high-heeled black shoes, etc. This
entire procedure was repeated success-
fully with five naive subjects (Rachman
& Hodgson, 1968). Rachman’s studies
proposed a possible model for the devel-
opment/genesis of sexual fetishes.

Two Factors/Two Step Learning
Respondent Conditioning is one of

many models that can be used to help
understand the development of some be-
havioral challenges. Since the initial pre-
sentation of Classical Conditioning by
Pavlov, virtually hundreds of articles have
been published that support, refute, elabo-
rate, and qualify the initial principles. We
hope you understand that we are present-
ing this simple form of the model as a
starting point. However, we have found
even its simple, unconfounded form has
tremendous utility in developing support
plans, as you will see below. At this point,

we would like to add another feature to
the Respondent Conditioning Model.  It
is well established that learning is multi-
faceted. It is seldom just Respondent, just
Operant, just Cognitive, or just _____.
Rather, different avenues of learning com-
bine and elaborate to produce complex
human behavior.

Challenging behavior is similarly
complex. While Respondent Condition-
ing may help us understand the develop-
ment of fears, phobias, aversions, likes,
etc., it may not explain what we see;
namely, some of the referral problems.
For example, a woman in her mid-thirties
with moderate to severe learning chal-
lenges, Wanda, was referred because of
physical aggression; she would bite, claw
and scratch people around her when they
would scream. Similarly, when someone
would turn on the vacuum, she would
lunge at the vacuum, bite, claw, and
scratch the vacuum; not the person oper-
ating it. In her assessment, we concluded
that her physical attack was a way of
coping with the noise of screaming and
the noise of the vacuum.

Figure 6 below presents one interpre-
tation of Wanda’s behavioral challenge.
When a person would scream or the
vacuum was turned on (CS), Wanda ap-
peared to have an immediate negative
emotional reaction (CR). Her face would
redden, her eyes would widen and she
would orient to the “sound.” She gave
every indication of being fearful or even
angry. In the assessment, we concluded

Figure 6 - An Interpretation of Wanda’s Challenging Behavior
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that over the years Wanda had learned a
way of coping with these noises; that is,
when she experienced the onset of the
noise or anxiety (Sd), she would attack
the source of the noise (R). She would
charge and jump on the vacuum and do
the same to a person who was screaming.
We also concluded that the “attack of the
source” resulted in removal of the source
of the noise. Indeed, when Wanda would

attack the vacuum, staff would turn it off
IMMEDIATELY. When Wanda would
attack a person who was screaming, staff
would remove Wanda to one end of the
house and the person screaming to the
opposite side of the house, IMMEDI-
ATELY. Thus, these actions of the staff
functionally removed the sources of the
noise; that is, the CS. As a result, her
attack was reinforced by the removal of
the stimulus events associated with nega-
tive emotions.  Her attack resulted in the
reduction of anxiety or anger.

Unfortunately, most behavioral sup-
port strategies focus on the consequences
to change behavior. Wanda was no ex-
ception.  The strategies that had been
used to stop her attack included time-out,
loss of privileges, and reinforcement for
the absence of physical aggression. These
were not effective; probably because they
did not help Wanda deal with the emo-
tions (CRs) associated with the vacuum
or a person screaming (CS).

The scenario described above for
Wanda is not unusual. Many overt behav-
iors presented by the people we serve
represent “learned coping mechanisms.”
For example, criticism causes a young
man to experience intense anger.  Each
time he is criticized, he screams, his face
reddens, he bites his finger, gives people
the finger and then he throws a chair at the
source of the criticism. The person who

criticizes him generally leaves and his
emotion subsides.

Respondent Therapies
Respondent support strategies, in con-

trast to the consequential strategies we
are accustomed to, attempt to alter the
Conditioned Emotional Response (CR)
that occurs when the Conditioned Stimu-
lus is presented. The goal of these ap-

proaches is to either elimi-
nate the anxiety, fear, panic,
or anger; or to replace it
with a more pleasant emo-
tional response. In the fol-
lowing paragraphs, we will
describe two large classes
of Respondent Strategies:
Respondent Extinction
Strategies and Counter
Conditioning Strategies.

1. Respondent Extinction Strategies
According to the Respondent Con-

ditioning Model, Reinforcement oc-
curs each time that the UCS and the
CS are paired. That is, the Condi-
tioned Response gets stronger each
time they are paired (i.e., associated)
For example, if a person has a fear of
dogs, there is a great likelihood that
the fear would worsen each time the
person was bitten by the dog.  In
contrast, Respondent Extinction, oc-
curs each time the CS is presented
without being paired with the UCS; in
other words, the CR weakens. Theo-
retically, each time the person experi-
ences the dog without being bitten,
the fear would diminish to some de-
gree. (As we mentioned previously,
we are presenting a very basic model
without the numerous experimental
exceptions. We continue to feel, how-
ever, that this straight-forward model
has excellent utility.)

The literature speaks of several
strategies that are more or less based
on the concept of Respondent Extinc-
tion. One of these is Flooding; and
another is Implosion. We prefer not
to use these strategies, since they have
clear aversive qualities as reported by
people who have experienced these
approaches. This is not to say that they
may not be effective; just unpleasant.

We prefer strategies that have few
or no unpleasant qualities and we strive
to select strategies that we all would
select if we needed to do so for our-
selves. In the case of extinction strat-
egies, we prefer Graduated Extinction
or Graduated Exposure strategies.

Graduated Extinction. This strat-
egy involves the systematic presenta-
tion of the CS at a level that elicits
extremely low levels of anxiety and
does not elicit the avoiding or defen-
sive behaviors (e.g., aggression, tan-
trums, running). As progress occurs,
CSs that elicit progressively higher lev-
els of anxiety are gradually introduced.

In an early demonstration of this
strategy, Grossberg (1965) worked
with a woman who was unable to
complete her college graduation re-
quirements because she was not able
to complete the required public-speak-
ing course. Before, she had received
treatment with medication, and had
received both individual and group
therapy. Graduated extinction was
then selected as the strategy of choice.
Over 17 sessions, the woman faced
progressively larger audiences and de-
livered speeches that gradually be-
came longer and longer.

Graduated Extinction involves at
least five distinct steps. (1) First, the
events (CSs) that elicit the strong nega-
tive emotion (e.g., anxiety, anger)  are
identified.  (2) Next, the Conditioned
Stimulus Events are arranged in a
hierarchy from least to most emotion
eliciting. (3) The CS lowest on the
hierarchy is presented. This is the CS
that produces the least negative emo-
tion and is too weak to elicit the avoid-
ance/defensive behavior (e.g., assault,
self injury). (4) Each CS is presented
repeatedly until NO negative emotion
is reported or recorded. (5) Advance-
ment to the next step on the hierarchy
only occurs when no negative emo-
tion is reported at the previous level.
a. Swing Phobia. We mentioned

above the referral of an 11-year-
old girl with mild learning diffi-
culties because she refused to go
into the back yard and would not
exit the side door of the house that
led to the driveway. The assess-

Unfortunately, most
behavioral support strategies
focus on the consequences to
change behavior.
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ment concluded that this little girl
had a “swing phobia” that began
after the swing collapsed on her
and had extended to the backyard,
the driveway, the front yard and to
adjacent houses. The assessment
identified a number of events (CSs)
that elicited fear. These included
the swing in the backyard, swings
generally, the driveway, the front
yard, and the two houses on each
side of her own. The fear wors-
ened the closer she was to the
backyard. Through interviews and
initial probes, a hierarchy of fear
eliciting events (CSs) was ar-
ranged. Beginning with items that
produced very little anxiety, the
little girl’s emotional response to
each item on the hierarchy was
systematically extinguished.

Sessions were conducted two
to three times each week ranging
from 90 to 120 minutes each, over
approximately 24 weeks. Here are
some of the steps:
i. The initial sessions began with

the little girl watching video’s
of children swinging. Initially,
the little girl showed some trepi-
dation around looking at the
children on the swings. The
support staff who conducted
the early sessions, used the
video as a focal point to discuss
what children do at school, her
likes and dislikes at school, etc.

ii. Once she seemed to show no
signs of anxiety watching the
video, a support staff person
brought a piece of the swing
(the detachable seat) into the
house and laid it on the floor
some distance from the little
girl.

iii. During subsequent sessions,
the support staff brought the
seat closer and closer to her. It
was only moved closer when
she showed no signs of being
upset. She gave the signal by
not paying attention to whether
it was present or absent.

iv. The support staff brought the
seat closer to the point that she
was able to watch the videos

while holding the seat in her
lap.

v. The support staff and the little
girl would play board games
and dolls as part of their ses-
sions. These play sessions were
moved gradually closer and
into the backroom of the house.
This room was closest to the
backyard and had a door that
exited to the driveway leading
to the backyard.

vi. Initially, the door leading to
the driveway was closed. Dur-
ing subsequent sessions, the
support staff opened the door
to the driveway inch by inch
until the little girl could play
with the door wide open.

vii.During subsequent sessions,
the support staff and the little
girl played closer to the door
itself; to the point that they
were playing in the doorway.

viii. The support staff gradually
moved play from just inside
the door, to the middle of the
doorjamb, to just outside the
door on the porch, to the lowest
step.

ix. Play sessions were gradually,
but systematically, moved
down the driveway into the
backyard.

x. Touching the leg of the swing
was incorporated
into the play in
several ways.
The support staff
propped the dolls
up against the leg
of the swing; or
they used the leg
of the swing as a
“safe” place in a
game of tag.

xi. The little girl’s mother would
watch her play, and would par-
ticipate, from various parts of
the backyard. At one point, the
mother would watch and par-
ticipate while sitting on the
swing.

xii. In the later sessions, the little
girl would push her mother in
the swing, would sit in her

mother’s lap while they swung,
would swing with her mother
pushing her, and would swing
independently.

b. Finger-Finger-Throw. Jerry was a
35-year-old man with a mild level
of learning difficulty. He lived in a
large residential center and at-
tended a workshop during the day.
His problem was that the staff were
about to boot him out of his work-
shop because of what they de-
scribed as “assaultive behavior,”
which he did several times each
day. The staff described that when
Jerry would become angry, he
would bite the knuckle of his right
index finger, give “the finger” with
his left hand, and then pick up a
chair or other object not tied down
and throw it at a person. During
the assessment, the staff were
asked; “what sets this off?”  They
replied; “Nothing! He just flips
out.”  Further exploration deter-
mined that he “always had a good
reason.”  Anytime someone would
criticize Jerry, or if he perceived
someone as criticizing him, he
would engage in “finger, finger,
throw” behavior, as this complex
of behaviors had come to be called
over the years.

Further assessment suggested
that it wasn’t that Jerry didn’t know

what to do when he was criticized.
In fact, when asked, Jerry pre-
sented a litany of things he could
do and say when criticized or
teased. These were the things he
had heard for years and indeed he
was able to verbally regurgitate
them.  However, it was our deter-
mination that he had never really
used them.  In fact, criticism would
make him so angry that it was easy

…staff were asked; “what sets
this off?”  They replied;

“Nothing! He just flips out.”
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Staff Script #1

Setup:
Jerry is sitting at his workstation.
Instead of working, he is doodling
with a pencil on a piece of paper.

Staff:
✓ Approach Jerry quietly.
✓ Stand quietly looking down at

him “doodling” on the piece of
paper.

✓ Place your index finger gently
on the paper where he is
doodling” and say
“Hmmmmmmm.”

For each example of criticism a script
was also written describing what Jerry
should say and what he should do.

Jerry’s Script #1

✓ Look up at the person
criticizing you.

✓ Look him right in the eye.
✓ Ask him “Is there a problem?”
✓ Don’t say anymore.

to see how he was unable to ver-
balize. In other words, criticism
seemed to be a Conditioned Stimu-
lus that elicited extraordinary an-
ger (i.e., a Conditioned Response).
His “finger-finger-throw” seemed
to be a way Jerry had found to cope
with his anger.  Indeed, after he
engaged in this behavior, people
would leave him alone for a while or
would not bring up the subject again.

The support plan designed for
Jerry involved a number of ele-
ments. The first recommendation
to those who worked with Jerry
was an Antecedent Control Strat-
egy in which we said “Don’t criti-
cize!! But if you do, duck.” This
was hard for those who worked
with Jerry. They expressed a fear
of losing control, a fear that he was
getting away with it, a strong feel-
ing that; “He must learn that what
he is doing is wrong.” After consid-
erable discussion, staff agreed, since
we explained that Antecedent Con-
trol Strategies would keep everyone
safe while our Positive Program-
ming strategies (LaVigna, Willis &
Donnellan, 1989) taught Jerry bet-
ter ways to deal with criticism.

Other components of the
multielement support plan
(LaVigna & Willis, 1995) included
reinforcing Jerry for the absence
the problem behavior. In addition,
support staff taught him to cope
with criticism through a combina-
tion of “Graduated Extinction” and
“Social Skills Training.”

The Graduated Extinction/So-
cial Skills Training began with
identifying many exemplars of
criticism. Staff along with a con-
sultant reviewed incident reports
and personal experiences looking
for discrete examples of “criticism”
(Conditioned Stimulus) that had
resulted in “finger-finger-throw”
behavior. For example, one staff
member described an incident in
which she approached Jerry after
noticing that he wasn’t working,
but was doodling on a piece of
paper. She simply placed her fin-
ger on the paper and said, “Is that

what you are supposed to be do-
ing?”  Jerry immediately became
angry and engaged in “finger-fin-
ger-throw” behavior. In another
instance, another staff member de-
scribed approaching Jerry to cor-
rect him for incorrectly assembling
something he was working on.  She
said to Jerry, “That’s not the way
to do that.”  Jerry engaged in “fin-
ger-finger-throw” behavior.

Several dozen examples were
identified. Staff wrote each ex-
ample of criticism on a 3 by 5 inch
index card.  For each example a
short script of what to do (action)
and what to say was also written.
For example, one card contained
the script indicated in Table 1.

Once all the scenarios of criti-
cism and their reactions had been
written, they were arranged in a
hierarchy based on the perceived
severity of the criticism.  That is,
with 100 cards; card #1 represented
very minor criticism while card
100 represented extreme, even out-
rageous criticism.

Each day when Jerry returned
from the workshop, he and a staff
member practiced, i.e., role-
played, how to react to criticism.
Staff modeled how to react as Jerry
would play the role of the person
criticizing; then Jerry practiced
how he should react. This was
done as realistically as possible.
They began practicing with items
that represented minimal levels of
criticism. When Jerry had mas-
tered one level and showed abso-
lutely no anger, they moved up to
the next. They eventually got to
the point where Jerry was rehears-
ing how to react to outrageous,
undignifying levels of criticism.
For example one of the last scripts
to be practiced involved the fol-
lowing (see Table 2).

Staff Script #97

Setup:
Jerry is sitting at his workstation.  He
has been working, but he has done a
sloppy job.  He put the wrong screws
in the zip-lock bag.

Staff:
✓ Approach Jerry angrily.
✓ Slap the table in front of him.
✓ Point your finger at him and

shake it.
✓ Yell at him saying:  “That is

absolutely the worst job I have
ever seen.  I have told you a
thousand times how to do it
and you can’t get it right.  You
must be stupid.  What do I
have to do for you to get it
right?”

Another script contained Jerry’s re-
sponse to this outrageous criticism:

Jerry’s Script #97

✓ Look up at the person criticiz-
ing you.

✓ Look him right in the eye.
✓ Say to him “You don’t have

the right to talk to me like that.”
✓ Get up and walk away without

saying anything more.

Table 2 - An Example of a Script of
“Outrageous, Undignified Levels of
Criticism”Table 1 - Script of Mild Criticism
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2.   Counter Conditioning
Counter Conditioning involves the

use of learning principles to substitute
one type of emotional response for
another (Rimm and Masters, 1979).
There are at least two forms of Counter
Conditioning: Positive Counter con-
ditioning and Aversive Counter con-
ditioning. We will only discuss the
former here, which is consistent with
our focus on nonaversive approaches
in supporting people with challenging
behaviors.

Positive Counter conditioning is a
form of Respondent Conditioning in
which a “pleasant response” is counter
conditioned to a stimulus that elicits a
negative emotion (e.g., anxiety, an-
ger, fear, revulsion).  The process of
counter conditioning may be more
easily understood by looking at the
model of Respondent Conditioning
presented above and the example of
Billy and Lisa.

Remember Billy and Lisa. They
were the 22-month-old twins that we
presented at the beginning of this pa-
per. They were referred because of
serious tantrums. In the assessment,
we concluded that they were terrified
of the bathtub, the bathroom, and any
indication of bathing. Our assessment
determined that their fears had re-
sulted from being bathed in cold wa-
ter by their mother. In other words, the
bathroom, the bath and the word bath,
had become conditioned stimuli (CSs)
after being associated with the un-
pleasant cold baths (UCS). When told
they were going to take a bath, when
someone attempted to take them to
the bathroom, or when they were
forced into the bathroom or bath, they
experienced what appeared to be panic.
They became red faced, screamed, and
simply looked terrified (Conditioned
Responses). (See Figure 7.)

Counter conditioning was the
method selected to address the kids’
terror of bathing.  In counter condi-
tioning, if a pleasant response occurs
in the presence of stimuli (CSs) that
elicit anxiety, anger or panic, the
stimulus should come eventually to
elicit the pleasant response. In other
words, if we could do something fun

around some aspect of bathing, bath-
ing itself might become fun. In counter
conditioning, one of the first steps is
to identify stimuli (UCSs or CSs) that
already elicit strong pleasant responses
(UCRs or CRs). Some examples of
these powerful stimuli include the fol-
lowing. The ingestion of food (UCS)
may elicit the pleasurable response of
satiety or just pleasure (UCR); play-
ing a favorite game (UCS) may elicit
a physical response for lack of a better
term that may be identified as “fun”
(UCR); the act of deep-breathing and
muscular tensing and relaxing (UCS)
may elicit the pleasurable response of
relaxation (UCR); sexual manipula-
tion or stimulation (UCS) may elicit
the pleasurable response of sexual
arousal or orgasm (UCR); or touch-
ing, hugging and fondling (UCS) may
elicit the pleasurable response of com-
fort (UCR).  (See Figure 8.) The real
secret to this strategy is to arrange it
so that the pleasurable response oc-
curs in the presence of stimuli that
elicit anxiety; but not much.

UCS UCR
Elicits

Food
Playing a Favorite 

Game
Deep Breathing

Sexual Stimulation

Satiety
Fun

Relief / Release/ Feeling Relaxed
Sexual Arousal

Figure 8 - Examples of Unconditioned
Stimuli (UCS) that may Elicit Pleasant
Unconditioned Responses (UCR)

In the case of Billy and Lisa, we
chose pleasurable experiences asso-
ciated with eating and play as the new
responses to be substituted for terror.
Sessions did not begin in the bath-
room, but as far away from the bath-

room as we could be but still be in the
house. We began in the kitchen.  The
staff placed warm, soapy water in a
large dishpan on the floor of the
kitchen. During the first session, the
support staff and the kids splashed,
ate snacks (e.g., cupcakes, cookies,
candy) and generally had a great time.
As they “had a great time” they bathed.
We sometimes refer to this type of
strategy as “picnic therapy;” it surely
looks like one.  By the way, it was
during these sessions that we learned
something very important...Hostess
Cupcakes float, but not for long.

The support staff conducted each
session gradually closer and closer to
the bathroom.  The sessions began
from the kitchen, then gradually across
the living room, down the hallway,
gradually entering the bathroom and
into the bathtub.  Once in the bathtub,
support staff gradually increased the
depth of the water.  After a period of
about 3 months, the support staff were
successfully bathing the kids in the
bathtub. Over the next month, the
mother was gradually faded into the
bathing role. Figure 9 below illus-
trates how each new CS is paired with
the UCS of snacks, warm water, and
play as they move up the hierarchy.

UCS UCRElicits

CS
1.  Kitchen Bathing
2.  Living Room Bathing
3.  Hallway Bathing
4.  Bathroom Doorway Bathing
5.  Next to Tub Bathing
6.  In Bathtub Bathing

Snacks
Warm Water

Play

Satiety
Comfort

FunP
ai

r

Figure 9 - An Illustration of How a
New Conditioned Stimuli (CS) is
Paired with an Unconditioned Stimuli
(UCS) to Elicit a Pleasant
Unconditioned Response (UCR)

In summary, we might conclude
that the anxiety and terror experienced
by Billy and Lisa was counter condi-
tioned or replaced by feelings of plea-
sure, comfort, fun and warmth.  At the
very least, we can say that bathing no
longer terrified the kids.

CS CR
Elicits

Bathroom
Bath

Mom in 
Bathroom

Anxiety
Panic
Terror

Red Faced

Figure 7 - An Illustration of a set of
Conditioned Stimuli (CS) Eliciting a set
of Conditioned Responses (CR)
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Counter conditioning is not a newly
discovered strategy.  Mary Cover
Jones (1924) reported the first suc-
cessful use of counter conditioning to
eliminate a fear of rabbits in a 34-
month-old, healthy boy named Peter.
As the story goes, Peter’s fears ranged
from a rabbit or fur coat to cotton
wool (CS).  During the process of
change, staff brought Peter to a play-
room daily where the rabbit was al-

ways present.  To facilitate the decon-
ditioning/counter conditioning, staff
placed Peter in a high chair and gave
him food (UCS). As Peter would eat,
the rabbit was brought gradually
closer.  The major steps included:
• Rabbit 12 feet away in a cage.
• Rabbit 4 feet away in cage.
• Rabbit 3 feet away in cage.
• Rabbit inches away in cage.
• Rabbit free anywhere in room.
• Peter touches rabbit when thera-

pist holds it.
• Rabbit allowed on tray of high

chair.
• Peter squats next to rabbit.
• Peter holds rabbit on lap.
• Peter stays alone in room with

rabbit.
• Peter fondles rabbit.
• Peter lets rabbit nibble fingers.

By the end of the process, Peter
showed no signs of being afraid of
rabbits.

Counter conditioning involves sev-
eral distinct steps that need to be fol-
lowed:
a. Identify the conditioned stimuli

(CSs) that elicit the negative re-
sponse (e.g., anxiety, anger, etc.).

b. Once the CSs have been identi-

fied, arrange them in a hierarchy,
from those that elicit very little of
the anxiety or anger to those that
elicit the most anxiety or anger.

c. An unconditioned stimulus that
elicits a positive/competing emo-
tional response (e.g., relaxation,
satiety, comfort, fun) needs to be
identified or trained (as is the case
with relaxation).

d. Sessions need to begin at the bot-
tom of the hierarchy, with
items that elicit very little
of the unpleasant emo-
tional response (e.g., an-
ger/anxiety). Pair or as-
sociate the first condi-
tioned stimulus on the hi-
erarchy with a stimulus
(UCS) that elicits a pleas-
ant response (UCR). For
example, eating while the
dog is 20 feet away, play-
ing while bathing in the
kitchen.

e. As the person is successful at each
level, (e.g., shows no sign of anxi-
ety or anger), present new items
gradually higher on the hierarchy.

3.    Systematic Desensitization
Systematic Desensitization may be

thought of as a specific form of counter
conditioning in which relaxation is
the competing response. The tech-
nique was first described by Joseph
Wolpe (1958, 1961, 1973) as a strat-
egy for alleviating anxiety.  System-
atic Desensitization involves several
steps:
a. Teaching Relaxation. Wolpe be-

lieved that deep-muscle relaxation
would compete with or inhibit
anxiety. His vehicle for teaching
relaxation was a version of
Jacobson’s (1938) progressive
muscle relaxation in which the
person is taught to relax by alter-
nately tensing and releasing vari-
ous muscle groups throughout the
body.  At the same time, the thera-
pist who guides the relaxation
training uses “key words” to asso-
ciate with the feeling of relaxation,
including warmth, relax, calm, etc.
Here are some examples of typical

progressive relaxation training in-
structions:
• Hands. “Tense your hands.

Make a fist and squeeze...Feel
the tension. Now, let your hands
go. Relax your hands. Feel the
warmth as the blood rushes
back into your fingers.”

• Forearms. Rest your forearms
resting on the chair with palms
down, “Bend your hands at the
wrists...Try to point your fin-
gers straight up at the
ceiling...Feel the tension.  You
can feel the strain in your
forearms...Now, let your hands
fall down and touch the arms of
the chair.  Relax your fore-
arms.  You feel better; your
arms are feeling relaxed and
warm.”

Depending on the training guide a
person might use; other target muscle
groups might include biceps, shoul-
ders, forehead, face, lips, tongue, neck,
chest, stomach, back, lags and thighs,
buttocks, calves, and feet.

While Wolpe used Jacobson’s pro-
gressive relaxation, subsequent re-
search has led to a plethora of strate-
gies designed to teach relaxation.
Bernstein and Borokovec (1973) pub-
lished a training manual for teaching
progressive muscle relaxation. Auto-
genic Training (Schultz and Luthe,
1969) has been used to induce relax-
ation. Cautela and Groden (1978) pub-
lished a manual for teaching relax-
ation to adults, children, and children
with special needs. In our opinion,
this is one of the most useful relax-
ation training tools available today.
b. Constructing Anxiety Hierarchies.

According to Wolpe, anxiety hier-
archies consist of graded lists of
events that elicit anxiety. If we
were to put each event that elicits
anxiety on a 3 by 5 inch index card,
and if we were to stack the cards,
the items at the bottom of the stack
would elicit the least amount of
anxiety while the items at the top
would elicit the most. As you
would progress from bottom to
top, the level of anxiety a person
would experience would increase.

Systematic Desensitization
may be thought of as a specific
form of counter conditioning
in which relaxation is the
competing response.
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Here is an example of a prelimi-
nary hierarchy for a person who
has a fear of spiders:
1) You can see a large spider on

the ceiling of your bedroom.
2) The spider is slowly crawling

across the ceiling in your di-
rection.

3) The spider is about 10 feet away
and you can see that its body is
about the size of a quarter.

4) The spider is about located over
the top of your head and is
starting to drop toward you on
a web.

5) The spider is about 5 feet above
your head. Now you can see its
tiny eyes.

6) The spider is about 2 feet above
your head. Now you not only
see its eyes, but it seems to be
waving its front legs at you.

7) The spider is sitting at the end
of its web, directly in front of
your eyes.

8) The spider lowers itself down
to your lap.

9) The spider is crawling along
your leg.

c. The Desensitization Procedure. An
individual can carry out Desensiti-
zation in imagination, as in the
spider hierarchy above, or in-vivo
(in real life). Selection a particular
method of presentation is partially
a function of practical consider-
ations. It may be difficult to cho-
reograph a spider to do what has
been depicted above. However,
available research has concluded
that the closer to real life the pro-
cedure, the faster and better the
desensitization procedure works.
Essentially, the procedure involves
the person relaxing as items on the
hierarchy are presented.  As the
person reaches success at one level
of the hierarchy, the therapist pre-
sents the next higher item on the
hierarchy.  Here are some general
guidelines for carrying out the pro-
cedure itself:
1) Each session should begin with

the person relaxing. There may
be several minutes of relax-
ation before the first item on

the hierarchy is presented.
2) Desensitization begins with the

“lowest” item on the hierar-
chy. If the scene is imaginary,
the therapist provides the per-
son with cues to “imagine” him-
self in the situation. For ex-
ample, the therapist might in-
struct the person to, “Imagine
you are sitting on the couch.
You look around the room and
you notice a black spot on the
ceiling. The spot is vague, but
it looks like a spider.”

3) During the presentation of each
scene, the person is cued to
relax. The therapist weaves
cues of relaxation throughout
the scene. For example, “You
are relaxed. You are feeling
calm. As you are sitting there
feeling very relaxed, you see a
spot on the ceiling. The spot
looks like a spider, but it doesn’t
bother you; you are feeling
perfectly relaxed...Take a deep
breath.”

4) The therapist should present
each scene 30 to 45 seconds. At
the end of the scene the person
is encouraged to relax and to
discuss any difficulties,
stresses, etc.

5) Authorities in this field sug-
gest that each scene should be
repeated four or five
times , or at least until
the item on the hierar-
chy can be presented
comfortably without
anxiety for three suc-
cessive exposures.

6) The process of imagin-
ing, or experiencing an
item on the hierarchy,
and relaxing continues until the
person completes the entire hi-
erarchy.

7) According to Wolpe, the ideal
sessions should be from 15 to
20 minutes in length. Beyond
this time, the person may be in
danger of losing concentration.

8) The therapist should end each
session on a positive note. The
person should stop on an item

of the hierarchy that can be
easily tolerated.

We talked about Wanda earlier in this
article. She is a woman, in her mid-thir-
ties, who has moderate learning difficul-
ties. At the time of the referral, she lived
with seventeen other adults with learning
difficulties in a large group home.  As
described earlier, physical aggression
caused her referral.  She would bite, claw
and scratch people around her when they
would scream. Similarly, when someone
would turn on the vacuum, she would
lunge at the vacuum and physically at-
tack it. In her assessment, we concluded
that her physical attack was a way of
coping with the noise of screaming and
the noise of the vacuum. In other words,
when a person would scream or the
vacuum was turned on (CS), Wanda ap-
peared to have an immediate negative
emotional reaction (CR). Her face would
redden, her eyes would widen and she
would orient to the “sound.” She gave
every indication of being fearful or even
angry. In the assessment, we concluded
that over the years Wanda had learned a
way of coping with these noises. We also
concluded that an attack on the source of
the noise resulted in its removal.

Therapists and support staff used a
number of strategies to get Wanda to stop
attacking others. They included time out,
loss of privileges, physical containment,
reinforcement for alternative behaviors

(e.g., being friendly) and reinforcement
for the absence of assault.  However,
none individually had the intended ef-
fect. We concluded that the consequences
used to discourage assault did nothing for
the fear that she experienced. So we de-
cided to attempt to help her cope with the
“sounds” that she had difficulty tolerat-
ing. We selected to use a modified Sys-
tematic Desensitization approach.

Our support plan began by teaching

 An individual can carry
out Desensitization in

imagination…or in-vivo
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Wanda to relax using a Progressive Re-
laxation strategy. Staff taught her to tense
and to release various muscle groups in
an orderly fashion. Relaxation sessions
were conducted in the afternoons after
returning from her work program. Staff
conducted sessions 10 minutes out of
each hour from about 4 pm to 8 pm.  It
took Wanda about 3 weeks to complete
the relaxation training.  At the same time

Wanda was learning to relax, the staff
person conducting the session found brief
times during which he could share small
treats such as popcorn and raisins. They
were not used as reinforcement, but were
shared naturally as breaks in the session
would occur.

The first conditioned stimulus to be
addressed was “screaming,” because of
its potential danger if Wanda were to
attack and injure the person screaming.
Wanda did not participate in the develop-
ment of the hierarchy. Our assessment
showed that almost any level of scream-
ing resulted in her attack of the person
who was screaming. To prepare, we sent
staff out to look for an “environmental
tape” on which there was screaming.
Since no “environmental tape” could be
found, one staff member went into a room
and screamed into a tape recorder for
about 15 minutes.  We made the assump-
tion that the louder the screaming, the
greater the likelihood of Wanda feeling
panic or anger and attacking. (Editor’s
Note: Our work with Wanda was very
early in our experience at IABA and pre-
dated the introduction of supported liv-
ing as the preferred way of providing
residential support. Today, we might rec-
ommend as an Ecological Strategy
(LaVigna & Willis, 1995) that Wanda

have the opportunity to live in her own
home with, perhaps, one or two other
people of her choosing, none of whom
would be a “screamer.” However, this
would not have necessarily precluded the
need for Systematic Desensitization, since
vacuuming and other loud noises may
have remained problematic for Wanda.

Desensitization sessions were con-
ducted at the same rate as the relaxation

sessions. At the beginning of
the first session, and all ses-
sions thereafter, Wanda began
by practicing relaxation while
lying on her bed. Once she was
relaxed, a staff person turned
on the tape recorder contain-
ing the “screaming tape”
(which was about 2 feet from
her head). However, the vol-
ume was so low that it could
barely be heard. It sounded a
little like a distant scream. At
the same time, the staff mem-

ber coached her in relaxation and shared
bite sized treats with Wanda. At the end
of each session, the tape recorder was
turned off and Wanda continued to relax
for a short period. Each session, staff
person increased the volume by a small
amount (i.e., moved up the hierarchy).  If
Wanda appeared to become agitated dur-
ing a session, the tape recorder was turned
off and she was coached in relaxation.
When staff introduced the screaming
again, it was introduced at the last level
she was successfully able to tolerate with-
out signs of discomfort.

Staff discontinued training when
Wanda could tolerate without difficulty
the sound of screaming at about a 90 db
level. It was loud enough that a person
could hear the screaming outside of the
group home without difficulty.

As part of Wanda’s support plan, she
was also reinforced for the absence of
tantrums (which included attacking oth-
ers for screaming). How successful was
the combination of procedures? Initial
baseline data showed that Wanda had 132
tantrums a month. During the period from
February 1985 through April 1985, tan-
trums decreased to zero. From May 1985
through September 1986, staff recorded
seven incidents of tantrums, none of which
had screaming as the antecedent.

After the termination of desensitiza-
tion for screaming, sessions were begun
around the “vacuum.” As you may re-
member, anytime that Wanda heard a
vacuum, she would physically assault the
person operating the vacuum and would
continue until it was turned off.

The first desensitization session be-
gan with Wanda practicing relaxation as
described above. Snacks continued to be
available during natural breaks in the
short sessions. As Wanda was relaxing
with the door closed to her room, the
vacuum was turned on at the end of the
hallway (we paced it off at 90 feet). For
each successive session, staff brought the
vacuum closer to Wanda’s room. At one
point it was outside her closed door. The
next session, her door was cracked a hair.
During subsequent sessions, her door was
opened gradually a few inches at a time.
At one point Wanda had no difficulty
tolerating the vacuum on with her door
wide open. As sessions continued, staff
brought the vacuum closer and closer to
the center of the room.  The therapist
terminated her sessions when Wanda
could easily tolerate her coach vacuum-
ing her room as she relaxed on her bed.

There was no question that Wanda
was successfully desensitized to vacu-
ums. At one point, the executive director
of the group home, seeing her success,
assigned her a job for the facility; what
other than vacuuming. She carried out
this responsibility proudly.

Respondent therapies offer another
large group of Positive Programming
strategies (LaVigna et al., 1989) that can
be used to help people cope with many of
life’s challenges. They can be carried out
either in imagination, in simulation, or in
real life. They have tremendous utility
within a Multielement support plan
(LaVigna & Willis, 1995) with problems
that seem to have as their foundation,
strong negative emotional reactions.
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Description and Operational Definition
of Problem Behavior

Editor’s Note:   Poor definitions, changing definitions, different definitions,
inaccurate data, lack of data, inability to observe and other things may make it very
difficult to focus in on the exact problem when a referral is received.  These
problems may be further exacerbated by a lack of clarity in the referral itself as to
what is of most concern to people.  Even so, good definitions are necessary for
accurate measurement and evaluation, necessary for consistent implementation of a
plan of support, and necessary to help the person understand expectations and
learn new skills.  What follows is a behavioral definition from our clinical files of a
referral problem that challenged us in crafting a definition that would give our
assessment, functional analysis, and recommended support plan the clarity of focus
we wanted.  We thought it might be an interesting and useful one for your files.

Inappropriate Sexual Behavior

1. Public Masturbation. This in-
volves masturbatory activity car-
ried out in public places (e.g., park,
living room) or under conditions
where the public could observe
the activity (e.g., in bedroom with
the window open, in a public bath-
room with the stall door open, in
his bedroom with his roommate
present). For example, Barry has
been observed to masturbate in his
room with the blinds open so that
he could be easily seen if someone
walks by. In a recent report, Barry
was observed masturbating in the
park. He wandered away from the
group, sat on the end of a children’s
slide and began masturbating.
There were no children present at
the time.

2. Public Genital Manipulation. This
category of action involves touch-
ing his genitals when in public
places (i.e., other people present).
It does not include actions that
appear to be scratching.

3. Penile Self Injury. This category
of action involves actions involv-
ing the penis that cause damage or
have the potential of causing dam-
age. Reported incidents in this cat-
egory have included putting ob-
jects in his penis, tying his penis
with string or other binding straps,
and striking his penis against ob-
jects (e.g., walls, furniture). For
example, on October 1, 1995, Barry
placed a plastic lock tie around the
shaft of his penis approximately 2

The following documents were re-
viewed in an effort to define the problem
described as “Inappropriate Sexual Be-
havior.” The documents included an In-
dividual Training Program dated July 12,
1995, Individual Service Plan dated Au-
gust 2,1995, Semi-Annual Progress Re-
port dated July 14, 1995, and Individual
Program Plan dated August 8, 1995. None
of these documents described Inappro-
priate Sexual Behavior as a target con-
cern. A review of records revealed a docu-
ment dated May 1994 in which inappro-
priate sexual behavior was defined as
follows: “...includes placing items in his
rectum, rubbing crotch in public (Note:

Barry will spend long periods of time in
the bathroom with magazines. This is not
a problem unless it impacts another per-
son or unless Barry uses the behavior to
avoid class/tasks/activities.)” The impres-
sion from talking to staff is that this
definition has been expanded to include
public masturbation and engaging in
sexual activity with an unwilling partner.
The following description breaks down a
variety of topographies that were men-
tioned by staff that may or may not have
been included in their recording.
A. Topographies. Inappropriate Sexual

Behavior, therefore, involves several
distinct topographies:
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achieve average monthly rates). While
the frequencies are low, it is the types
of actions on Barry’s part that have
raised concern, because they repre-
sent a potential danger to Barry and
could bring him in contact with the
authorities. For example, in February
1993 Barry reportedly had a consen-
sual sexual relation with his room-
mate but failed to stop when his part-
ner objected. Also, in October 1993, a
sigmoid-oscopy revealed two small
ulcers just inside Barry’s anus that the
physician felt was the result of stick-
ing objects in his rectum. In Septem-
ber 1995 he developed a bladder in-
fection as a result of sticking a screw-
driver into his penis, which was dis-
covered because staff noticed blood
on his toilet seat. Similarly, sticking
objects into his penis and rectum re-
sulted in minor bleeding in May 1995.
Most recently, Barry was observed
masturbating at a park where children
could have been present.
The chart below shows the monthly

frequencies of inappropriate sexual be-
havior since Barry’s arrival in the pro-
gram. There have been relatively few
reported occurrences, but staff feel that
this is the result of close monitoring. The
chart clearly shows an increasing pattern.
However, the incidents remain low. This
chart also shows incidents from July
through November 1995 that were ex-
trapolated from incident reports.

Figure 1 - Inappropriate Sexual Behavior

inches from the tip. This was dis-
covered when Barry came to staff
asking for help to remove the tie.
On another occasion (September
4, 1995), while Barry was at home
in New City, he placed a flat head
screw driver into his penis up to
the handle. This was discovered
by staff when they noted blood in
his urine. On another occasion (May
2, 1995), he inserted the tube from a
plastic spray bottle into his penis.

4. Rectal Insertion. This category of
behavior involves inserting objects
into his rectum, other than his fin-
gers or objects that have been cer-
tified as non-dangerous. For ex-
ample, on May 3, 1995 Barry was
observed to be bleeding from his
rectum. He admitted that he put a
shower hose up his rectum.

5. Inappropriate Ejaculation. This
category of behavior involves
ejaculation on objects and people.
Staff describe that when Barry
masturbates he is likely to ejacu-
late around his room. For example,
an incident described in staff notes
at the home described that he ejacu-
lated on a book. The behavior
would be recorded anytime that
ejaculate is found on objects (not
including clothing and bedding)
or others’ report that Barry has
ejaculated on them.

6. Sexual Assault. This category of

behavior would involve any sexual
activity with another person car-
ried out against the person’s per-
mission. This would also include
incidents in which the person is a
willing partner, but decides to stop
and Barry continues against the
person’s will.

B. Cycle of The Behavior. For the pur-
pose of recording, an incident of inap-
propriate sexual behavior begins at
the first emission of any one of the
above described topographies. Addi-
tionally, each topography should be
reported as a separate event. The cycle
ends when the topography(s) have
been absent for at least five minutes.

C. Course of the Behavior. Those inter-
viewed were unable to identify any
precursors that might signal Barry
would be likely to engage in one of the
above topographies (e.g., agitation,
frequent use of the bathroom, etc.).
Staff suggested that there have been
incidents in the evening that were
preceded by Barry acting in a eu-
phoric way, but they were not sure
about this.

D. Strength/Severity of the Behavior. The
below chart presents the approximate
number of incidents of Inappropriate
Sexual Behavior. It is an approximate
number since the chart is based on
mathematical extrapolations from
average daily rates (i.e., average daily
rates were multiplied by 30.5 to
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Procedural Protocol - Wearing a Bra

Editors’ Note:  Recently, we had the opportunity to support a teenage girl who,
among many serious problems, had the relatively less serious problem of refusing
to wear a bra.  This was something that her mother thought was important for two
reasons, one was that she was very well endowed and the other was that she had the
penchant of taking her blouse off when on the school playground.  Being on a
regular high school campus, this behavior was not only distracting to many of the
students, it was also causing the parents of other students to complain about her
continued presence in that school.  This seemed to us to be a classic example of a
person’s behavior leading to possible exclusion and devaluation.  The following
describes one of the positive programs we developed to include in her
comprehensive, multielement support plan aimed at this and her other challenging
behavior.

It is only those of you who are over 45 years old that may appreciate the fictitious
name we used in this example.

clothes.  Do you want to keep your bra on
some more or do you want to take it off
now?”

Step 6.  If she wants to take it off, help
her find some appropriately private spot
to do so.  If she wants to keep it on, make
an enthusiastic comment about her adult
attitude and move on to the regularly
scheduled activities.

Step 7.  Later, if she gives even the
smallest indication that she would like to
take her bra off, do not hesitate to let her,
as described above.

Step 8.  Mark time on master data
sheet

If she indicates that she wants to take
off her bra before the alarm goes off:

Step 1.  Tell her that you know it is
uncomfortable and she can take it off if
she wants.  However, then immediately
ask her if she wants to wait until the alarm
goes off so that she “...can mark your
chart later.”

Step 2.  If she decides to keep it on,
praise her decision with as much sincer-
ity as possible and proceed with the regu-
larly scheduled activities.

Step 3.  If she still wants to take it off
after encouraging her to keep it on, help
her find some appropriately private spot
to do so.  Your tone at this time should be
matter of fact and noncritical.

Step 4.  Mark time on master data
sheet.

Step 5.  When alarm goes off, say
“There’s the alarm for your bra.  Remem-
ber, you took it off earlier.  That’s O.K.,
Jane.  You can wear your bra longer tomor-
row so that you can mark your chart.”

Comments
The initial length of time set on the

alarm should be one hour less than indi-
cated as likely for success from her previ-
ous records, but not more than four hours.
It should then be increased by 15 minutes
every time the pass criterion has been
met.

Pass Criterion
Three days in a row with success.

Fail Criterion
If a full week goes by with meeting at

least one pass criterion, the protocol
should be reviewed and revised.

Protocol:
Name:  Jane Russell
Date Developed :  May 4, 1996
Protocol Name:  Wearing a Bra

Materials:  At least three comfortable
bras in Jane’s “bra drawer,” an alarm
watch, a reinforcement chart with three
sections (1.  a picture from a country and
western magazine with a women wearing
a maiden form bra;  2.  30 boxes for check
marks; and  3.  a picture of Jane shopping
in her favorite clothing store), and the
master data sheet.
Schedule:  Once each day.
Responsible Person:  As assigned.
General Statement:  Many of Jane’s seri-
ously challenging behaviors are a reflec-
tion of her inability to cope with negative
emotions (e.g., anxiety, anger, fear, aver-
sion) in socially acceptable ways, emo-
tions that are brought on by aversive
events such as delay in gratification, de-
nial, rejection, discomfort, etc.  While
some of these events can be avoided,
these events may also be naturally occur-
ring.  Especially if she is to lead a full life.
In the face of these events and the emo-
tions they understandably arouse, Jane’s
coping responses have not had the oppor-
tunity to develop much beyond the primi-
tive tantrumming responses of a young
child; nor is she likely to develop much
beyond this level through the “natural

consequences” or even the program con-
sequences that have been a part of her life
for more than three years now.  Rather, it
will be necessary to be as systematic in
applying sophisticated instructional tech-
nology, with the objective of teaching her
these very important coping and toler-
ance skills.  The following is a recom-
mendation for how to proceed in this
important area of skill development in
developing Jane’s tolerance for wearing
a bra.

Method:
Step 1.  Have Jane select a bra from

her “bra drawer” for her to wear that day.
There should be a minimum of three soft,
cotton bras that have been selected par-
ticularly for comfort.

Step 2.  Each morning, when Jane has
put on her bra, say, “you are getting to be
such a grown up woman, let’s set the
alarm for _______ o’clock and see if you
can keep it on at least until then.”

Step 3.  Set alarm with Jane to the
agreed upon time.

Step 4.  When alarm goes off, say
“That’s terrific, Jane, you kept you bra on
for a long time today.  Let’s mark your
chart.

Step 5.  Have Jane mark chart and say
“You are doing great, remember, when
the chart is full, you get to buy some new
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IABA’s First International Conference

In February 1997, IABA hosted it’s first International Confer-

ence to Advance Positive Practices in the Field of Challenging

Behavior.  Held at Birkbeck College in London, the conference was

attended by 42 representatives from Ireland, Norway, the United

Kingdom and the U.S.  All representatives attending have attended

one of IABA’s Summer Institutes or Longitudinal Programs.

Participants in the conference were:
David Agee, Peter Baker, Kay Brunning,
Ivan Burchess, Phillip Champion, Therese
Chiara Johnston, Marion Cornick,
Caroline Dench, Taj Edwards, Christine
Edwards-Daem, Jamie Emberson, Sue
Epich, Dona Evans, Ann Green, Sally
Harte, Robert Jones, Simon Kemp, John
Kermode, Albert Kushlick, Gary
LaVigna, John Marshall, Petra McAuley,
Brian McClean, Bruce New, Robert
Noble, Joan Oslund, Robert Patterson,
Mick Pitchford, Christopher Rezende,
Wynelle Roberson, Alison Robertson,
Karen Rookes, Neil Rothwell, Frankie
Schwartzwald, Alan Sumner, Ed Tho-
mas, Madeleine Thomas, Jill Vaughan,
Fiona Veitch, Pat Walsh, John Williams
and Tom Willis.  Many are pictured in
this photograph.

The next conference is being planned
for February 1999 and will be held at
Walt Disney World in Orlando, Florida.
Participation in the conference will be
limited to previous participants in one of
IABA’s Summer Institutes or Longitudi-
nal Programs.  More informationon the
dates, location, theme and a call for pa-
pers will be announced in the near future.
It is not to early to make your plans to
attend this conference.
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Make your plans now to
attend the

Ninth Annual
Two Week Summer Institute

on

Assessment &
Analysis of Severe &
Challenging Behavior

July 20 - August 2, 1997
Los Angeles, California

For a complete description of the
course, registration procedure and

fees, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Director of Professional Training Services

Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis
PO Box 5743

Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA
Telephone:  +1 (864) 271-4161

Fax:  +1 (864) 271-4162
Toll Free (US & Canada):  (800) 457-5575

Internet:  jmarshall@iaba.com
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Resources
Training Calendar

Alternatives to Punishment:  Solving Behavior
Problems with Nonaversive Strategies
G.W. LaVigna & A.M. Donnellan

“(This book) provides a comprehensive treatment
of alternatives to punishment in dealing with behavior
problems evidenced by human beings at various levels
of development and in various circumstances.  Based
upon their own extensive observations and a
thoroughgoing analysis of relevant experimental studies,
(the authors) have put together a document that is at
once a teaching instrument, a summary of research, and
an argument for the use of positive reinforcement in the
treatment of inadequate or undesired behavior… a
landmark volume which should forever lay the ghost that
aversive methods (even the ubiquitous ‘time out’) need
to be applied to the delinquent, the retarded, or the
normal ‘learner,’ whether in the home, the school, the
clinic, or other situations.” — Fred S. Keller (From the
Preface to Alternatives to Punishment) - paper, $19.50/
ISBN 0-8290-1245-1

The Behavior Assessment Guide
T.J. Willis, G.W. LaVigna & A.M. Donnellan

The Behavior Assessment Guide provides the
user with a comprehensive set of data gathering and
records abstraction forms to facilitate the assessment
and functional analysis of a person’s challenging behavior
and the generation of nonaversive behavioral support
plans.  Permission has been granted by the authors to
reproduce the forms for professional use. -spiral, $21.00

Progress Without Punishment:  Effective
Approaches for Learners with Behavior Problems
A.M. Donnellan, G.W. LaVigna, N. Negri-Schoultz, &
L. Fassbender

As individuals with special educational and
developmental needs are increasingly being integrated
into the community, responding to their challenging
behavior in a dignified and appropriate manner becomes

essential.  In this volume, the authors argue against the
use of punishment, and instead advocate the use of
alternative strategies.  The positive programming model
described in this volume is a gradual educational process
for behavior change, based on a functional analysis of
problems, that involves systematic instruction in more
effective ways of behaving.  The work provides an
overview of  nonaversive behavioral technology and
demonstrates how specific techniques change behavior
through positive means.  The extensive examples and
illustrative material make the book a particularly useful
resource for the field.-paper, $17.95/ISBN  8077-2911-6.

Social Skills Training for Psychiatric Patients
R.P.  Liberman, W.J. DeRisi, & K.T. Mueser

This guide to the application of social skills training
with psychiatric patients systematically provides clinicians
with the ingredients necessary to start and run their own
social skills groups.  Case examples, transcripts of social
skills training sessions and exercises aid the reader in
applying the training methods.-paper, $28.95/ISBN 0-
08-034694-4

The Role of Positive Programming In
Behavioral Treatment
G.W. LaVigna, T.J. Willis, & A.M. Donnellan

This chapter describes the role of positive
programming in supporting people with severe and
challenging behavior.  After discussing the need for
positive programming within a framework based on
outcome needs, variations of this strategy are delineated.
Then, assessment and analysis are described as critical
for comprehensive, positive, and effective support. A
case study of severe aggression is presented to illustrate
the process of assessment and analysis, the supports
that follow from this process, and the long term results of
this approach. - spiral, $5.00

The Periodic Service Review:  A Total Quality
Assurance System  for Human Services &
Education
G.W. LaVigna, T.J. Willis, J.F. Shaull, M. Abedi, &
M. Sweitzer

Evolving from more than a decade of work at IABA,
this book provides the tools needed to enhance and
maintain high quality service delivery.  Translating the
principles of organizational behavior management and
total quality management into concrete policies and
procedures, the Periodic Service Review (PSR) acts as
both an instrument and a system.  As an instrument, the
PSR provides easy to follow score sheets to assess staff
performance and the quality of services provided.  As a
system, it guides managers step-by-step through 4
interrelated elements — performance standards,
performance monitoring, performance feedback, and
systematic training — to offer an ongoing process for
ensuring staff consistency and a high level of quality for
services and programs.  Practical examples show how
the PSR is applied to group home, supported living,
classroom, and supported employment settings, and the
helpful appendices provide numerous tables and charts
that can easily be tailored to a variety of programs. -
$37.95/ISBN 1-55766-142-1

Add for Shipping to US Addresses:
1st book (min.)  $4.00 Each add’l  book  $0.75

Add for Shipping to International Addresses:
1st book (min.)  $9.00 Each add’l  book  $1.00

Mail/Fax check, credit card information or company purchase order to:
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

PO Box 5743
Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA

Telephone:  (864) 271-4161 • Fax:  (864) 271-4162

Foreign orders must be made in U.S. currency by
bank draft or international money order or credit card.

(Prices are subject to change without notice.)

Multimedia Training Programs

Competency Based Training Program
This is a systematic, criterion-referenced, self-

instructional multimedia course for staff development
that is customized to your agency.  It is being used by
adult service agencies and schools in Australia, Great
Britain, Spain and the US.  $1,500.00

For more information on the CBT, contact:
Diane Sabiston

Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis
PO Box 30726

Savannah, GA 31410-0726 USA
Telephone:  (912) 898-0390 • Fax:  (912) 898-8077

Positive Approaches to Solving Behavior
Challenges

This is a 6 module video training program that
teaches viewers IABA’s person centered multielement
model for developing nonaversive support plans for
people with challenging behavior.  Two text books,
lecture notes and pre/post tests are included.  $1,250.00

Staff Supervision and Management Strategies for
Quality Assurance

This is a 4 module video training program based
on The Periodic Service Review: A Total Quality
Assurance System for Human Services and Education.
Viewers will learn concrete strategies to ensure that the
highest quality services are being provided by their
agency/school.  Text book, lecture notes and participant
exercises are included.  $750.00

For more information, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Director of Professional Training Services
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

PO Box 5743
Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA

Telephone:  (864) 271-4161 • Fax:  (864) 271-4162

and Emergency Management.  Assuring
Staff Consistency Through the Periodic
Service Review:  A Quality Management
and Outcome Evaluation System is a 1 day
seminar that teaches participants a staff
management system that ensures the
agency/school is providing quality services.

June, 1997 - New Zealand Seminars
(Auckland, Christchurch, Palmerston North)

June, 1997 - US Seminars (Watertown, WI)
July, 1997 - US Seminars (Los Angeles, CA)
August/September, 1997 - Australia

Seminars (Adelaide, Brisbane, Hobart,
Melbourne, Sydney)

October, 1997 - US Seminars (Boston and
Minneapolis)

1997 TASH Conference
“We the People, ALL the People”

Boston • December 10-13, 1997

Other venues will be arranged and announced at a
later date.  For detailed, current information on any
seminar, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

PO Box 5743
Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA

Phone:  (864) 271-4161 • Fax:  (864) 271-4162
Internet:  jmarshall@iaba.com

Toll Free (USA and Canada):  (800) 457-5575

In Australia - Jeffrey McCubbery (0354) 395 305

Assessment and Analysis of Severe
and Challenging Behavior
Gary W. LaVigna & Thomas J. Willis

This competency-based training
practicum provides participants with the
clinical skills required to design and
implement person-centered multielement
nonaversive support plans.
Los Angeles • July, 1997
Auckland • August, 1997
Melbourne • September, 1997

IABA International Conference to
Advance Positive Practices in the Field
of Challenging Behavior

Enrollment l imited to previous
participants in IABA’s Two Week Institute
and Longitudinal Training.
Walt Disney World, FL • Winter 1999

Positive Approaches to Solving
Behavior Challenges and The Periodic
Service Review
Gary W. LaVigna & Thomas J. Willis

Positive Approaches… are 2, 3  & 4 day
seminars that present IABA’s multielement
model for providing person centered
nonaversive behavioral supports to people
with challenging behavior.  These seminars
cover Basic Principles of Nonaversive
Behavior Support, Behavioral Assessment

Printed Resources Available from IABA
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Applying Cognitive-Behavioral
Approaches to the Carers of People with
Learning Disabilities who Display
Challenging Behavior
Albert Kushlick, North Downs Community Trust, Greenlaws Resource

Centre, Guildford, U.K.

Peter Trower, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, U.K.

Dave Dagnan, University of Birmingham, Solihull Health Care NHS

Trust, Birmingham, U.K.

Editor’s Note:  Albert Kushlick is a behavioral psychiatrist practicing in

Great Britain.  In addition to having Albert as a friend, we were very

fortunate to have Albert attend as one of the participants in our very first

two-week Summer Institute held in Los Angeles in 1989.  Albert has

specialized in addressing what in our opinion may be the biggest

challenge facing the Multielement approach, i.e., its social validity.  In

particular, Albert and his colleagues have applied the principles of Albert

Ellis’ Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy to this problem.  We hope their

article inspires your own clinical practice and stimulates the further

research that is very much needed in this critical area of the Multielement

Model.

We are extremely grateful to the authors and Routledge for granting us

permission to reprint this chapter in Positive Practices. This chapter

appears in a new book published by Routledge entitled Cognitive-

Behaviour Therapy for People with Learning Disabilities edited by Bisa

Stenfert Kroese, Dave Dagnan, and Konstantinos Loumidis (ISBN/ISSN

0-415-12750-5 for the hardback edition and 0-415-12751-3 for the

paperback edition). It is available in the US and Canada from Routledge

(29 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001, USA, Telephone: (212) 244-

3336, Fax: (212) 564-7854) and through Routledge ITPS, Ltd (Cheriton

House, North Way, Andover, Hampshire SP10 5BE, UK, Telephone: (+44)

01264 3429264, Fax: (+44) 01264 343005). It can also be ordered on-line

at Routledge’s web site (http://www.routledge.com).

Introduction
In recent years a great deal of

research has been developed in the

area of working with people with

learning disabilities who have addi-

tional challenging behaviors (e.g.

Jones & Eayres, 1993; Emerson,

McGill, & Mansell, 1994a). Chal-

lenging behavior has been defined

as:

‘…behavior of such an in-

tensity, frequency or duration

that the physical safety of the

person or others is likely to be

placed in serious jeopardy, or

behavior which is likely to se-

riously limit or delay access to

and use of ordinary commu-

nity facilities’ (Emerson et al.,

1987).
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Editors’ Note…
As promised, in this issue of Positive Practices we continue

to share information presented at our International Conference
in London last February.  In do-
ing so, for the first time we give
the lead article to someone other
than ourselves.  Albert Kushlick
and his colleagues in Great Brit-
ain have been doing excellent
work in addressing staff feelings,
which can sometimes become a
barrier in their effort to provide
support to people with challeng-
ing behavior.  Albert described
some of this work for us at the
International conference and we
reprint a recent article on this
topic here.  We are also pleased
to publish in this issue an article
by Taj Edwards and her colleague
in which they describe the use of
video tape in an application of
imagery based role play practice
to solve a difficult problem be-
havior occurring in a regular
classroom in a Detroit Public School.

As has been our practice, we also provide further examples
of a procedural protocol, this one for a Stimulus Change proce-
dure, and a behavioral defini-
tion, this time for perseveration.
People have told us that they
find these regular features very
useful as they are building their
libraries of protocols and behav-
ioral definitions for future adap-
tation and use.

Please make note of the
“save-the-date” notice for our
next International Conference
scheduled for January, 1999 in
Orlando Florida.  We hope you
can join us there and we hope
you enjoy this issue of Positive
Practices.

Gary W. LaVigna and
Thomas J. Willis
Co-editors

Gary W. LaVigna, PhD

Clinical Director

Thomas J. Willis, PhD

Associate Director
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The Use Of Edited Videos For The
Treatment of Selective Mutism
Taj M. Edwards , Detroit Public Schools, Detroit, Michigan

Gregory A. Prouxl, Sheboygan Community Mental Health Center,

Sheboygan, Michigan

Editors’ Note:  Taj Edwards participated in the Longitudinal Training

Program we provided a number of years ago for the Detroit Public School

system.  She also presented a very interesting case at our International

Conference in London.  It involves a positive program in which imagery

based role play practice was achieved through the creative use of edited

video tape in which the student was able to see herself engaging in the

desired behavior.  The strategy produced rapid and lasting change and

proved to be very cost effective.  We thought you would be interested in

learning more about this very promising strategy.

Introduction
Selective mutism is a childhood disorder characterized

by the absence of any speech in at least one specified

situation (usually school), while speech in any other situa-

tions is present (American Psychiatric Association, 1994).

In the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disor-

ders (DSM-IV) the name of the disorder was changed from

“elective mutism” (based on the belief that these children

were “electing” not to speak) to selective mutism (based on

the belief that these children do not speak in “select”

situations). It appears that the recent edition of the DSM-

IV shifted in the etiological view on selective mutism, de-

emphasizing psychodynamic factors and instead focusing

on biological mediated, temperamental and anxiety factors

(Black & Uhde, 1992; Crumley, 1990). Recent reports in the

literature suggest that selective mutism may simply repre-

sent the most severe end of the spectrum of childhood

speech inhibitions and social anxiety (Black & Uhde, 1995).

The behavioral interventions in

the treatment of selective mutism

are based primarily on the contin-

gency management and the use of

positive reinforcement with stimu-

lus fading. These interventions, in

addition to inconsistent results, in-

volve extensive manpower, funding

and professional consultation and

rarely address the anxiety compo-

nent of the selective mutism disor-

der.

The most efficacious treatment

strategy, and least utilized, is the

use of edited videotapes for self-

modeling. Self-modeling is defined

as the “behavioral change that re-

sults from repeated observations of

oneself on videos that show only

desired behaviors” (Dowrick & Dove,

1980).

A case study by Kehle, Owen and

Cressy (1990) employed an edited

video depicting a selective mute boy

responding to the questions posed

by his teacher with his peers present.

The results yielded complete

remediation within five, 5-minute

treatment sessions. The therapeu-

tic procedure involved very little

technical expertise and may be the

least restrictive and intrusive of

interventions used to treat selective

mutism (Kehle et al., 1990).

Ann
Ann is an 8-year old girl in the

third grade who had not spoken in

class since kindergarten. During the

initial weeks of kindergarten she

was described as quiet and shy. But

within several weeks verbal pro-

duction in school completely ceased.

Occasionally she would whisper to a

neighborhood peer on the school’s

playground, but no other verbaliza-

tions were heard or observed. A ba-

sic shaping and fading procedure

was employed to remedy the situa-

tion but it had minimal success.

During the first grade the selec-

tive mutism persisted. The school

was ill-equipped to intervene and

An informal derivation from the

etiology and definition of selective

mutism can be reviewed as follows:

a specific situation or environment

(school) promotes the manifestation

of a severe anxiety response (mut-

ism). The removal of the anxiety

provoking situation (school) elimi-

nates the anxiety response; result-

ing in speech. Using this model as

the basis for formulating an effective

treatment approach, it would stand

to reason to address the anxiety fac-

tors which elicits the mute response.
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The assessment confirmed
selective mutism and ruled
out other developmental
disorders…

the parents were forced to imple-

ment a home based intervention.

This consisted of a reward system

contingent upon school verbaliza-

tions and the imposition of sanc-

tions for the failure to speak in

school. These strategies did not

work. There were no apparent re-

wards that were powerful enough to

consistently motivate Ann, and the

sanctions employed, omission from

family outings, did not have the

desired effect either. The net result

was increased family tension and

continued selective mutism in

school.

During the second grade, Ann

continued to be mute in school and

further attempts for remediation

were considered. A school evalua-

tion was performed and Ann was

labeled as “speech and language

impaired.”  A speech teacher was

assigned to her and they, Ann’s par-

ents and the teacher, developed a

shaping strategy for the teacher to

use with Ann during the half-hour

per week speech therapy sessions.

The teacher viewed this shaping

strategy as an imposition to her

overwhelming case load and it was

abandoned.

During the summer between

Ann’s second and third grade, she

and her family moved to a rural

school district. It was during this

time period when an independent

school social worker conducted a

full behavioral assessment based

on the Behavior Assessment Guide

(Willis, LaVigna, & Donnellan,

1993). The assessment confirmed

selective mutism and ruled out other

developmental disorders: childhood

schizophrenia; speech and language

disorders; neurological disorders;

depression and psycho-social fac-

tors.

Ann’s selective mutism was not

confined only to the school situa-

tion. She would not speak in front of

unfamiliar adults; even in the pres-

ence of her parents and in the com-

fort of her own home. However, af-

ter approximately 2-hours of expo-

sure to the unfamiliar adult she

would begin to ease into speech.

Initially, she would whisper to her

parents and these whispers would

be audible to the unfamil-

iar adults. Eventually Ann

would begin to speak. Situ-

ations such as restaurants

and social outings were also

areas where she would be

selectively mute. She also

refused to answer the tele-

phone or make telephone

calls. Within the school set-

ting Ann would speak to

her parents, but only if no

one else were present.

Despite her pervasive mutism in

school Ann exhibited adequate so-

cial skills. She would smile and si-

lently laugh at amusing situations;

she played and interacted with most

of her classmates during free-time

and recess; she creatively used hand

gestures and nods to indicate needs

and desires; and she displayed a

wide range of affectual expression.

She maintained a “C” average

throughout her three years of el-

ementary school, despite failing

grades for areas which required ver-

bal participation.

The behavioral assessment re-

vealed a parental history of social

anxiety. According to Ann’s father,

he was described as “shy” and “quiet”

in social situations and when he

was in school. His remediation of

the problem began later in high

school when he became involved in

the performing arts. Ann’s mater-

nal grandmother also reported ex-

treme shyness and social anxiety in

school as a child.

Ann is the eldest of three chil-

dren. At home she is very verbal and

assumes the dominant role of eldest

child. She is described as “happy,”

although sometimes obstinate to pa-

rental authority. The family assess-

ment did not reveal any familial

violence, abuse, neglect or any other

traumatic events.

The Plan
A three-faceted approach was

implemented in treating Ann’s se-

lective mutism. The first strategy

involved relaxation training within

the school setting. The rationale for

this strategy was to teach coping

and self-soothing skills for anxiety

management. The relaxation tech-

niques were taught in 30-minute

sessions at least 1-time per week by

the school’s social worker. The pri-

mary relaxation techniques utilized

were: “Sitting at the Desk,” “Auto-

genic Phases for Hand Warming”

and the “Progressive/Gross Motor

and Facial Relaxation” (Cautela &

Groden, 1978).

The second strategy involved

teacher and social worker home vis-

its. The rationale for this strategy

was to establish a rapport with Ann

in an environment where she spoke

and interacted normally. Ann never

spoke to the teacher or social worker

in her home environment. She would

whisper to her parents in their pres-

ence, but their length of stay may

not have been sufficient for her to

acclimate.

These strategies took place for

approximately two months prior to

the initiation of the third phase:

The use of edited videos for self

modeling. On the day of taping,

Ann’s father was brought into the

her regular education class and was

instructed to read ten questions (e.g.,

‘‘Who is the president of the U.S.?,”

“What is your phone number?,” etc.).

No other person was present in the
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Towards the end of the
semester Ann attended a

mother and daughter tea at
the school; Ann giggled,

played and conversed
throughout the event.

classroom and Ann answered each

question on the tape without a prob-

lem. A second videotape was then

utilized to video the entire class

(including Ann) with the teacher

reading the same set of 10 ques-

tions. The two tapes were then ed-

ited with the results depicting Ann

responding to the teacher’s ques-

tions in the presence of the entire

class. The class was videotaped from

the back of the classroom with close-

up shots of Ann answering each

question. The total length of the tape

was approximately two-minutes.

Initially, the edited tape was

viewed at home with Ann and her

family. The following day she viewed

the video for a second time in the

presence of her family, the social

worker and her teacher. This view-

ing also took place in her home. On

the same day, a third viewing took

place in front of the entire class. The

response of her class was of excite-

ment and praise.

Immediately following the third

viewing, Ann began to vocalize in

the presence of her social worker.

She spontaneously answered “uh-

huh” and “un-unh” to questions

posed by the social worker. She was

reinforced by giving her the oppor-

tunity to hold “little guy” (a pet

hamster) when she answered the

social worker and she was allowed

to feed the gold fish when she an-

swered the school secretary. She

was then taken to other staff per-

sons and she responded to their

questions. During that week she

produced only simple syllable

utterances.

No further progress was noted

for approximately one week follow-

ing the third video session. During

this time another videotaping was

conducted in order to improve the

sound quality of the tape. It was

hypothesized that the poor sound

quality of the first tape may have

contributed to the subject’s lack of

continued progress.

The second tape was remarkably

improved in sound quality. The pro-

cedure for taping the second video

was the same procedure used in

taping the first with the addition of

a remote microphone. The length of

the tape remained approximately

two-minutes in duration. This tape

was viewed initially at home with

Ann and her family. The next day

the revised tape was viewed with

the social worker, the teacher and

Ann in her home and the following

day the both tapes (the original and

revised) were viewed with the en-

tire class. This viewing was made

into a classroom event; the tapes

were formally introduced and pop-

corn was served to the students.

Again, the classmates were jubilant

and supportive of Ann after viewing

the revised tapes.

Results
After the class viewing of the

revised tape, the social worker be-

gan to tell each staff person in the

school to “expect” Ann to communi-

cate verbally. One week later from

the classroom viewing, Ann verbal-

ized the words “basket,” “yes”

and “no” while working on a

basket weaving project with

the social worker. The social

worker immediately took her

to each staff member; where

she answered “yes” and “no”

to their questions.

A week later Ann abruptly

answered “uh-huh,” “un-unh”

in the presence of her class-

mates. Her peers were elated;

they simultaneously asked

her questions as she excit-

edly responded.

Following a six-week period and

viewing the videos eight times, Ann

began speaking one-word vocaliza-

tions in the classroom. During the

seventh week she progressed to two-

word vocalizations and eventually

began to read out loud in class. The

social worker continued to encour-

age and support each progression of

her verbalization.

Initially Ann would only speak

to others in the presence of the so-

cial worker while she was holding

the social worker’s hand. The social

worker began to gradually fade out

her “support” by moving away step-

by-step. Towards the end of the se-

mester Ann attended a mother and

daughter tea at the school; Ann

giggled, played and conversed

throughout the event.

Her progress was consistent un-

til the last two weeks of the semes-

ter when the social worker decreased

her days at the school from five-

days per week to one-day per week.

Ann responded to the change by

relapsing. As a response, the social

worker successfully established a

contingency plan to support Ann in

her continued progress. In prepara-

tion for summer break, Ann was

introduced to her 4th grade teacher

four-times.

The following semester after

summer break Ann began to speak

fluently after the first two-weeks of

discomfort and hesitancy. Her tran-

sition into the new semester was

supported by the social worker and

a best friend.

One year following, Ann contin-

ues to speak in school. Her grades

have improved dramatically and she

has delivered several verbal book

reports, speeches, and she won “best

performance” for a poetry recital.

Her success has also generalized to
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all other situations including: res-

taurants, social outings and tele-

phone speaking.

Discussion
According to the DSM-IV: social

phobia or social anxiety disorder is

a marked and persistent fear of one

or more social performance situa-

tion in which the person is exposed

to unfamiliar people or to possible

scrutiny by others. The individual’s

fear is that he or she will act in a

way that will be humiliating or

embarrassing (American Psychiat-

ric Association, 1994). In recent lit-

erature, authors have noted a re-

semblance between selectively mute

children and socially phobic adults

(Black & Uhde, 1992; Crumbley,

1990; Goldwyn & Weinstock, 1990).

The major difference in adults with

social phobia is their ability to con-

trol anxiety situations through

avoidance of the actual situation. In

turn, children with social phobia

are unable to select their situations

and therefore may develop situa-

tion specific responses (i.e. mutism)

in order to manage their intense

anxiety.

Exposure with desensitization is

a common therapeutic technique

used to treat phobias. The therapist

tries to create a hierarchy of fright-

ening situations coupled with physi-

cal relaxation. The relaxed person

is then gradually exposed to the

fear stimulus until toleration is ac-

complished. “But in social situations

it is difficult to arrange a hierarchy,

because they are so diverse, compli-

cated, and unpredictable. It is

difficult to guarantee exposure suf-

ficient to diminish anxiety. Besides,

patients can not judge their accom-

plishment as easily as they can af-

ter overcoming a fear of bridges or

spiders.” (The Harvard

Mental Health Letter,

1994). With the use of

edited videos the person

can clearly assess their

accomplishments in a cre-

ated social situation that

approximates reality,

with himself/herself as

the model. The un-intru-

siveness of this procedure

allows the person to ab-

sorb the information

needed to confirm their

accomplishments and

safety. This may explain

why, as in Ann’s case, the

strategy was so successful in gener-

alizing results across other situa-

tions and remained stable over time.

That is, Ann resumed speaking in

the classroom setting after the sum-

mer break. In addition, she showed

other improvements throughout the

fourth grade. For example: 1) she

began to raise her hand in class,

seeking out the opportunity to par-

ticipate, 2) she began to make tele-

phone calls on her own and to an-

swer the telephone, and 3) she made

restaurant orders without assis-

tance. During the first two weeks of

fourth grade she received encour-

agement and was expected to speak.

After that initial period, no further

strategies were implemented. Gen-

eralization of treatment effects for

selective mutism are paramount for

the prevention of lifelong disabili-

ties associated with childhood so-

cial phobia. Studies have suggested

that adults who suffered from social

phobias and anxieties in childhood,

continued to demonstrate co-mor-

bidity with other disorders: simple

phobia, agoraphobia, major depres-

Generalization of treatment
effects for selective mutism
are paramount for the
prevention of life-long
disabilities associated with
childhood social phobia.

sion, dysthymia, alcohol and other

drug abuse (Black & Uhde, 1995).

The use of relaxation techniques

were incorporated as a coping strat-

egy to manage anxiety in general

and also, used as a primer for the

video procedure. It is also impor-

tant to establish a non-stigmatizing

environment for the person. An eco-

logical strategy was put into place

by establishing home visits for the

teacher and social worker. The ra-

tionale of this strategy was to have

significant school personnel witness

her “normal” behavior in a situation

that did not promote the mute re-

sponse. Unfortunately she did not

directly verbalize to the staff per-

sons, but the visits did help to estab-

lish a “therapeutic commitment.”

The other ecological strategies in-

cluded the preparation of school staff

and peers to expect speech from Ann.

Ann made a gradual eight-week

progression into speech. According

to Kehle et al., this may have taken

place because the tape did not de-

pict a sufficient amount of time

showing the child talking. In Kehle’s

study, his focus person demon-

strated no speech after viewing the

videotape; which depicted less than

4 seconds of actual speech. The same

procedure was implemented as the

first, but with an increase of speak-

ing time (7.78 seconds). After the

second day, using the revised tape,

the focus person began to converse

spontaneously. The total speaking

time for the focus person in this study

was approximately 1 minute. In hind-

sight the focus person may have dem-

onstrated spontaneous speech sev-

eral weeks sooner if the video de-

picted an increase in talking time.

Other related questions also

arise. What is the best stage at which

to employ these strategies? Is there

an age threshold under which these

strategies would not be effective?

Would these techniques work with

other behavioral challenges such as:

depression; hyperactivity; attention

disorders; explosive disorders or any

other behavioral challenges which
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Such a definition introduces the

idea that one aspect of challenging

behavior is that it prevents people

from participating in a high quality

of life. Many services for people with

learning disabilities use the con-

cept of ‘quality of life’ as an outcome

(Kushlick, 1975; Kushlick, Felce, &

Lunt, 1983; Felce & Perry, 1995;

Dagnan, Look, Ruddick, & Jones,

1995; Schalock, Keith, Hoffman, &

Karen, 1989). Challenging behav-

iors may exist throughout life

(Emerson, 1992) and we assert that,

even when the challenging behav-

iors remain, it is still vital that the

opportunities for a high quality of

life with ensuing opportunities to

develop functional alternative be-

haviors are offered despite the chal-

lenging behaviors.

We suggest that seeking a high

quality life for oneself and others is

a valuable and widely accepted goal.

A definition of challenging behavior

as a behavior that impedes our

achievement of this allows us to

understand our own behavior and

that of our clients in the same way.

This chapter shows how one of the

most well-accepted and ecologically

valid behavioral technologies, posi-

tive programming (LaVigna &

Donnellan, 1986) can be integrated

This chapter shows how
…positive programming

…can be integrated with a
cognitive psychotherapy

approach for carers.

have traditionally responded to

some aspect of modeling and anxi-

ety reduction strategies?
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with a cognitive psychotherapy ap-

proach for carers. This cognitive-

behavioral method will be described

in some detail in the context of a

training course for carers of people

with learning disabilities. The ap-

proach described assumes that the

goal of working with people with

learning disabilities and challeng-

ing behavior is to enable our clients

and ourselves to work creatively and

effectively towards a high quality of

life.

Behavioral Approaches
By far the biggest contri-

bution to understanding and

intervention in challenging

behavior has come from the

behavioral approach. A ma-

jor advance within this has

been the shift from behavior

reducing techniques to sup-

press or eliminate behaviors

labeled ‘challenging’ to using

non-aversive contingencies to

develop new, and maintain

existing positive behaviors; the con-

structional approach. (Goldiamond,

1970).

Positive Programming
One of the most widely used

multi-component packages of non-

aversive behavioral interventions

is that assembled by LaVigna and

Donnellan (1986). This approach

begins to offer the techniques needed

to maintain a high quality of life in

‘ordinary’ environments. They offer

a constructional approach that cel-

ebrates, rewards and extends each

person’s existing current valuable

repertoire. The approach has three

components.

1. Assessment. Positive program-

ming requires thorough assess-

ment. This should involve assess-

ment of the strengths of the cli-

ent, their preferences and their

adaptive behavior. It will also

involve assessment to identify

the functions of the challenging

behavior. One of the main com-

Continued from page 1
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ponents of the ‘non-aversive’ ap-

proaches is an emphasis upon

functional analysis (Bijou & Baer,

1961; Bijou, Peterson, & Ault,

1968; Carr, 1988; Horner et al.,

1990). Functional analysis is the

attempt to identify factors af-

fecting a particular behavior.

These include events immedi-

ately preceding and following the

behavior and broader ecological

variables. From this it has been

possible to infer some possible

communication functions of chal-

lenges. For example, ‘I feel…,’ ‘I

want…,’ or ‘I don’t want…’. Us-

ing such formulations it has been

possible to teach carers to re-

spond immediately to the chal-

lenging behavior in the ‘hot’ situ-

ation as if the person had com-

municated more effectively and

appropriately and to begin to

teach the person presenting the

challenges, in the ‘cold’ situation

to communicate more effectively

(Carr & Durand, 1985).

2. Positive proactive interventions

to teach more appropriate ways

for the person to communicate

their needs and feelings. This

may include positive program-

ming of the constructional devel-

opment of general skills and skills

that are functionally equivalent

to the challenges presented. This

may then replace the challeng-

ing behavior provided it achieves

the same function as the chal-

lenging behavior at least as eas-

ily. Proactive interventions may

also include direct behavioral

treatment such as arranging dif-

ferential schedules of reinforce-

ment and stimulus control meth-

ods and ecological manipu-

lations to change settings,

styles of interaction etc.

3. A range of reactive

strategies to be imple-

mented to keep clients, car-

ers and others safe and to

limit any damage caused

by the challenging behav-

iors until the proactive

strategies have an effect.

This may include active lis-

tening, stimulus change

and other forms of crisis

intervention.

The Importance of Staff Behavior
The positive programming ap-

proach requires staff and carers to

implement a complex set of proce-

dures over long periods. Increas-

ingly there has been recognition of

the cognitive, behavioral and emo-

tional challenges presented to car-

ers if they are to arrange high qual-

ity environments for their clients.

Evidence shows that, without ac-

cessible support, care staff ‘survive’

by responding to challenges in the

best way known to them (Hall &

Oliver, 1992; Hastings &

Remington, 1994a). Such reactive

strategies may successfully stop the

behavior in the short-term, but they

may have long-term negative effects.

For example, giving the client what

they want, or removing what they

don’t want in response to challeng-

ing behaviors, may reduce escala-

tions to more serious behaviors.

However, unless also accompanied

by procedures to increase frustra-

tion tolerance, or to teach appropri-

ate alternative ways of attaining

objectives, they will strengthen the

earlier component of the challeng-

ing behavior in the long-term. This

is so particularly if such conse-

quences are delivered only inter-

mittently (Ferster & Skinner, 1957).

Effective intervention packages

will often be complex and must be

carried out consistently over long

periods of time if they are to work.

There have been few attempts to

study the barriers to successful

implementation of such behavioral

programs. Indeed Hastings and

Remington (1994a) point out that

‘researchers and practitioners have

rarely considered the motivational

factors that may underlie the ori-

gins and current determinants of

staff behavior’ (p.281). Hastings and

Remington (1994b) recommend

that, in trying to understand the

determinants of staff behavior, we

should look at the relationships be-

tween a behavior and its conse-

quences as a two-term contingency.

They suggest that, components of

staff behavior may be ‘under the

control of contingencies relating to

the aversive nature of challenging

behavior itself’ (p. 282). Some care

staff behavior may arise from at-

tempts to reduce their aversive ex-

periences.

Cognitive-Behavioral Models
In this section we turn to cogni-

tive-behavioral approaches which

we believe can provide us with an

understanding of staff responses to

challenging behavior. The virtue of

these approaches is that they pro-

vide a framework for explaining such

staff responses at the emotional and

cognitive as well as the behavioral

level. These approaches also enable

us to specify and test the kind of

cognitive-behavioral training inter-

vention that may be effective in pro-

ducing beneficial change in carer

behavior. We draw mainly on ratio-

nal-emotive behavior therapy

(REBT; see Ellis, 1995).

The results of a study by Dagnan,

Trower and Smith (1996) and other

studies that show a relation between

staff attitudes and staff behavior

can be understood within a rational-

In this section we turn to
cognitive-behavioral
approaches which we
believe can provide us with
an understanding of staff
responses to challenging
behavior.
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emotive behavior therapy (REBT;

Ellis, 1995) perspective. Ellis offers

an ABC model in which A is an

activating event, B is a belief about

that activating event and C is the

consequence in behavior or emo-

tion. For example the A may be a

client’s challenging behavior in a

particular situation. B is a belief

about that behavior, for example

the inference that, ‘the behavior is

under the person’s control’ and that

the person is ‘attention seeking’ and

hence is ‘bad’ or ‘worthless’ and

‘should be punished or avoided.’ C is

the emotional or behavioral conse-

quence that may involve feeling

anger and avoiding the person. The

main point of the theory is that the

person’s feelings and behavior can

be predicted from a knowledge of

their beliefs. Rational-emotive be-

havior therapy is then designed to

help a person identify their beliefs,

feelings and behaviors. Beliefs that

are found to be ‘irrational’ (i.e. that

are unsupported by evidence) and

that appear to be an obstacle to

working towards a high quality of

life may be systematically ap-

praised. They may then be changed

for beliefs that are supported by

evidence and that empower the in-

dividual to work for the attainment

of a high quality of life for them-

selves and others.

In setting the scene for describ-

ing the training workshops we make

the following assumptions. Humans

want to live high quality lives for

themselves and, where they can see

ways of doing it, to help other hu-

mans to also live high quality lives.

However, challenging behavior, by

definition is a barrier to high qual-

ity living. It is predictable that we

all will, at times, respond

unhelpfully at the behavioral level,

experience anxiety or anger at the

emotional level, and make negative

attributions to the challenger

(‘blame’ the client) at the cognitive

level (Weiner, 1980; 1985). We may

also make inappropriate positive

attributions to the challenger.

Ellis and Harper (1975) have

drawn attention to the tendency of

most humans with sufficient expres-

sive language to exaggerate and over

generalize their healthy ‘prefer-

ences’ about themselves, others, and

the universe into unhealthy ‘de-

mands.’ For example, a healthy pref-

erence may take the form, ‘I like to

perform well,’ and a healthy infer-

ence, ‘If I want to get things the way

I prefer, I had better accept my

uncomfortable feelings and work

creatively towards getting what I

want.’ Our tendency to exaggerate

and over generalize as ‘demands’

may take the form ‘I must, ought

and should always perform per-

fectly,’ and unhealthy inferences

drawn from this may include, ‘If I

don’t get what I demand of myself

then I deserve condemnation and

punishment as a worthless wimp, I

feel totally depressed, the future is

hopeless and it is awful and terrible

and I can’t stand it.’ Because of

these very widespread and fallible

tendencies in most humans, we con-

clude that most will need special

forms of support if they are to

problem-solve effectively and

implement detailed multi-com-

ponent procedures of the con-

structional behavioral approach

over long periods that will in-

clude both successes and severe

setbacks.

Overview of an
Integrated Cognitive-
Behavioral Training
Approach

In describing a substantial cog-

nitive-behavior training approach

in the space available here we inevi-

tably have to be selective. We there-

fore concentrate at the level of de-

tail on the innovative and cognitive

components of the training. In or-

der to make use of this material

readers will need to have a detailed

knowledge of positive programming

from sources such as LaVigna and

Donnellan (1986). The bulk of this

chapter takes the form of a descrip-

tion of the framework and some of

the content of a training course de-

veloped by the first author. The

training takes the form of two or

more workshops that are best inte-

grated with ongoing supervision of

carers and people themselves, fo-

cusing on issues of concern.

Preparation
Before the first training meeting

participants are asked to collect data

concerning an individual client. The

data may consist of:

1. The Behavioral Assessment

Guide (Willis & LaVigna, 1989).

This substantial assessment pro-

vides descriptive data on the

person’s strengths and the daily

routine they follow. It provides

sufficient data on the challeng-

ing behavior to make an informed

hypothesis about its function.

2. Staff are requested to send a video

of parts of the client’s daily ac-

tivities. People sometimes apolo-

gize that the video taken does

not include illustrations of the

challenging behaviors. However,

examples of the clients behav-

iors that are not challenging pro-

vide the key information on what

is already working and it is on

this type of material that future

interventions can be built. Staff

are asked to take about one or

two hours of video ‘as it occurs’ so

that the sequence can be seen in

‘real time.’

Rational-emotive
behavior therapy is then

designed to help a person
identify their beliefs,

feelings and behaviors.
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3. If the client has an extensive

verbal repertoire or is self-con-

scious about being videoed, staff

are asked to do a tape recording

of a conversation or a counseling

session and send that.

4. Staff are asked to keep a daily

diary of ‘good news’ and ‘bad

news.’ If the client is able to write,

the client is asked to do this with

as much support as they need.

Some clients do this using pic-

tures and symbols, otherwise

staff do it with them.

Who Constitutes the ‘Service’?
Before starting the workshops

we review the service in which people

work. Participants are often un-

aware of the numbers of profession-

als whose participation will need to

be supported and aligned if proce-

dures are to be effectively and effi-

ciently implemented. In particular

it is useful to highlight the different

amounts of time carers of different

types spend with clients. This var-

ies from clients, parents, residen-

tial and day-care staff who interact

intensively with one-another over

long periods of the day or night, to

the interactions of professionals who

interact intensively, and often indi-

vidually, for much shorter periods

of any day, and who may only do so

at long intervals (weekly, or

monthly, or even annually). The fail-

ure of service managers and plan-

ners to address this challenge may

result in a waste and duplication of

effort that is often ineffective. It is

also often perceived very negatively

by clients, parents and other front-

line workers.

The Training
To work successfully with people

with learning disabilities and chal-

lenging behavior it is important to:

1. Have a goal and know what we

are trying to achieve.

2. Know how to achieve this goal.

3. Have a way of ‘surviving’ the

journey, that is to be able to act

constructively, calmly and lov-

ingly to ourselves and others de-

spite the set-backs we will expe-

rience and the accompanying

emotions that will be felt during

the journey.

The goal is to attain a high qual-

ity of life for the client and those

working or living with them. The

method of attaining this goal is the

constructional, non-aversive behav-

ioral approach (Skinner, 1953;

Goldiamond, 1970; 1974; LaVigna

& Donnellan, 1986). The ways of

keeping calm and accepting along

the way involve the use of tech-

niques and ideas from Rational

Emotive Behavior Therapy (Ellis &

Harper, 1975) by those working or

living with the client and by the

client themselves if they are able to

participate.

What Are Our Goals?
We begin this section with a dis-

cussion of our goals. Through dis-

cussion these are brought together

under the heading of achieving a

high quality of life. We use the ab-

breviated form ‘HQL’ to make this a

specific goal rather than a general

concept.

Table 1 lists some components of

a ‘menu’ of what constitutes a high

quality of life for most people. Most

people seeing the menu agree that

the main challenge they face is the

priority given to different compo-

nents of the menu. ‘How much time

should I spend on my house, my

clothes, my finances, my relation-

ships, my spiritual life or being cre-

ative.’ Few people find a good bal-

ance for very long. We strongly em-

phasize that our most important

relationship is with ourselves. Ellis

(1979) summarizes this as ‘me first,

others a close second.’ Participants

may claim that this is a selfish posi-

tion, and that their most important

relationship is with their partner,

parent, or children. During discus-

sion, most agree that the better I am

getting on with myself, the better I

am also likely to respond to the

interests of others and help them

towards their own high quality life.

On the other hand, if I am relating

badly with myself and putting my-

self down, I am less likely to notice

others and their needs. The com-

mitment to work for goals relating

to a high quality life constitutes

what Ellis calls ‘medium and long-

term (as opposed to short-term) he-

donism’ (Ellis, 1979).

There is a qualification to a high

quality life menu. This is that it is

very important to be committed to

work for a high quality of life de-

spite failure. Most people have a

tendency to work for their and oth-

ers high quality life, ‘as long as I

don’t have failures or too many of

them.’ We discuss the issue of ‘fail-

ure’ (we offer Table 2 as a ‘menu’)

and help trainees to the conclusion

that ‘failure’ is best defined as, ‘not

getting what I want,’ or, ‘getting

Housing, shelter, clothing, food, furnishings, money, paid work
Social relationships with:  ourselves, children, parents, family, friends,

partners, colleagues, neighbors, town
Privacy and choice

Expression of sexuality
Security from abuse

Education, qualifications, information
Physical and emotional health

Recreation
Political decision-making, protesting, access to legal help, rights

Exploring and creating, helping self and others
Spiritual

Table 1 -A Menu for a High Quality of Life
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what I don’t want.’ The items on the

failures menu are discussed in some

depth. It is noted that the items

listed on Table 2 are either syn-

onyms for failure, or particular forms

of it, e.g. ‘obstacles,’ ‘hassles,’ or, in

the case of ‘uncertainty’ or ‘risk,’

predictions that I may not get what

I want, or that I may get what I do

not want.

The value to the species of the

commitment to work at HQL activi-

ties despite discomfort is illustrated

from the observation that very im-

portant valued activities take place

despite the fact that people are ex-

periencing extreme forms of discom-

fort. For example, women continue

to bear children despite the fact

that the confinement and birth is

clearly very uncomfortable and pain-

ful! Parents of very young children

who do not sleep choose to practice

walking and doing other parenting

tasks when they are virtually asleep!

Similarly, important and valuable

tasks are carried out despite the

fact that the people doing so feel

depressed, panicky, or angry. In-

deed, the evidence suggests that

people ‘get better’ and even ‘feel

better’ to the extent that they prac-

tice and learn to work for high qual-

ity lives despite their negative feel-

ings and the discomfort of ‘failing.’

Often for people working in

health and social services lack of

resources is a big issue and people

often resist committing themselves

to working for a high quality of life

for themselves or others because

their resources are inadequate.

However, whenever we are working

towards high quality lives we use

those resources that are available

to us (if our resources were not ad-

equate to do what we are doing, we

would not be doing what we are!). If

we want to do new things, we had

better budget for what we want to

do and set about getting or re-ar-

ranging our resources to do what we

want.

A quick exercise we often use is

to ask participants to raise their

hands if, on the day of the meeting

they have already not got some

things they wanted or got others

they didn’t want; all do. Some add

comments about what the failures

have been, such as attending the

workshop when they would rather

be doing something else. We point

out that this exercise shows that

people have experience of working

towards a high quality of life de-

spite the fact that they experience

failures. The commitment to work

and support others to work for their

high quality life despite failing some

of the time, is what is referred to by

Ellis (1979) as ‘high frustration tol-

erance.’ The commitment to pro-

crastinate or give up because it is

too difficult at present and to wait

until things get better before work-

ing toward high quality life is use-

fully categorized as ‘low frustration

tolerance.’

Low frustration tolerance relates

directly to the issue of challenging

behavior. A challenging behavior is

one that gets in the way of us or

others attaining a high quality of

life. Self-harming behaviors such as

smoking, overeating and procrasti-

nation (putting off completing as-

signments, taking up issues to im-

prove relationships) are usually ac-

knowledged by workshop partici-

pants as challenging behaviors that

they have. Next they are asked if

they believe that they will ever be

able to give them up entirely. Wisely,

very few think they will. Neverthe-

less, most can conclude that they

are committed to continue working

for their own and others’ high qual-

ity of life despite their own continu-

ing challenging behaviors. The same

principle can be applied in working

with the challenging behaviors of

others.

Why Are Challenging Behaviors So
Difficult to Give Up?

We explore with trainees the idea

that challenging behaviors virtu-

ally always have a function, for ex-

ample, under some conditions they

get the person immediate results or

relief from discomfort. This relief is

often exaggerated by the person, for

example smokers say they are ‘dy-

ing’ for a smoke and proceed to kill

themselves smoking; overeaters say

they are ‘starving’ despite being

overweight and munch cheese sand-

wiches; procrastinators say ‘I’ll do it

later’ and leave important tasks

undone. The immediate common

result of each challenge is the ‘relief’

felt by the person expressing the

challenge. In this way, challenging

behaviors can be seen as having a

‘communicative function’ i.e. they

communicate, ‘I feel…,’ ‘I want….’

and ‘I don’t want…’. We set trainees

the task of working out what their

own challenging behaviors commu-

nicate.

Failure
Obstacles
Hassles

Uncertainty
Risk

Just and unjust criticism
My own and other’s obnoxious behavior

Inadequate resources
Physical impairments, mental health impairments, intellectual impairments

Felling ‘yukkie’:  depressed, panicky, angry, jealous, tired, nauseous, in
pain, sweaty, shaky, breathless

Severe challenging behavior

Table 2 -A Menu for Setbacks in Working Towards a High Quality of Life
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One of the aims of this section is

to help participants to identify the

power of immediate relief from dis-

comfort as a motivator of human

behavior. We also identify the ten-

dency of humans to use their cre-

ative verbal behavior to derive inac-

curate inferences on which they then

proceed to act as if they were true or

a part of their real experience. This

helps to introduce them to what

Ellis (1977) calls ‘irrational beliefs’

or ‘inferences’; a point we return to

later.

What Tools Do We Have to Work
Towards a High Quality of Life for
Our Clients?

This part of the training includes

a checklist of procedures drawn

largely from the package developed

by LaVigna and Donnellan (1986).

These procedures are the tools that

people will need in order to work

towards and maintain a high qual-

ity life for themselves and for the

people with challenging behavior.

Later in the training and in later

supervision meetings they will be

going over and implementing these

components in detail. At this stage

the aim is to familiarize partici-

pants with all of the components

and to highlight that many of them

are similar to the ‘ordinary’ activi-

ties that they and others now do.

Most of what we cover here can be

found in other works (LaVigna &

Donnellan, 1986). In this chapter

we give an overview with issues

highlighted where they are of par-

ticular interest.

Assessment
We continually stress that

we are taking a constructional

approach and that any new

developments will take place

‘on top’ of what is already there.

Therefore, we stress that we

assess the challenging behav-

ior in great detail and also as-

sess the strengths of the per-

son and people working with

them. We add to the non-ver-

bal behavioral assessment an

assessment of the person’s ver-

bal (cognitive) behavior.

Direct Treatment and Reinforcers
At this point the value of

‘catching people getting it right’

rather than ‘getting it wrong’ is

raised. If we want to teach new

behaviors effectively we need to re-

ward people more for getting things

right than for getting things wrong.

In doing this it is important that we

find out what are the things that

function as rewards for individuals,

and that we do not assume that

these are the same for everyone. We

also highlight issues surrounding

schedules of reinforcement.

Positive Programming
A number of staff or carer skills

are discussed here including Dis-

crete Trial Compliance Training

(Koegel, Russo, & Rincover, 1977),

an effective and non-aversive way

of getting compliance for practicing

skills, and Functional Communica-

tion Training (Carr & Durand, 1985)

which is an approach that teaches

people an appropriate way to com-

municate the preference or demand

expressed by the challenging be-

havior.

At this stage participants are also

introduced to the procedures of

‘thank you for saying ‘no’ ‘ and ‘I’ll

come back soon and ask again’

(Kushlick, 1988). This is very help-

ful in allowing staff to back off ap-

propriately from a request to a cli-

ent who says or indicates “no.” Staff

who have been told “no!” can then

get on with other tasks before going

back to try another way with the

client. Without such a procedure,

carers tend to feel very rejected by

the person’s refusal. They may tell

themselves catastrophic things

about their having ‘no power’ or ‘a

low value,’ and about being ‘ma-

nipulated.’ They may then express

these beliefs and engage in nag-

ging, over- prompting, abuse or

avoidance of the client.

Within this section participants

also learn to value high frustration

tolerance referred to earlier. That

is, the carer will at first respond

immediately to the client’s want or

not want only because at that stage

the evidence is that the client is

unable to respond appropriately to

the frustration of not getting what

they want immediately. However,

it is the medium and long-term aim

to teach the client the skill of toler-

ating frustration for longer periods,

without escalating. Staff and par-

ents will therefore be supported in

gradually increasing the delay in

responding to the client’s requests.

In relation to clients with conversa-

tional skills, this aim can be agreed

with them. For clients without such

skills, the increases in delay are

arranged subtly so that they are not

noticed by the client.

If this strategy is to work, staff

have to agree to comply by ‘actively

listening’ to (e.g. Egan, 1986) and

problem-solving around the clients’

requests. This has to be done re-

peatedly and with great precision if

the client is to learn that it works

better than interacting in ways that

do not involve active listening. The

regular participation of clients in

goal-setting and problem solving re-

lating to their high quality of life is

a key ingredient for those clients

with the skills to participate in this

One of the aims of this
section is to help
participants to identify
the power of immediate
relief from discomfort as
a motivator of human
behavior.
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way. Staff who learn to ‘actively

listen’ also have to learn the impor-

tance of accepting, without arguing,

what clients express as their beliefs

at that time, however unlikely these

may be.

Ecological Strategies
In the past most attention in this

domain was focused on conditions

like noise, crowding and tempera-

ture (e.g. Aiello & Thompson, 1980;

Boe, 1977; Rago, Parker, & Cleland,

1978). These conditions are still rel-

evant, but more attention is now

focused on the staff/parent interac-

tion with the client, and the train-

ing is aimed at familiarizing par-

ticipants with these competencies.

These may include the manner in

which staff approach a client before

making a request, whether the

client’s attention is negotiated be-

fore making requests or giving in-

structions, the clarity and tone of

the instruction, whether the person

repeats the instruction several times

(nags), whether and how prompts

are given, how client successes are

rewarded, how clients’ requests are

responded to, how carers respond to

the client’s non-compliance.

Reactive Strategies
These are procedures aimed at

limiting damage to the client and

others, and returning the client to

agreed high quality of life activities

as soon as possible. Reactive proce-

dures are needed to keep people

safe when challenges occur until

the other components of the overall

package begin to render challeng-

ing behavior less relevant as a form

of communication. Indeed, we be-

lieve that parental and staff cred-

ibility in the skills of an outside

consultant who uses a non-aversive,

constructional approach is seriously

reduced if the consultant fails to

address the vital issue of ‘what do

we do that is acceptable (and will

not result in our being disciplined)

to keep safe when the challenging

behavior occurs?’ On the other hand,

experience shows that staff and par-

ents who have got agreed, safe and

well-practiced reactive procedures

(preferably agreed and role-played

with the client), will work creatively

and lovingly, despite the persistence

of challenging behaviors over long

periods.

Reactive procedures are taught

in the form of a hierarchy from the

least intrusive to the most. The most

valuable by far, particularly in rela-

tion to people who have some con-

versational or verbal receptive and

expressive skills is active listening

(Egan, 1986). Simply listening to

the person can diffuse difficult situ-

ations and allows jointly prioritiz-

ing clarified issues in a way that can

lead to creative problem solving.

Where this fails or is not applicable

other strategies are needed. These

include ignoring or diverting to high

quality living activities, stimulus

change and blocking to limit the

impact of physical violence. Where

other methods fail restraint and re-

location may be needed. All of these

procedures are better designed in-

dividually for (and wherever pos-

sible with) the client during emo-

tionally ‘cold’ periods of calm dis-

cussion. They had better be prac-

ticed, with feedback, regularly

in role-plays, if they are to be

used effectively when emotion-

ally ‘hot’ situations arise.

Setbacks
We ensure that our train-

ees will also have strategies

for coping with ‘setbacks.’ The

aim in this work is not to elimi-

nate setbacks, but to monitor

them systematically, and to

use the data to modify the proce-

dures used. Indeed, the most impor-

tant component of the workshop is

to communicate the value of accept-

ing the data of the situation in rela-

tion to the high quality life of staff,

parents and client just as it is at any

time, and working energetically and

creatively at nearly all times to-

wards high quality lives despite the

severe challenging behaviors. In this

context, setbacks, although always

healthily uncomfortable, had better

be viewed as useful data indicating

that changes are needed to prevent

damage, and to enable a high qual-

ity of life to be attained. Another

way of putting this is that setbacks

illustrate that the strategies being

followed do not work. The challenge

to staff is to describe what will hap-

pen in that situation if the strategy

works and to set about problem-

solving to find ways of making things

work.

The A-B-C of Emotions
The next part of the workshop

addresses the ways staff, parents

and some clients with sufficient ver-

bal skills can apply rational-emo-

tive procedures to help the task of

working creatively for a high qual-

ity of life as calmly and effectively

as possible. This is developed

through the ‘birthday exercise.’ The

aims of the exercise are,

1. to help participants to distinguish

feelings from beliefs.

2. to identify and name negative

and positive feelings.

3. to clarify that there are healthy

and good negative feelings that

protect us through highlighting

situations in which we are not

getting what we want or getting

what we do not want.

4. to distinguish healthy negative

feelings which help us defend

and expand our high quality of

life and that of those we care

… ‘what do we do that is
acceptable … to keep safe

when the challenging
behavior occurs?’
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about, from unhealthy negative

feelings which help us to destroy

and sabotage high quality life

goals.

The Birthday Exercise
First we ask participants to rate

their own feelings as they are at

that point in time. They are told,

‘Rate yourself zero if you are feeling

such that you are considering sui-

cide as a solution to your problems.

Rate yourself 10 if you are feeling so

energized that you are looking for-

ward to making this workshop/ ses-

sion the best you have ever created.’

We then ask some participants to

volunteer their score and the rea-

sons for this. Their responses usu-

ally illustrate the A-C theory of emo-

tions; that events cause the emo-

tional consequence. For example

some one may say, ‘My score is two,

the baby didn’t sleep last night, my

partner was in a foul mood at break-

fast, the car didn’t start for an hour

and the credit card account shows

we owe £500.’ We point out that if

the events (the As) are the cause of

the feeling (the Cs), then until the

events are changed, the feeling (C)

would not change. However, most

people experience that their score

does indeed change during the day

even though the As remain the same.

Participants are then introduced

to the cognitive A-B-C theory. There

are still activating events and emo-

tional consequences. However, be-

tween ‘A’ and ‘C’ we now consider

our beliefs (B) or thoughts about ‘A’

or ‘C.’ At it’s simplest level this

theory suggests that if one’s beliefs

about ‘A’ or ‘C’ are positive, one feels

‘cheery’ and does ‘cheery’ things; if

one’s beliefs about ‘A’

or ‘C’ are negative, one

feels ‘yukkie’ and does

‘yukkie’ things.

We then suggest

that we test this theory

out. We ask for volun-

teers who are told that

they will be given an

activating event that

occurs regularly in

everyone’s life. The vol-

unteers will be asked

to share with the group

their beliefs or

thoughts in relation to

this ‘A.’ The first vol-

unteer is asked to give

us depressed thoughts in relation to

the ‘A.’ It is explained that depressed

thinking is offered to the earliest

volunteer because most people are

very good at it. Indeed, participants

are told that they will now be given

a recipe for having a ‘great depres-

sion’ because if they know how to

create one, they will also know how

to get out of it. A second volunteer is

then sought for the equally easy

task of offering anxious thoughts.

Participants are reassured that like

depressed thinking, this too is well

developed among most people. Re-

cruiting of volunteers continues

until they are also available for an-

gry, calm, and loving.

Volunteers are told that the ‘A’

for the experiment is, ‘It’s your birth-

day,’ and they have woken up with

depressed thoughts. They are then

asked ‘what are these thoughts?’

The first volunteer may start with

‘I’m a year older. I haven’t done the

things I had wanted to do. No one

has remembered my birthday. I’m a

year closer to death. I have wrinkles

on my face/I am getting bald or

grey.’ (It is useful to stop the listing

at three to make the exercise man-

ageable). It is asserted that these

beliefs will not cause depression. If

at one’s birthday one believes that

one is other than a year older, it

would be a source for serious con-

cern. The point is made that scien-

tifically accurate thinking supported

by evidence may well be accompa-

nied by healthy feelings of sadness.

This is appropriate because this may

set the occasion for healthy prob-

lem-solving. However, with only

healthy sadness people will not suc-

ceed in the difficult task of creating

depression. It is asserted at this

stage that additional effort will be

needed for this. If no one has al-

ready offered this, we then prompt

participants in the core belief lead-

ing to depression (as opposed to

healthy sadness), that of global

negative self-rating. Thus the accu-

rate beliefs that people have forgot-

ten my birthday, that I have not

attained my targets, that I am now

nearer death will only lead to de-

pression if they are linked by a com-

mon cause, that I am ‘a failure, a

loser, a nobody, a fool.’ We suggest

that this is covered by the general

label of ‘a worthless shit.’

Most ‘depressed’ beliefs follow

logically from the belief, ‘I am a

worthless shit.’ In giving the recipe

for depression this can be taken as

the first ingredient. The second in-

gredient is a response to the ques-

tion, ‘what is the future for us worth-

less shits?’ with the reply, ‘the fu-

ture is bleak, none, hopeless.’ We

then ask ‘how should the future be?’

and the third ingredient is offered,

‘it should be perfect and easy like it

is for everyone else and I should get

the things I want, and I should not

get the things I don’t want.’ We add

‘like it is for every one else. This

leads to the fourth ingredient: ‘poor

me.’ The participants then complete

the sentence ‘I can’t…’ with ‘I can’t

cope’ or ‘I can’t stand it’ as the fifth

ingredient. We suggest that the rep-

etition of these five beliefs many

thousands of times in all the waking

…if one’s beliefs about ‘A’
or ‘C’ are positive, one feels
‘cheery’ and does ‘cheery’
things; if one’s beliefs about
‘A’ or ‘C’ are negative, one
feels ‘yukkie’ and does
‘yukkie’ things.
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hours of each day will probably be

accompanied by ‘yukkie’ feelings la-

beled ‘depressed.’ It is also suggested

that this sequence occurs because it

has been reinforced by expressions

of sympathy, special forms of atten-

tion, and relief from unpleasant ac-

tivities that attain high quality of life,

‘until the person feels better again.’

We then ask the participants to

address systematically the evidence

supporting or challenging the five

beliefs. Participants have so far en-

joyed laughing at the expression of

the beliefs without examining the

appropriateness of their humorous

rejection of the beliefs. First they

are asked if they know a ‘worthless

shit.’ We remind participants that

people who, like us, behave ‘shittily

some of the time’ do not count. We

make the point that if the rating

was to be used meaningfully it would

have to be applied only to humans

who behave worthlessly 24 hours of

the day and 365 days of the year. We

suggest that fallible humans like us

who try hard to be committed to

such ‘worthless’ behavior all of the

time would, occasionally, by mis-

take, get something ‘right’ and do

something ‘worthy.’ We suggest that

the only generalization which can,

therefore, be usefully made about

people is that we are all ‘fallible

human beings’ (FHBs) who some-

times get things right and some-

times get things wrong. Most people

are delighted to see themselves in

this way. They are advised that as

FHBs, they will continue to use glo-

bal ratings of themselves and oth-

ers as they have been doing (like all

of us) for many years. However, if

they practice the new skills from

the workshop, they may do so less

frequently, may not take their glo-

bal ratings so seriously, and they

may treat them more humorously

than they have done in the past. We

highlight the value of giving up the

habit of giving general values or

ratings to themselves and other

humans.

We then take the same approach

to the belief that ‘the future is hope-

less.’ Participants quickly conclude

that they and others cannot predict

the future because they do not have

crystal balls or time machines. They

note the extent to which they are in

control of vital care activities like

getting up, washing up, getting

dressed, eating, going to work. These

are activities that are more valu-

able if performed in difficult cir-

cumstances. They are also helped to

see that the things they have gained

in their own high quality lives have

been attained by their own work

and efforts (sometimes supported

by others). Participants also note

that the behavior of fallible human

beings other than themselves is very

much more difficult to predict, let

alone to control. They therefore note

the folly of making their efforts to

work for their or other’s high qual-

ity of life dependent on whether

other FHBs act lovingly to them.

They note, often for the first time,

that they are their own best and

most reliable friends.

The belief that, ‘the future should

be great, and that I should get ev-

erything I want and nothing that I

don’t want’ is addressed by asking

participants for evidence that this

is so. The first author describes

how he asks clients to look out

of the window to check whether

it is written in the sky that

they should have a great life. It

is pointed out how some de-

pressed clients with a devel-

oped healthy sense of humor,

say “it was there but someone’s

rubbed it out.” The belief that,

‘everyone else is having a bet-

ter time than I am’ is addressed

by asking what evidence would

be required to support it. It is

agreed that a telephone or door-to-

door survey is required but that this

is not often done by people who feel

depressed.

If we take the depressed thoughts

and feelings that we have on our

birthday seriously, how does this

affect our behavior? The first volun-

teer is asked: ‘If you were energeti-

cally rehearsing the five beliefs that

lead to depression, which room of

the house would you be in?’ The

volunteer generally replies ‘in my

bedroom. I would probably be in bed

looking very gloomy.’ In reply to the

question ‘and how would the bed-

room look if these thoughts have

been practiced for several weeks?,’

the person generally replies, ‘The

curtains would be drawn; the floor

would be covered with dirty clothes,

unwashed cups and plates, filled

ashtrays, empty beer cans or other

containers of alcohol, unopened mail

and unread newspapers.’ Asked

what arrangements they have made

about their birthday, volunteers

shake their heads and say ‘none.’

In this exercise we have begun to

demonstrate the links between the

beliefs and the emotional and be-

havioral consequences. We then pro-

ceed to carry out the same process

for anxious, angry, calm and loving

thoughts. This chapter does not al-

low enough space to describe these

in the same detail as have for de-

pressive thoughts. However we sum-

marize some points of these discus-

sions below.

For ‘anxious’ thoughts the

prompt is given that anxious think-

ing is generally about the terrible

things that will happen today in

relation to my birthday. The person

starts listing things like ‘no one will

turn up,’ ‘I will not have enough

food.’ We point out that expert

…we are all ‘fallible
human beings’ (FHBs)

who sometimes get things
right and sometimes get

things wrong.
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panickers can catastrophize in both

directions. For example, ‘Either no

one will turn up or there will be

droves of people,’ ‘Either there will

not be enough food and drink or

there will be too much.’ Whatever

happens, other people will discover

today that ‘I’m a worthless shit and

I will feel very yukkie.’ Participants

list details of their ‘yukkie’ symp-

toms associated with panic. They

note two key fears; the fear of being

uncomfortable and the fear of get-

ting depressed, discovering that they

are worthless and having a ‘nervous

breakdown.’ They note that most

discomforts are not damaging and

can be relieved. They note that ‘ner-

vous breakdowns’ do not happen

and that depression only arises out

of practicing depressed beliefs.

For the angry volunteer the clue

is to find someone who has let them

down on their birthday and to think

angry thoughts about them. For ex-

ample, ‘Joe didn’t send me a birth-

day card or sent me the wrong

present.’ The volunteer is then asked

.’..and what are you planning to do

to Joe on Joe’s birthday?’ The volun-

teer usually responds ‘I’m not going

to send him a card or I’m going to

send him an inappropriate present.’

The workshop leader then asks the

volunteer what they will be if they

do not do this, but merely send Joe

a card or an appropriate present.

The volunteer usually replies ‘I will

be a fool/ idiot/ doormat/ worthless

shit.’ The leader emphasizes how

the main feature of angry thinking

is the need to exact revenge against

the person who was at fault. It is

also pointed out how the revenge is

believed necessary if the person per-

ceiving themselves as victim is to

avoid becoming depressed and

‘worthless.’ Finally, participants are

helped to see that expression of an-

ger (calling others a worthless shit)

is a very inefficient anti-depressant.

The calm volunteer

generally begins with

‘I feel really calm be-

cause I have every-

thing prepared for

today’s celebrations;

the invitations, the

food and the house is

organized and I can

now choose to go back

to sleep until I need to get up to go to

work.’ We challenge them ‘to as-

sume that they have the radio on

and hear the weather forecast. It is

that it will rain for the next two

days and that they have prepared to

have a barbecue in the evening.’

The volunteer responds ‘Oh well,

we will grill the food inside.’ We

then challenge further ‘but you also

note there has been no card from

your partner.’ The person responds

‘She probably forgot,’ ‘But why did

she forget?,’ ‘Because she was very

busy arranging other things for the

party, or because she is fallible.’

The loving volunteer is first told

that there are two components to

loving, loving of yourself and loving

of others. The person is asked to

start with loving thoughts about

themselves, for example to list some

of their performances during the

last year about which they are proud.

This generally seems to take the

volunteer by surprise. We ask other

participants to put their hands up if

at this point they are pleased that

they did not volunteer to give loving

thoughts. Most raise their hands. It

is suggested that we are more prac-

ticed at listing ‘depressed’ and ‘anx-

ious’ thoughts than at listing posi-

tive things that we have done.

We ask the volunteer to shame-

lessly list three things they have

done about which they are proud,

for example to list things they have

done as a parent, or as a son or

daughter. We then ask the volun-

teer, ‘given that you have done these

loving things for others during the

last year, what special treat would

you like to give yourself on your

birthday?’ We point out that while

the actions of people who think de-

pressed, anxious, or angry thoughts

are boringly predictable, the perfor-

mances of people who think calmly

or lovingly are quite unpredictable.

The volunteer might say, ‘I will take

the morning off’ or ‘I will take a long

bath with scented oil’ or ‘I will go out

and get my hair done/ have a mas-

sage/ buy some new clothes for my-

self.’ We then ask the volunteer to

name some people who have done

nice things for them during the last

year. The volunteer is then asked to

list people, describe some things the

person has done during the year

which they have appreciated and

then to describe how they can com-

municate this appreciation to the

person today. Many people have

great difficulty describing loving

thoughts and feelings for themselves

and others. This form of prompting

helps them to express the thoughts

simply and in performance terms

on which they can easily act. It helps

them to list ways in which they can

easily express love, towards them-

selves, or towards others, today or

on any other day. For example, they

can phone, send cards, cuddle, make

food for, invite out, perform chores

for, send flowers. Participants are

helped to see that there is no harm

from the expression of loving

thoughts either to oneself or to oth-

ers. This active loving which is

healthy, is carefully distinguished

from unhealthy demands that oth-

ers express love to us. We are able to

control our own thoughts and per-

formances, but we are not able to

control those of others. Therefore, if

we believe that our ‘worth’ as hu-

mans depends on the expression of

love to us by other fallible human

beings, we are likely to seriously

upset ourselves. On the other hand,

we may healthily want or prefer

others to express love toward us,

…there are two components to
loving, loving of yourself and
loving of others.
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and healthily feel disappointed, sad

or annoyed when they do not do so.

Participants are helped to see that

it is particularly helpful to be able to

express loving thoughts about

people about whom we also have

angry thoughts. This is contrasted

with the belief that if we do so it

would prove that we are wimps,

two-faced, insincere or worthless

shits.

We then draw some conclusions

from the birthday exercise. We sug-

gest that we all have the ability to

think both healthy and unhealthy

negative and positive thoughts

about any event occurring in our

lives. We can begin to use this abil-

ity in relation to the sorts of events

that occur in our lives by asking

participants to think in these styles

about some home and work situa-

tions. Examples from home include,

‘We were burgled last night,’ ‘My

son passed his driving test,’ ‘The

baby didn’t sleep, the car won’t start,

the washing machine has broken

down and the Inland Revenue want

£500.’ Examples from work include

‘My supervisor gives me no feed-

back,’ ‘My client has kicked me on

the shin for the seventh time this

morning,’ ‘My client hits her head

on the wall very hard.’ We also draw

the conclusion that without special

help we will all continue to respond

to events in the same way we, and

everyone else, always have. We hope

this will be accepted as a very hu-

man, fallible tendency. We can make

our healthy emotional pain even

worse by thinking depressed, pan-

icky or anxious thoughts about the

fact that we have this pain, we can

even label ourselves ‘abnormal’ for

doing this; however, this is not com-

pulsory! We hope that being aware

of our ability to think in a variety of

ways will help us work creatively

with our healthy negative thoughts

through focusing on what is not

working and through celebrating

things that are working. Through a

goal planning and Prioritization

process we can describe in detail

what needs to be done if things are

to work in a situation that has be-

come problematic. If review shows

they are now working then this can

be celebrated, if it is not working

then this can be accompanied by

healthy negative feelings and set

the occasion for trying another way.

Conclusions
The approach described here is

best seen as the beginning of a pro-

cess of continuing personal develop-

ment. As in other forms of personal

development staff, carer and client

skills will accelerate with more pre-

cision if it takes place in the context

of individual or group supervision.

We note that without special help

and attention, we are all likely, in-

tuitively, to respond to events in

ways that we have practiced and

are now good at. It is valuable to

accept this fallible tendency of all

humans with full creative aware-

ness. The first author has at least

seven years of experience applying

these approaches alongside staff and

carers whose clients have severe,

moderate, mild and no learning dis-

abilities. Many of these clients have

presented severely aggressive be-

havior to staff and clients or have

damaged themselves severely. Even

when challenges continue over a

long period, carers supported in this

model may value learning to be-

come aware of and to accept

their own feelings and be-

liefs about their clients

when they (the carers) get

things wrong. They can also

learn how to avoid escalat-

ing the challenges, respond

better to the early commu-

nications, how to design and

get client’s agreements in

practicing new and more ef-

fective ways of communi-

cating their feelings, ‘wants’

and ‘not wants,’ and how they can

create more positive opportunities

for high quality living for the client

and themselves, despite the expres-

sion of severe challenging behavior

some of the time.

Learning new approaches is al-

ways uncomfortable. Like clients

who present challenges, profession-

als also feel more comfortable using

ineffective but well practiced ap-

proaches. Like clients, they feel com-

fortable with new approaches only

when they begin to get better re-

sults from using them than from

their current approaches. In the

early stages of applying new ap-

proaches staff, carers and clients

may experience ‘cognitive disso-

nance,’ (Festinger, 1957). That is

they may believe new approaches

are right, but feel uncomfortable

about applying them. This is likely

to continue until the results they

get from applying the new ap-

proaches work better for them and

their clients than do the old ap-

proaches. A key aim for individual

and group supervision is, therefore,

to support new learners through

this phase and to help them avoid

giving up too early. The key indica-

tors that things are working will

arise from well-kept data on what

works for the individual concerned

and whether it is being attained

better with the new methods.

There are a number of ways

forward with this work. Training

and support with care staff working

with people with learning

disabilities and challenging

behavior often focuses on the non-

verbal behavior of the client and

carers. However staff values, beliefs

and ideologies have been

acknowledged as important issues

to be addressed by service (Emerson,

Hastings, & McGill, 1994b). The

… we all have the ability to
think both healthy and
unhealthy negative and

positive thoughts about any
event occurring in our lives.
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training described here addresses

these issues, in relation to staff,

carers and clients from a coherent

and well established theoretical

base. There is a need for properly

documented and systematic

evaluation of the effect of

introducing a cognitive-behavioral

component into such training. The

first author has applied these

approaches with carers and clients

who have psychiatric and medical

problems as well as challenging

behavior. They have potential for

use with carers and clients with a

range of ages, disabilities and

challenges.

This chapter has described a

comprehensive and innovative

approach that introduces into

training in constructional

behavioral methods a consideration

of our and our clients responses to

events at a cognitive-behavioral

level. The approach offers an overall

direction within which to view our

lives and work with people with

learning disabilities and challenging

behavior. The implications of this

approach are important. Much of

our current service and research

practice views disabled people as

‘abnormal’ and as presenting unique

‘problems’ or ‘burdens’ to the

‘normal’ carers, family members and

professionals. This frequently leads

to ‘solutions’ involving mainly

changing the behavior of the

disabled person to make it less

stressful to the carer. However, in

supporting carers and celebrating

their emotional and cognitive

responses to their work we can create

services where we can enjoy

supporting our own development in

designing effective environments

which enable people with a wide

range of different behaviors to live

together creatively and safely. In

this way we can work with people

with learning disabilities and

challenging behavior whilst working

towards high quality lives for them

and ourselves. This is a demanding

but worthwhile goal.
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Description and Operational Definition
of Problem Behavior
Editors’ Note:  This issue’s behavioral definition is for Perseveration.

This can sometimes be hard to operationally define in such as way as to

provide reliable data collection.  While the specific of a given situation

should always dictate the definition, we hope that this may give you some

ideas that you will find helpful.  As you will see, in this particular case,

perseveration is not just a problem in its own right but also can and does

sometimes escalate to “tantrum” behavior, including self-injury and

aggression.

If you would like us to provide sample definitions for a particular

problem that you have come across, please let us know.

Tantrum Perseveration
1. Topography. Two variations of

perseveration have been defined:

a. Type 1 Perseveration:  Defined

as saying “I want to call

daddy,” at any other time than

the previously agreed upon

time of 5 o’clock P.M.  (Darrel

has the opportunity to call his

father one time a day as agreed

upon between him and his

father.)

b. Type 2 Perseveration:  Defined

as saying nonsense phrases

or “out of context” phrases

which have no literal commu-

nicative value, e.g., “Alex

Trevecchio.”

2. Cycle. For the purposes of count-

ing the number of times perse-

veration occurs, the onset crite-

rion, i.e., the criterion for count-

ing an episode of perseveration

as having begun, is the occur-

rence of either of the above to-

pographies. The offset criterion,

i.e., the end of the episode, is

considered to have occurred when

the 15-minute interval during

which the behavior is counted

ends.

3. Course. Precursors to persevera-

tion typically begin when Darrel

approaches a staff member while

giving eye contact, leans his body

in the direction of that person,

and says simultaneously, “I want

to talk to daddy” or makes a non-

sensical or out of context state-

ment. After perseveration begins,

it is repeated rapidly, and con-

tinuously until the staff member

gives a response.  During these

repetitions, Darrel’s voice be-

comes increasingly louder and

higher, and Darrel moves closer

and closer to the staff member.

If perseveration involves ver-

bally expressing, “I want to talk

to daddy,” one of three things

typically occurs: (a) the request

is acknowledged, Darrel makes a

telephone call, and the incident

is finished; (b) the request is de-

nied, e.g., “It’s not time to call

now, Darrel. You can call at 5

o’clock.” and this postponement

is accepted and the incident is

finished; or, (c) the request is

denied (same as “b”), and Darrel’s

behavior escalates into tantrum

behavior, which may or may not

include self-injurious behavior.

Perseveration, therefore, is a pre-

cursor to tantrum behavior.

In contrast, if the persevera-

tion involves a nonsense or “out

of context” phrase, one of three

other things typically occur: (a) a

staff member responds to Darrel
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and replies, “I don’t understand.

Please speak slowly and tell me

what you mean,” and Darrel gives

an appropriate verbal request;

(b) the staff member replies, “I

don’t understand.  Please speak

slowly and tell me what you

mean,” and Darrel continues to

perseverate and his behavior es-

calates into tantrum behavior,

which may or may not include

self-injurious behavior; or (c) the

nonsensical phrase is followed

by, “I want to call Daddy,” and is

continued as described in the

preceding paragraph.  Persevera-

tion lasts from 30 seconds to four

minutes before it either ends, or

escalates into tantrum behavior,

which may last up to ten min-

utes.  Perseveration ends when

the interval during which perse-

veration has been counted ends.

This behavior typically begins

suddenly, and escalates quickly.

It becomes immediately intense,

and if it is not responded to im-

mediately, it will continue and

escalate until tantrum behavior

begins. Tantrum behavior is con-

sidered to have occurred when

two or more of the following be-

haviors are observed: jumping

up and down, screaming, bounc-

ing his right leg up and down,

hitting himself or his head with

his hand, biting the pointer fin-

ger on his hand, and pressing his

body up against another person’s

body while in an agitated state.

The onset of a tantrum involves

the emission of two or more of the

above within a 10-second inter-

val and the offset is defined as

five minutes after all of the above

behaviors have stopped.  Hence,

the extreme nature of Darrel’s

perseveration is exhibited in its

potential escalation to self-inju-

rious behavior and aggression,

which has in the past caused

staff injury.

When perseveration occurs

after 10 p.m. it has been called

“nighttime disturbance.”  Night-

time disturbances occur when

Darrel comes out of his room af-

ter ten o’clock and perseverates

about calling dad, and/or talks in

nonsense words, and/or “out of

context” phrases. However, from

now on, I recommend that “night-

time disturbances” be categorized

and recorded as “perseverative

behavior,” since there appears to

be no difference between perse-

veration which occurs during the

day, and “nighttime disturbance.”

4. Rate. The current rates (during

the last six months) of perse-

veration are estimated to be from

16 to 315 perseverative events

per month based on current data

recording records, with an aver-

age of five incidents per day. This,

in fact, may be an underestima-

tion, since during my observa-

tion four perseverative events

occurred in one hour.  Only three

aggressive outbursts occurred

(during the last six months) at

the end of the chain of behaviors

beginning with perseveration.

Tantrum behavior for the same

time period occurred from 4 to 28

times per month, and self-injuri-

ous behavior occurred from 3 to

23 times per month.

5. Severity.  An episode of perse-

veration can be over quite quickly

(30 seconds to 4 minutes), or can

escalate into tantrum, self-inju-

rious and aggressive behavior.

In severe incidents the chain of

events can last up to ten min-

utes, and staff injury is possible.

However, during the past six

months, aggression has been

rare.  Self injury is more com-

mon, but Darrel has not injured

himself seriously during the past

year.  Because perseveration is a

high frequency behavior it is frus-

trating to staff who feel helpless

in controlling it.

Save These Dates & Plan to Attend
IABA’s 2nd International Conference to

Advance Positive Practices in the Field of Challenging Behavior
Enrollment limited to previous participants in

IABA’s Two Week Institute and Longitudinal Training.

Walt Disney World, FL • January 1999
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Procedural Protocol - Stimulus Change
Editors’ Note:  This issue’s procedural protocol is for a stimulus change

procedure.  While the use of Stimulus Change should, if it is

appropriately used, appear spontaneous, it is really very well planned

and only one small part of a comprehensive, multielement support plan.

Further, as a reactive strategy, good judgment is always required and

typically, a real time decision must be made by the person on the spot as

to what to do at the time.  Accordingly, the protocol acts not as an

absolute prescription but rather as a set of operational guidelines.

Protocol:
Name:  Henry Jones

Date Protocol Developed:  January

22, 1996

Protocol Name:  Stimulus Change

Materials:  None

Schedule:  Whenever Henry is up-

set and agitated, and active listen-

ing and the relevant scripts have

been tried and have failed to help

Henry relax and be willing to move

on to the regularly scheduled activi-

ties, and he is escalating to or has

already started to be aggressive or

destructive of property, stimulus

change should be employed.

Responsible Person:  Primary sup-

port staff.

General Statement:  At the time of

an incident or an apparently im-

pending incident of aggression or

property destruction, the introduc-

tion of a novel stimulus may inter-

rupt the course of or terminate these

behaviors. This takes advantage of

Henry’s extreme responsiveness to

the environment around him. While

his distractibility may be consid-

ered a problem in most contexts, it

can be used here as a very effective

strategy for getting control over an

escalating or dangerous situation

when active listening has not been

sufficient. For example, a loud noise,

a flick of the lights, a staff member

doing something entirely unex-

pected (e.g., sitting down), is likely

to stop the occurrence of the behav-

ior. Additionally, providing an in-

struction that evokes a competing

behavior might stop an aggressive

or property destructive episode (e.g.,

“Give me the _____.” “Get me the

_____.” “Help me  _____.,” especially

if these requests are those to which

Henry is known to be very likely to

respond.). Asking a question may

evoke a response that also competes

with such behavior (e.g., “What did

you do at  _____?” “Where is your

_____?” “Where is your radio?”).

Methods:
1. If active listening and the pre-

pared scripts are not effective in

helping Henry get control over

his overt behavior, and if aggres-

sion or property destruction con-

tinue to represent a serious dan-

ger to Henry, to others, or to

property, a “stimulus change”

should be attempted.

a. This strategy involves the

“non-contingent” delivery or

a sudden addition of a novel

stimulus or the alteration of

incidental stimulus conditions.

b. This method involves intro-

ducing something entirely

new (novel stimulus) or mak-

ing slight changes in the ex-

isting situation (alter inciden-

tal stimuli) as a way of tempo-

rarily managing or stopping a

behavior.

1) This procedure has the

usual effect of decreasing

all behavior, including the

target behavior.

2) The momentary response

reduction is only tempo-

rary. The stimulus change

is likely to become ineffec-

tive with repeated usage.

3) The particular tactic you

employ may be useful when

Henry is in the process of

an aggressive or property

destructive act, when such

situations are imminent or

are already occurring; and

in situations where seri-

ous behavior is occurring

in a seemingly unending

chain. Of course, it may

take some experience to

identify the specific stimuli

that have the desired prop-

erties for interrupting

Henry’s behavior. Some ex-

amples of stimulus change

tactics you might try in-

clude the following:

a) When Henry is ap-

proaching to aggress

against you, or has al-

ready begun the assault:

• Going completely

limp.

• Dropping to the

ground and going

into a fetal position.

• Inviting him to sit

down, on a couch or

even on the ground

for you to learn what

he is upset about

(with tone of voice

and body language

that this is a new and

interesting idea you

just had).

• Quickly walking to

his room saying “We

have to talk about

this, we have to talk

about this, we have

to talk about this, we

have to talk about

this.”

b) When Henry is either

preparing for or is ac-

tively engaged in prop-

erty destruction:
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• Turning up the vol-

ume of the music or

turning on the radio.

• Doing any one of the

above.

• Using a remote con-

trol device to turn on

the tape machine

playing a tape of his

dad asking him to

please calm down so

that someone can

help him solve the

problem.

c. Other potential novel

stimuli might include:

calling “dial-a-prayer”

on the telephone and

telling Henry there is

an important message

for him, using a remote

control to set off an

alarm and reacting to it

with surprise, saying

“Oh, listen to that

alarm, that means we

are supposed to sit down

and talk about this,” and

using a remote control

which turns the TV and

video tape machine on,

which will play one of

his pep talks from his

friends, etc.

d. Each day, at the begin-

ning of your shift, list

on the master data

sheet, what stimulus

change tactic you plan

to use if you should need

it, and what tactic you

will use as a back up.

You may need different

ones for the different

environments you plan

to access that day.

2. If stimulus change is going

to work, it will work imme-

diately.

a. If Henry terminates his

escalation, aggression

and/or property de-

struction, immediately

go back to active listen-

ing and or the script for

dealing with the par-

ticular situation. If you

do not resolve the initi-

ating situation, trying

to move on with the

regularly scheduled ac-

tivities may cause the

behavior to start up

again.

b. If the tactic you have

employed has not

worked, make a quick

judgment as to whether

to try active listening

again, whether, to try

your back up stimulus

change tactic, or

whether to use geo-

graphic containment.

You may also decide to

do nothing and just

“ride it out” if you be-

lieve that nobody is

going to be hurt.

Comments:
Although specific reactive strat-

egies have been planned for Henry,

Including active listening, stimulus

change, geographic containment,

and physical management, and al-

though these are intended to be used

in a hierarchical attempt to get con-

trol over aggression and/or prop-

erty destruction, timing and judg-

ment as to how long or whether to

try each can’t be prescribed. The use

and timing of these strategies should

be a function of the situation and

rapid judgments as to which of these

strategies to use and when to use

them.
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Make your plans now to
attend the

Tenth Annual
Two Week Summer Institute

on

Assessment &
Analysis of Severe &
Challenging Behavior

July 26 - August 8, 1998
Los Angeles, California

For a complete description of the
course, registration procedure and

fees, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Director of Professional Training Services

Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis
PO Box 5743

Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA
Telephone:  +1 (864) 271-4161

Fax:  +1 (864) 271-4162
Toll Free (US & Canada):  (800) 457-5575

Internet:  jmarshall@iaba.com
http://www.iaba.com
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Resources
Training Calendar

Alternatives to Punishment:  Solving Behavior
Problems with Nonaversive Strategies
G.W. LaVigna & A.M. Donnellan

“(This book) provides a comprehensive treatment
of alternatives to punishment in dealing with behavior
problems evidenced by human beings at various levels
of development and in various circumstances.  Based
upon their own extensive observations and a
thoroughgoing analysis of relevant experimental studies,
(the authors) have put together a document that is at
once a teaching instrument, a summary of research, and
an argument for the use of positive reinforcement in the
treatment of inadequate or undesired behavior… a
landmark volume which should forever lay the ghost that
aversive methods (even the ubiquitous ‘time out’) need
to be applied to the delinquent, the retarded, or the
normal ‘learner,’ whether in the home, the school, the
clinic, or other situations.” — Fred S. Keller (From the
Preface to Alternatives to Punishment) - paper, $19.50/
ISBN 0-8290-1245-1

The Behavior Assessment Guide
T.J. Willis, G.W. LaVigna & A.M. Donnellan

The Behavior Assessment Guide provides the
user with a comprehensive set of data gathering and
records abstraction forms to facilitate the assessment
and functional analysis of a person’s challenging behavior
and the generation of nonaversive behavioral support
plans.  Permission has been granted by the authors to
reproduce the forms for professional use. -spiral, $21.00

Progress Without Punishment:  Effective
Approaches for Learners with Behavior Problems
A.M. Donnellan, G.W. LaVigna, N. Negri-Schoultz, &
L. Fassbender

As individuals with special educational and
developmental needs are increasingly being integrated
into the community, responding to their challenging
behavior in a dignified and appropriate manner becomes

essential.  In this volume, the authors argue against the
use of punishment, and instead advocate the use of
alternative strategies.  The positive programming model
described in this volume is a gradual educational process
for behavior change, based on a functional analysis of
problems, that involves systematic instruction in more
effective ways of behaving.  The work provides an
overview of  nonaversive behavioral technology and
demonstrates how specific techniques change behavior
through positive means.  The extensive examples and
illustrative material make the book a particularly useful
resource for the field.-paper, $17.95/ISBN  8077-2911-6.

Social Skills Training for Psychiatric Patients
R.P.  Liberman, W.J. DeRisi, & K.T. Mueser

This guide to the application of social skills training
with psychiatric patients systematically provides clinicians
with the ingredients necessary to start and run their own
social skills groups.  Case examples, transcripts of social
skills training sessions and exercises aid the reader in
applying the training methods.-paper, $28.95/ISBN 0-
08-034694-4

The Role of Positive Programming In
Behavioral Treatment
G.W. LaVigna, T.J. Willis, & A.M. Donnellan

This chapter describes the role of positive
programming in supporting people with severe and
challenging behavior.  After discussing the need for
positive programming within a framework based on
outcome needs, variations of this strategy are delineated.
Then, assessment and analysis are described as critical
for comprehensive, positive, and effective support. A
case study of severe aggression is presented to illustrate
the process of assessment and analysis, the supports
that follow from this process, and the long term results of
this approach. - spiral, $5.00

The Periodic Service Review:  A Total Quality
Assurance System  for Human Services &
Education
G.W. LaVigna, T.J. Willis, J.F. Shaull, M. Abedi, &
M. Sweitzer

Evolving from more than a decade of work at IABA,
this book provides the tools needed to enhance and
maintain high quality service delivery.  Translating the
principles of organizational behavior management and
total quality management into concrete policies and
procedures, the Periodic Service Review (PSR) acts as
both an instrument and a system.  As an instrument, the
PSR provides easy to follow score sheets to assess staff
performance and the quality of services provided.  As a
system, it guides managers step-by-step through 4
interrelated elements — performance standards,
performance monitoring, performance feedback, and
systematic training — to offer an ongoing process for
ensuring staff consistency and a high level of quality for
services and programs.  Practical examples show how
the PSR is applied to group home, supported living,
classroom, and supported employment settings, and the
helpful appendices provide numerous tables and charts
that can easily be tailored to a variety of programs. -
$37.95/ISBN 1-55766-142-1

Add for Shipping to US Addresses:
1st book (min.)  $4.00 Each add’l  book  $0.75

Add for Shipping to International Addresses:
1st book (min.)  $9.00 Each add’l  book  $1.00

Mail/Fax check, credit card information or company purchase order to:
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

PO Box 5743
Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA

Telephone:  (864) 271-4161 • Fax:  (864) 271-4162

Foreign orders must be made in U.S. currency by
bank draft or international money order or credit card.

(Prices are subject to change without notice.)

Multimedia Training Programs

Competency Based Training Program
This is a systematic, criterion-referenced, self-

instructional multimedia course for staff development
that is customized to your agency.  It is being used by
adult service agencies and schools in Australia, Great
Britain, Spain and the US.  $1,500.00

For more information on the CBT, contact:
Diane Sabiston

Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis
PO Box 30726

Savannah, GA 31410-0726 USA
Telephone:  (912) 898-0390 • Fax:  (912) 898-8077

Positive Approaches to Solving Behavior
Challenges

This is a 6 module video training program that
teaches viewers IABA’s person centered multielement
model for developing nonaversive support plans for
people with challenging behavior.  Two text books,
lecture notes and pre/post tests are included.  $1,250.00

Staff Supervision and Management Strategies for
Quality Assurance

This is a 4 module video training program based
on The Periodic Service Review: A Total Quality
Assurance System for Human Services and Education.
Viewers will learn concrete strategies to ensure that the
highest quality services are being provided by their
agency/school.  Text book, lecture notes and participant
exercises are included.  $750.00

For more information, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Director of Professional Training Services
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

PO Box 5743
Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA

Telephone:  (864) 271-4161 • Fax:  (864) 271-4162

Behavior Support, Behavioral Assessment
and Emergency Management.  Assuring
Staff Consistency Through the Periodic
Service Review:  A Quality Management
and Outcome Evaluation System is a 1 day
seminar that teaches participants a staff
management system that ensures the
agency/school is providing quality services.

July, 1997 - US Seminars (Los Angeles, CA)
August/September, 1997 - Australia

Seminars (Adelaide, Brisbane, Hobart,
Melbourne, Sydney)

October, 1997 - US Seminars (Boston and
Minneapolis)

November, 1997 - US Seminars (Chicago);
Canada (Edmonton)

December, 1997  - US Seminars
(Philadelphia and Albuquerque)

1997 TASH Conference
“We the People, ALL the People”

Boston • December 10-13, 1997

Other venues will be arranged and announced at a later date.  For detailed,
current information on any seminar, contact:

John Q. Marshall, Jr.
Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis

PO Box 5743 • Greenville, SC 29606-5743 USA
Phone: +1 (864) 271-4161 • Fax: +1 (864) 271-4162
Internet:  jmarshall@iaba.com • http://www.iaba.com

Toll Free (USA and Canada):  (800) 457-5575

In Australia - Jeffrey McCubbery (0354) 395 305

Assessment and Analysis of Severe
and Challenging Behavior
Gary W. LaVigna & Thomas J. Willis

This competency-based training
practicum provides participants with the
clinical skills required to design and
implement person-centered multielement
nonaversive support plans.
Los Angeles • July, 1997
Melbourne • September, 1997
Auckland • January, 1998
Los Angeles • July, 1998

IABA’s International Conference to
Advance Positive Practices in the Field
of Challenging Behavior

Enrollment l imited to previous
participants in IABA’s Two Week Institute
and Longitudinal Training.
Walt Disney World, FL • January 1999

Positive Approaches to Solving
Behavior Challenges and The Periodic
Service Review
Gary W. LaVigna & Thomas J. Willis

Positive Approaches… are 2, 3  & 4 day
seminars that present IABA’s multielement
model for providing person centered
nonaversive behavioral supports to people
with challenging behavior.  These seminars
cover Basic Principles of Nonaversive

Printed Resources Available from IABA
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